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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In traditional electric grid system, the central plants to generate electricity are 

usually placed either close to the energy resources (such as hybroelectric plants) or 

purposely located far from city areas to prevent the heavy air pollution from 

affecting the populated areas (such as coal plants). This requires the bulk power to 

be distributed for a long distance through a transmission & distribution grid from 

central plants to where the load is connected.  

However, due to the emerging oil shortage and increasing concerns on CO2 

emission and global warming, various renewable energy resources with 

zero/negligible emission have been identified as attract alternatives to conventional 

energy resources.  

Solar energy is one of the most promising renewable energy resources in use 

nowadays. Integration of renewable energy resources to traditional electric grid 

system brings both benefits and challenges.  

On the one hand, because of the ubiquitousness of sunlight, ease of installation, 

as well as environment-friendly feature (no emission and no noise), PV generation 

system can be installed conveniently on the roof of buildings in towns and cities, 

where the major part of energy consumption occurs. In this way, the amount of 

energy loss in transmitting electricity can be reduced by the distributed power 
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generation compared with the conventional centralized electricity generation. On the 

other hand, technical issues such as the power quality and system stability, caused 

by the interaction between the distributed PV system and grid need to be examined 

and additional protective devices may be required. Also the intermittency of solar 

energy resources would place requirement for better energy management through 

energy storage or additional capacity installation, especially for a large penetration 

of solar power into the grid. 

 

Fig.1.1: DC module and String Inverter 

Compared to PV systems based on the processing of the energy output of 

several PV panels connected directly in series and parallel, power generation based 

on the processing of energy output of single PV modules individually has become a 

new trend [1-4] . Here, two major approaches have been noticed in both academic 

and industry work, viz., “DC module” [5-9] and “AC module”[10-13] based on their 

output features.  

As shown in Fig.1.1, the term “DC module” refers to a PV module connected 
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to or integrated with an individual Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 

converter or “power optimizier” [5-9]. With the MPPT guaranteed by the local 

converter, the outputs of the DC modules are then connected in series and to a string 

inverter before feeding into grid.  

 
Fig.1.2: AC module and micro-inverter 

The concept of an “AC module”, which refers to a PV panel with an integrated 

“microinverter”, was conceived 30 years ago by researchers at Caltech’s Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory and Sandia National Lab [13]. As illustrated in Fig.1.2, their 

vision envisaged AC modules which “will be available at local hardware store and can 

be as easy to install as a string of light bulbs. [13]” 

 In both DC and AC module approaches, the maximum power point (MPP) of 

each panel can be tracked individually. Thus, the effects due to shading and module 

mismatches and orientation variations are almost totally eliminated and the 

utilization of the whole PV system is improved. This feature is vital in densely built 

areas where shading due to adjacent buildings or trees is inevitable. AC modules are 
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especially suitable for Building Integrated PV (BIPV) systems, where PV panels are 

integrated with building materials and mounted on the building surfaces whose 

orientations are all not likely to be the same. 

Besides, the AC module approach has its own unique advantages in terms of 

installation, maintenance and safety. Some of these are outlined below. 

(1) According to NEC 690.11[14], “photovoltaic systems with DC source 

circuits, DC output circuits or both, on or penetrating a building operating at a PV 

system maximum system voltage of 80 volts or greater, shall be protected by a listed 

(DC) arc-fault circuit interrupter, PV type, or other system components listed to 

provide equivalent protection.” Such a requirement, does not apply to AC modules 

with AC output only. Also, no special expertise for DC wiring is needed for 

installation and maintenance of AC module. This is an important advantage in the 

acceptance of PV systems among population. 

(2) Secondly, the “plug and play” property allows the customers to install a small 

number of AC modules in the beginning and expand the system easily through 

paralleling of additional AC modules. There is no need to match the new AC 

modules with the existing ones in any manner. Different PV technologies can be 

mixed. 

(3) Failure of one module will not influence other modules. The limitation 

imposed by the ‘weakest link’ on a PV array of serial/parallel connected modules is 

eliminated, which would improve system reliability.  
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(4) If failure of one AC module is detected, the removal and repair work can be 

carried out without influencing the other modules, again by a non-expert, safely.  

All of the above features make the AC module approach, based on 

microinverters, a promising technology to improve PV penetration into the grid.  

 

Fig.1.3: Quasi-AC module and unfolding inverter 

Other than the above two popular approaches, an alternative “Quasi-AC 

module” approach has been proposed in [15] (Fig.1.3). A quasi-AC module supplies 

a unidirectional current but in the shape of a rectified sinusoid. These quasi-AC 

modules are connected to a quasi-AC link, which, in turn, feeds power to the 

centralized unfolding inverter. Although different in system structure, the DC/DC 

converter and its control is similar to that in AC module solution based on unfolding 

inverter, which will be studied in literature survey in Chapter 2. 
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1.2 Introduction to Microinverter 

A microinverter, generally, refers to a low power inverter designed to handle 

the output of a single PV module (usually in the range of 100~300W). Its external 

connections and internal structure are shown in Fig.1.4 .  

 

Fig.1.4: System diagram of a microinverter 

As illustrated in Fig.1.4, a microinverter consists of two major parts: a power 

processing part and a power control part.  

The power processing part is connected to a PV module on the input side. The 

PV module converts the photon energy of light into Direct Current (DC) by 

photovoltaic effect. The PV module output is fed to the power circuit, which 

converts the DC into Alternating Current (AC) required by the utility.  As the fast 

switching waveforms of the present day inverter technology would generate high 

frequency electromagnetic noise, an EMI filter is needed between the inverter and 

the utility to prevent high frequency noise currents from entering the grid and 

causing interference to other systems connected to the same utility. 
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The power control part is divided into three function blocks based on the 

requirements of the PV panel and grid connection.  

Among them, MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking) is used to obtain the 

maximum power from the PV panel as the panel’s output characteristics changes with 

environmental conditions.  

Grid monitor is connected to the utility to detect its working condition and stop 

and restart the inverter as and when necessary. It also helps in synchronizing the 

inverter waveform with the grid voltage waveform. Detailed requirements and 

specifications are listed in several national and international standards concerning the 

interconnection of distributed generation systems with the grid and will be discussed 

later in this chapter.  

Receiving the signals from MPPT and Grid monitor, the main controller directly 

controls the inverter to obtain a sinusoidal output current in phase with the grid 

voltage and with a low THD (Total Harmonics Distortion). 

As an interface between a single PV module and the AC grid, the power circuit 

of a microinverter needs to cater to the requirements from both sides. Generally 

speaking, it needs to have 1) MPPT function to match with the PV module, and 2) 

high voltage boost and DC/AC conversion capability to match with the grid. These 

requirements are further explained below.  
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1.2.1. Power Processing Requirements 

For the power processing part, the input side requirements are determined by 

the choice of the PV panel used. The developments in PV technologies focus on 

improving the conversion efficiency of the PV cell and on reducing the system cost. 

Various PV cell technologies, based on different materials and fabrication methods 

are currently under active research. These include silicon based technologies (in the 

mono-crystalline, poly-crystalline, amorphous and micro-crystalline forms), and 

technologies based on III-V compounds, organics, nanotechnology and 

multi-junctions [16, 17]. Despite all the exciting progress in the research laboratories 

around the world, most of the commercial PV products at present are still based on 

mono-crystalline and poly-crystalline silicon. It is believed that they would continue 

to dominate the PV market for at least another decade [18]. This belief is further 

strengthened by the recent plummeting of the cost of silicon PV modules. 

The specifications of the applicable PV panels (above 100W) from several major 

global manufacturers [19] are listed in Table 1.1. This list, though not a complete list 

of all the panels available, gives a good idea of the voltage and current ranges of the 

normally available panels. As shown in Table 1.1, the number of cells per module is in 

the range of 36 to 72. Each PV cell is actually a p-n junction with a forward voltage 

around 0.5V, which makes the output voltage to be in the range of 18~36V at MPP.  

In order to connect to the grid with AC voltage in the range of 100 ~ 230Vrms, 

the low input voltage would need to be boosted by up to around 10~20 times. This 
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variable and high step-up ratio needs to be considered in the selection and design of 

inverter topology.  

Table 1.1: Panel specifications under STC (Standard Test Conditions: Irradiance 1kW/m2, AM1.5 

spectrum, module temperature 25 oC) 

Manufacturer Module 1 MPP Voltage 
MPP 

Current 

Number 

of Cells 

Unit  V A  

Kyocera KC130TM/GT 17.6 7.39 36 

KD135GX-LP 17.7 7.63 36 

KC175GT 23.6 7.42 48 

KD180GX-LP 23.6 7.63 48 

KC200GT 26.3 7.61 54 

KD 205/210 GX-LP 26.6 7.71/7.9 54 

Sharp NE-Q5E2U 34.6 4.77 72 

NT-175U1 35.4 4.95 72 

ND-187U1F 25.8 7.25 54 

ND-200/ 216 28.42~28.71 7.04~7.53 60 

Shell SP150-P 34 4.4 72 

Ultra 165/175 -PC 35/35.4 4.72/ 4.95 72 

Solar World SW130/140/150 Poly 18.9~20.1 6.9~7.5 40 

SW155/165/175 Poly 34.8~36 4.5~4.9 72 

SW165/175 mono 34.4/35.7 4.8/4.9 72 

SW160~185 mono 35~36.3 4.58~5.1 72 

SW200/210/220 Poly 28.6~29.8 7~7.4 60 

Sun Power SPR-205/215/220 ~40.0 5.13~5.53 72 

Sun Tech STP160/165/170/175/180S 34.4~35.6 4.65~5.05 72 

STP 190/200/210 26~26.4 7.31~7.95 54 

STP 260/270/280 S ~35 7.43~7.95 72 

BP solar REW/ BP3-125/130 17.4/17.3 7.2/7.5 36 

REW/BP3-155/160/165/170/175 34.4~36 4.5~4.9 72 

REW/BP4-160/165/170/175 34.3~35.6 4.5~4.9 72 

BP3-210/220/230 28.9~29.2 7.3~7.9 60 

SX3-195/200 24.4.24,5 7.96/8.16 50 

Conergy SC170/175/180M 35.5~36 4.79~5 72 

S 190-210P 26~26.4 7.31-7.95 54 

Powerplus 190-230 P/M 25~30 6.72~7.95 60 

YL 210/220 Wp 29/30 7.2/7.4 60 
1 Usually, the number in the name of PV panel (for example the digits ‘130’ in Kyocera 

KC130TM/GT) indicates the power level in W. 
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As each panel would need a separate inverter, a large enough power rating is 

preferred for AC module application so as to reduce the cost per watt. It is noted that 

with the increase of power level, the PV module current can reach as high as 8A at 

MPP in STC (Standard Testing Condition). The low voltage (18~40V) and high 

current (up to 8A) requirements at the PV side need to be considered in selecting a 

proper inverter topology. 

One more factor to be considered is the voltage ripple seen by the PV panel 

which will affect its overall efficiency as discussed in the next section. The power 

topology selection and its design are also influenced by the need to keep this ripple 

small.  

1.2.2. Power Control Requirements 

Overall, the power control part is in charge of controlling the power processing 

part to ensure the requirement for operating at the MPP imposed by the PV module 

and requirements for the grid connection specified by international standards. 

1.2.2.1.  Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) Requirement 

 
Fig.1.5: Simple electrical model of (a) a PV cell and (b) a PV panel made up of m cells in series 
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A PV cell is actually a large area p-n junction device with provision for external 

light to fall on the junction region to allow photovoltaic carrier generation. An 

electrical model that is commonly used to study its electrical characteristics is shown 

in Fig.1.5 (a). It is mainly composed of a light generated current source LI  and a 

diode in parallel. The generation of the current LI  involves two key processes [20]. 

The first is the absorption of incident photons resulting in the creation of electron-hole 

pairs. The second step is the separation of the electron and the hole by the action of the 

electric field existing in the p-n junction resulting in the generation of current. This 

p-n junction, however, also works as an internal load represented by the diode in 

Fig.1.5.  

The parasitic elements shown in Fig. 1.5(a), such as the parallel capacitor pC , 

is neglected in our simple analysis.The model of a PV panel made up of m cells in 

series is illustrated in Fig.1.5 (b). In an ideal case, assuming that all cells are perfectly 

matched, the equation for the I-V curve of the PV panel is obtained as: 

 










 1)exp(

t
oLdL nVm

V
IIIII  (1-1) 

where, oI  is the reverse saturation current of the diode, m  is the number of 

solar cells in series, n  is the ideality factor, and tV  is the thermal voltage of a 

semiconductor, which is given by mVqkTVt 26/   at room temperature where 

k (= 231038.1  J/K) is the Boltzmanns constant, T is the absolute temperature (in K) 

and q (= C19106.1  ) is the electron charge. 
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Fig.1.6: PV panel I-V curve (solid) and P-V curve (dashed) without shading  

From the electrical model given by (1-1), the current-voltage (I-V) curve and 

power-voltage (P-V) curve of a PV panel can be obtained as illustrated in Fig.1.6.  

Here ocV  and scI  refer to the open circuit voltage and short circuit current of the 

panel. The MPP is the point where the peak value of the P-V curve is reached, or the 

point on the I-V curve that defines the largest possible rectangle area (= mpmp VI  ) 

under it. 

It may be noted that the idea behind the model is to reproduce the DC 

characteristic curve accurately and not the realization of an accurate physical model. 

An equation similar to the ideal PV equation is used to model the practical PV cell. 

Here, oI  and tmnV  are replaced with 1C  and 2C . These constants are selected 

so that the resulting PV characteristics match reasonably with the manufacturer’s 

data. Thus, the parameters of ocV , scI , mpV  and mpI  given by the manufacturer’s 

datasheet can be taken as inputs to calculate two unknown parameters 1C  and 2C .  

The characteristic resistance mpR , of a PV panel is defined as the ratio of the 

voltage to current at MPP, equal to one over the slope of the line ‘OM’ through the 

MPP: 
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mp

mp
mp I

V
R   (1-2) 

If the effective load resistance seen by the panel is equal to this characteristic 

resistance, the maximum possible power is extracted from the panel. It is also noted 

that by increasing the illumination level, the current available at the MPP increases 

greatly. Though the MPP voltage does not change much with changing irradiance, it 

does increase significantly with reduction in temperature. Therefore, in order to make 

sure the maximum possible power is obtained under varying working conditions, an 

MPP tracking function must be included in the inverter control system.  

The operating temperature of a PV panel will only change slowly due to the large 

thermal time constants involved, for example, 7~15 min for a BP Solar BP585 85W 

PV panel[21]. However, changes in irradiance can occur suddenly, e.g. caused by 

passing clouds [22].  The inverter should be capable of tracking the MPP fast enough 

during such changes in irradiation.  

The maximum power obtainable also depends on the voltage ripple at the 

terminal of the PV panel. The ripple should be sufficiently small as any operating 

point deviation from MPP would result in power reduction. In [1], a second-order 

Taylor series approximation of the current has been used to calculate the average 

power from the panel when a sinusoidal voltage ripple is added upon the MPP voltage.  

The results show that the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage ripple (usually at double 

the line frequency) should be below 8.5% of the MPP voltage in order to maintain 
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average operation at 98% of the MPP power. This also needs to be considered in any 

microinverter topology study. 

1.2.2.2. Grid Connection Requirements 

Traditionally, “utility electric power systems (grid or utility) were not intended 

to accommodate active generation at the distribution level [23]”. Therefore, several 

standards have been evolved for dealing with the various issues involved in the 

interaction between the utility and the distributed generation systems. These standards 

have been developed by international organizations such as the IEEE (Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers) and IEC (International Electrotechnical 

Commission) , and institutions and utilities local to individual countries such as the 

National Fire Protection Association, Inc, Underwriter Laboratories, Inc. (UL) in the 

U.S.A. and the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization 

(CENELEC). Some of the most widely accepted standards include IEEE 1741 [23, 

24], IEC 61727 [25], IEC 62109 [26], UL1741 [27] and National Electrical Code 

(NEC) 690. 

According to these standards, the interconnection requirements mainly involve 

the following: 1) power quality requirement, 2) fault detection and protection, and 3) 

synchronization and reconnection. We will mainly use IEC61727 in our work as it 

establishes a unified standard that is widely used in different countries with different 

grid systems. A summary of the most important requirements from the grid 

connection point of view is listed in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2: Summary of Grid Connection Requirements (IEC61727) 

1) Power Quality Requirements 

Individual Harmonics in percent of maximum fundamental current (Odd) 1 

Order, h <11 11-15 17-21 21-33 THD 

percentage 4.0% 2.0% 1.5% 0.6% 5% 

DC current injection Less than 1% of rated output current 

Power Factor at above 50% of rated power >0.9 

2) Fault Detection and Protection Requirements 

Type Abnormal condition Maximum trip time 3 

 

Voltage 

(at the point of utility 

connection) 

 

V< 0.5×Vnominal 0.1 s 

50% ≤ V < 85% 2.0 s 

85% ≤ V < 110% Normal Operation 

110% ≤ V < 135% 2.0 s 

135% ≤ V 0.05 s 

Frequency Range 
Within Hz1  Normal Operation 

Outside the range of  Hz1  0.2 s 

Islanding Loss of utility 2 s 

3) Synchronization and Reconnection Requirements 

Allowed voltage fluctuation range during synchronization 2 %5 of prevailing voltage 

Normal Operation time before Reconnection 20s to 5 min 
1 Even harmonics are limited to 25% of the odd harmonics. 

2 Trip time refers to the time between the abnormal conditions occurring and the inverter ceasing to 

energize the utility line. 

Of the requirements, the grid monitor unit in Fig.1.4 mainly takes care of fault 

detection/protection and synchronization/reconnection. For example, it disconnects 

the inverter from the grid when the monitored grid voltage or frequency goes beyond 

the specified range (see Table 1.2). Alternatively, when the utility grid is down due 

to a fault or a scheduled maintenance, ‘Grid Monitor’ should be able to detect the 

situation and cut down the power from microinverter so as to provide anti-islanding 

function. When the grid condition is normal again, the grid monitor assists in 

restarting the inverter and reconnecting to the grid. Besides, the grid monitor also 

helps in synchronizing the inverter voltage waveform with the grid voltage waveform 

under normal operating conditions. It is expected to be working all the time even 
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when the inverter is stopped. This allows it to wake the inverter up when the grid 

returns to normal. 

Power quality requirement is fulfilled by the main controller. It is required that 

the total harmonic distortion (THD) in injected current, shall be less than 5% at the 

same PCC. In addition, each individual harmonic shall be less than a specified level. 

The detailed specifications of maximum individual harmonic current distortion as a 

percent of the maximum fundamental current are summarized in Table 1.2.  

According to IEC 61727, the micro-inverter is not required to be capable of 

adjusting the power factor. But it shall operate at a power factor above 0.9 when the 

output is greater than 50% of rated inverter output power.  

1.3 Motivation for the Present Work 

At present, large power PV generation systems based on string inverters still 

form the bulk of installed PV systems. The cost of a micro-inverter based system is 

generally higher than that of a system based on string inverters since every PV 

module would require one inverter. Besides, for a large array of AC modules, 

additional monitoring and communication functions will usually become necessary 

and will add to the system cost. The plummeting cost of a solar panel ($2.29/Wp, 

lowest around $1/Wp based on [28]) has made the inverter cost a more visible figure 

($0.71 /Wp according to [29]) in the total cost of a PV system.  

The overall cost of generated energy is not only related to the initial cost of PV 

system, but also influenced by the efficiency of the inverter as well as its useful 
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operating lifetime. Therefore, various efforts have been taken in the development of 

this technology to provide an optimum trade-off between conversion efficiency, 

lifetime and cost. For example, as pointed out in [30], a study of single-phase PV 

inverters in industry with different technologies from 1994 to 2002, showed slight 

drop in inverter efficiencies in certain periods of time. This reduction in PV inverter 

efficiency indicates a consideration that the PV inverter efficiency may be traded-off 

in order to reduce cost. Different compromises between cost, efficiency and lifetime 

have made two approaches to stand out. 

The first approach is to use an unfolding-type single stage inverter, most 

popularly based on flyback converter topology. This topology allows the required 

voltage level step-up, current shaping, Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) all 

to be done in a single power processing stage with minimum component count. 

However, the electrolytic capacitor used on the PV side as the buffer between the 

constant input power from the PV panel and the pulsating output power to be 

delivered to the AC grid, is generally taken to be the bottleneck in realizing long 

system lifetimes. In order to meet long lifetime requirements, such an approach 

would incur additional cost on thermal management to bring down the temperature 

of the capacitor in order to prolong its lifetime. Another trade-off in this scheme is 

between efficiency and cost. Efforts to improve the system efficiency with this 

approach usually require adding a considerable number of components, through 

modifications, such as interleaving multiple power converters in parallel, using  

non-dissipative snubber circuits and using soft switching techniques [31, 32]. Other 
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efforts to increase the efficiency include but not limited to are control strategies to 

improve efficiency at light load, such as burst mode operation [33] or PFM (Pulse 

Frequency Modulation). 

However, research in this area has invariably been based on Discontinuous 

Conduction Mode (DCM) operation of the flyback converter, which results in large 

RMS and peak current values and low efficiencies. The situation becomes worse 

with the low terminal voltage of the PV module and also with the increased 

switching frequency normally adopted to reduce the size of inverter. Before 

adopting a variety of efficiency improvement technologies, one question to ask 

would be: can we increase the efficiency by simply changing the circuit operation 

modes without adding further circuit components? A similar attempt has been found 

in [6] to use a combined DCM and Boundary Conduction Mode for a flyback 

microinverter in order to provide a high efficiency solution over a wide power range.  

A possible extension here to improve efficiency is to operate the flyback 

converter in Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM). When operated in CCM, a 

flyback converter has lower peak currents and hence higher efficiencies. This has 

been exploited before in both DC/DC power conversion and AC/DC power factor 

correction applications [7]; however, this approach has not been studied in AC 

module applications. A major issue, which has perhaps prevented the use of the 

flyback-CCM scheme in this application earlier, is the presence of a right-half plane 

(RHP) zero in the duty cycle to output current transfer function. This issue does not 
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arise in the case of power factor correction circuit using flyback-CCM converter, 

since here the input current is controlled to follow the grid voltage. In such a power 

factor correction circuit, the RHP zero only shows up in the output voltage control, 

which has slower dynamic requirements. Hence, the issues regarding such a 

flyback-CCM scheme as a potential low cost microinverter need to be investigated 

and feasibility proven. 

The second popular approach for microinverter is to replace the lifetime 

bottleneck, viz., the electrolytic capacitor, by a film capacitor, which is more reliable. 

However, a direct replacement with the same capacitance using film capacitors 

would be very expensive and bulky, hence would be unacceptable. A film capacitor 

can only be used when a small capacitance (usually below 100μF) is required to 

perform the power decoupling function. This is usually achieved by choosing or 

modifying inverter topologies to allow either a large average voltage or a large 

voltage ripple or both on the decoupling capacitor. As observed in previous 

publications [34, 35], for this type of approach, the lifetime improvement is 

achieved at the cost of more component count and reduced conversion efficiency. 

Recently [36-38], the focus in active power decoupling schemes have shifted from 

feasibility verification to efficiency improvement. These details will be discussed in 

Chapter 2. Overall, this approach, although superior in lifetime and reliability, 

currently still suffers from the drawback of a lower efficiency compared to the first 

approach, and this needs to be addressed. 
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1.4 Research Objectives & Thesis Contributions 

Overall, the research work reported in this thesis is focused on microinverter 

topology study to provide a low cost, high efficiency and long lifetime solution, as 

well as to investigate and solve some of the main control problems associated with 

the proposed approaches. The key specifications of the microinverter under study 

are given in Appendix A.  

1.4.1 Research Objectives 

Specifically, the main objectives of the research work falls into the following 

categories: 

To investigate power topologies which have the potential to achieve high 

conversion efficiencies at low cost; 

To investigate the provision of active power decoupling feature in order to 

eliminate the usage of an electrolytic capacitor (aimed at increasing system lifetime), 

while maintaining high system efficiency; 

To design a low cost and effective control system for the chosen topologies to 

achieve multiple control goals including: effective Maximum Power Point Tracking, 

active power decoupling and output current shaping requirements.  

To verify the performance of the proposed topology and control system by 

simulation and experimental test whenever necessary.  
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1.4.2 Thesis Contributions 

The major contributions of the thesis are as follows: 

1. A low cost Flyback-CCM microinverter with indirect current control 

A flyback inverter in CCM operation has been proposed and studied both 

theoretically and experimentally for a PV AC module application. The control 

challenges, posed by the RHP zero of the transfer function and by the wide 

variations in operating conditions have all been addressed. Two controller schemes, 

One Cycle Control (OCC) and Average Current Mode (ACM), have been 

investigated for indirect output current control of the proposed flyback-CCM 

inverter. Design considerations, issues and solutions in both control schemes have 

been discussed. Implementation issues with regard to current sensing using a 

unidirectional current transformer (CT) have been presented and addressed using 

bidirectional CT scheme. Experimental results show a satisfactory current tracking 

performance using Indirect ACC scheme with Total Harmonic Distortion 

(THD)<5% as required.  

As a result, a significant improvement in European & CEC efficiency over the 

benchmark flyback-DCM scheme has been verified by experiment thereby clearly 

indicating that the proposed flyback-CCM scheme with indirect ACC can be a 

viable choice for low/medium power PV AC module applications.  

2. A Parallel Power Processing (P3) scheme with active power decoupling 
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A parallel power processing (P3) scheme, which involves a transformer 

isolated main converter and a secondary side auxiliary converter, has been proposed 

with the aim of achieving active power decoupling without compromising on system 

efficiency. The proposed scheme has been studied with a flyback converter as the 

main power converter and a simple buck converter as the auxiliary converter. The 

requirement of the power decoupling capacitance has been investigated first. 

Different operating modes of the proposed circuit have been explored with pros and 

cons identified. The reduction of power decoupling capacitance using the pilot 

topology has been verified by simulation. Finally, component selections for 

prototype implementation have been highlighted to clarify limitation of certain 

power devices in the proposed scheme and the operation of each stage has been 

verified by experiment in DC-DC conversion. 

3. Modeling and Control of Parallel Power Processing (P3) scheme. 

Small signal modeling of the pilot topology have been carried out to derive the 

control-to-input voltage transfer function, control-to-output current transfer function 

and current-to-voltage transfer function. Based on the model results, different 

control possibilities have been explored for output current control. A control system 

including an outer power decoupling capacitor voltage control and an inner current 

tracking control has been presented. An effective usage of one current controller for 

two plants have been studied and analyzed. Designs of both the current controller 
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and voltage controller have been presented. Finally, simulation results demonstrate 

the control effectiveness and the viability of the P3 scheme. 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

The remaining of the thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 presents a literature survey on different microinverter topologies and 

control schemes. 

Chapter 3 investigates a flyback inverter working in CCM mode rather than the 

commonly used DCM mode. The analysis and design guideline of the main stage for 

both DCM and CCM cases are discussed. Verified by both simulation and 

experiment, the proposed Flyback CCM inverter can obtain a California weighted 

efficiency of 88%, which is 8% higher than the counterpart of the flyback DCM 

inverter. On the other side, the power decoupling issue in this type of scheme is 

identified and analyzed in detail.  

Chapter 4 is devoted to controller schemes to address the challenges in output 

current control of the flyback CCM inverter under a large varying operation 

conditions. An indirect current control approach is adopted and one linear controller 

(Average current control) and one nonlinear current controller (One cycle control) 

are designed and analyzed for AC module applications. The current tracking 

performances as well as stability are also verified by experiment.  
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In order to solve the power decoupling issue discussed in Chapter 3, chapter 5 

develops a parallel power processing scheme based on flyback converter, which does 

not need a large DC link capacitance to perform power decoupling function. 

Different from single stage inverter and cascaded multi-stage inverter, this inverter 

reduces the power processing stages for the overall power, which helps increase the 

conversion efficiency as well.  

In Chapter 6, small signal modeling of the proposed parallel power processing 

scheme has been carried out to explore various control possibilities. A dual loop 

voltage/current control has also been designed and developed for output current 

shaping control and decoupling capacitor voltage control. The effectiveness of the 

proposed current/voltage controller has been verified by simulation in both steady 

state and transient operation. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the work presented in the thesis and suggests future work 

that may be carried out in this area.   
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE SURVEY OF 

MICROINVERTER TOPOLOGIES 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a literature survey of the different microinverter approaches is 

presented with the main focus on the power circuit topologies. The literature survey 

has been carried out to obtain an overview of existing solutions generated both in the 

academia and in the solar PV industry. The surveys present, briefly, the topologies 

and schemes, their pros and cons, and also identify the current trends and challenges 

with regard to them.  

The survey is divided into two parts in this chapter. Firstly, the basic topologies 

of microinverters are classified and studied in Section 2.2. In addition, micoinverters 

with an additional active power decoupling circuit aimed at eliminating the 

electrolytic capacitor with its short lifetime has been studied separately in Section 2.3 

These surveys provide the guidelines for the research work reported in the thesis 

from Chapter 3 onwards. 

2.2 Literature Survey of Microinverter Topologies 

A number of reviews about single-phase PV power inverter topologies have 

been published [1-4] in the past decade, and these provide good overviews of this 

area.  

Among them, review [1] covers comprehensively the major aspects of PV 

inverters for single phase grid connection. The coverage is not limited to 
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microinverters only. Firstly, the technical demands due to the PV module, grid and the 

operator are identified. This is then followed by a historical review beginning from 

the central inverters of the past to the currently popular string/multi-string inverters 

and to the AC modules/AC cell inverters of the future. The inverter technologies are 

classified based on 1) the number of power processing stages in cascade, 2) the 

placement of the power decoupling capacitor, 3) whether galvanically isolated or 

non-isolated and if isolation is provided, whether it is with a line frequency 

transformer or with a high frequency transformer, and 4) the type of grid interface. 

These classifications are well defined and address the key questions in the design of a 

PV inverter. In total, seven topologies for microinverters and four for string 

/multi-string inverters are presented, compared and evaluated in terms of lifetime, 

component ratings and cost. A more detailed analysis can be found in [2]. Based on 

the comparison, a power processing scheme adopted by a commercial inverter 

“Soladin 120” [1], a push pull converter with a line frequency unfolding circuit, was 

identified as the “most suitable” candidate for a 160W microinverter [1]. The author 

of this review[1] has also published other reports earlier, including one reviewing 

four commercial microinverters [4] and another one covering inverters for multiple 

PV modules [3]. These reports could serve as additional references. 

Another comprehensive review [39] is concentrated on microinverter only 

(which the article refers to as ‘Module Integrated Converter (MIC)) of up to 500W 

power rating. Twenty topologies, all with High Frequency (HF) transformer isolation, 

are classified into three categories, i.e. MICs with a dc link, a pseudo dc link or 
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without a dc link. The topologies have been evaluated based on power density, 

efficiency, reliability and Balance of System (BOS) cost. In this study, the majority 

(13 out of 20) fall into the category of pseudo dc link type, which was judged to be the 

most suitable type for the current generation MICs. The third category without a dc 

link was believed to represent the future trend.  

Reviews [40] and [30] are more focused on industry approaches. They discuss 

the key issues driving PV inverter development in the market with supporting studies, 

including price and efficiency studies. Both reviews briefly discuss the safety 

concerns of transformerless inverters due to the PV array not being grounded and 

point out a lack of international standard on this issue. This point will be further 

elaborated when discussing transformerless inverters later in the current literature 

survey as well. Review [40] further presents a number of transformerless topologies 

and new system concepts such as ‘team’ concept and ‘master-slave’ concept, wherein 

the energy output is increased.  

Reviews [41] and [42] are more general in scope, including power processors 

for a variety of distributed power generation sources, such as PV modules, 

wind-turbine and fuel cells (the last included in [42] only). 

It was noticed during this survey that the PV inverter technology has been 

changing rapidly with a variety of PV inverter topologies being proposed and 

investigated. It is quite difficult to provide an overview covering all of them. 

Therefore, in this survey, the scope is limited to topologies capable of converting a 

low PV voltage (say, below 40V) to an RMS (Root Mean Squared) grid voltage of up 
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to around 230V with a power rating between 100W and 300W. These input and output 

voltage ranges make sure that the studied topologies are all capable of (a) being used 

with a majority of the crystalline silicon based PV modules in the market and b) 

universal grid connection with grid RMS voltage value between 100V and 240V. The 

power rating should not be too low, considering the cost per watt for each PV module. 

At the higher end, the power rating is limited by the current PV module power ratings 

available in the market. The objective of this literature survey is to find out the current 

trends and challenges in microinverter research and development. 

Based on the scope specified above, the first question for a microinverter 

designer would be how to provide the required high voltage amplification (up to 

10~20). The required voltage amplification can be provided either with a transformer 

or without one. Thus, the topology candidates can be classified by the usage of 

transformers and by the transformer type as shown in Fig.2.1.  

 
Fig.2.1: Classification of basic microinverters based on 1) usage and type of transformer and then 2) 

inverter operation mechanisms 

As shown in Fig.2.1, the three major types of microinverter are transformerless 

(or non-isolated) inverters and isolated inverters using either a high frequency (HF) or 

a low frequency (LF) transformer.  
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In the past, an LF transformer (at 50 Hz or 60 Hz depending on AC frequency) 

was often used to provide galvanic isolation and voltage amplification, for example, 

the earlier commercial microinverter SUNSINE300 [3]. One benefit of this approach 

is the low voltage stress of the components at the primary side of the transformer [3, 

30]. This allows cheap, low voltage MOSFETs with low conduction loss [3] to be 

used. Such MOSFETs are widely available due to their use in automotive applications 

[30]. However, such an approach is not favored nowadays because of the 

transformer’s large volume, weight and most importantly cost. Although the LF 

transformer inverter is still considered for use in centralized/string PV inverters [43], 

it is no longer considered viable in low power applications, such as in a microinverter. 

Hence, they are not included in this survey. 

The advancements in fast switching semiconductor power device technology 

and in low cost, high frequency magnetic materials have made HF transformer 

inverter more cost competitive than LF transformer inverter. A switching frequency at 

around 20 kHz ~ 200 kHz makes it possible to largely shrink the size and cost of the 

passive components, e.g. transformer. However, the pursuit of higher power densities 

through higher switching frequencies is limited by the increasing switching loss of the 

power semiconductor switches. Supported by soft-switching technologies, numerous 

new topologies with HF transformers are still being actively proposed and studied 

with the aim of improving the system efficiency further. 

In non-microinverter type of PV inverters, such as a string inverter, it is believed 

that transformerless inverters generally have higher efficiencies and are also cheaper 
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than comparable inverters with transformer [40]. The main disadvantage of a 

transformerless inverter would be the direct connection between PV module and the 

grid without galvanic isolation, which could raise a safety issue [40]. In the case of a 

microinverter, it is still not clear whether a transformerless inverter can provide a 

higher efficiency. In order to meet the large voltage amplification ratio required in a 

microinverter, multiple power processing stages are usually needed, which increases 

component count and reduces efficiency. This issue will be further discussed in the 

next sub-section. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, a small group of 

studies based on transformerless inverters and the key issues in their use will be 

discussed in Section 2.2.1. After that, selected topologies using HF transformer will 

be further classified into four sub-groups and discussed individually in Section 2.2.2. 

The candidate topologies in these two sections are tabulated in Table 2.1. Finally, the 

focus of Section 2.2.3 would be on the challenges and trends observed in this area. 

Table 2.1: Candidate topologies for micro-inverters 

Transformerless 

HF Transformer micro-inverter 

UFI with power decoupling at 
PWM Inverter Cycloconverter 

Series-parallel 

connection Input side DC link 

[44-47] [48-52] [53] [9, 54] [55-57] [58] 

2.2.1. Transformerless Microinverter  

Transformerless inverters have gained commercial popularity in grid connected 

PV systems, especially in Europe [59]. Compared to inverters with HF transformer, a 

transformerless inverter has certain advantages, such as system compactness, reduced 
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cost and reduction in overall power loss. In general, the European efficiency of a 

transformerless inverter is 1% to 3% higher than that of an inverter with HF 

transformer in the power range between 1 and 5kW [59]. 

Nevertheless, transformerless inverter has certain limitations. Traditionally, PV 

inverters in US require galvanic isolation between DC ground and AC ground to 

prevent transmitting DC faults to grid side [60]. Although this isolation requirement 

was removed from the National Electric Code (NEC) 690 published in 2005 [61], 

there is still a safety concern about the leakage current caused by the power 

conversion system via the distributed parasitic capacitance (shown as lumped 

capacitors pC  and pC  in Fig.2.2) between the PV connectors and grounded frame. 

This parasitic capacitance is influenced by weather conditions, module size and cell 

technology, and its net value has been observed to be around 50-150 nF/kWp for 

crystalline silicon cells and 1μF/kWp for thin-film cells[59]. The voltage fluctuation 

between the PV panel and frame ground depends on the inverter topology and 

switching operation. The fluctuation can be either at line frequency or at switching 

frequency or both [1] [59] [62]. To prevent the resulting leakage current from posing 

danger to a person who touches the PV module frames, new safety requirements have 

been specified in German DIN VDE 0126-1-1 and IEC6210. A Residual Current 

Monitoring Unit (RCMU) is required to detect DC fault when the leakage current to 

ground reaches 300mA and disconnect the PV arrays within 0.3s [59]. In order to 

meet the leakage current requirement, a variety of transformerless topologies have 
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been published [47, 59, 63-66] to prevent the fluctuation of PV panel voltage with 

reference to ground.  

Another issue with transformerless inverter is related to DC current injection 

into the grid, which may saturate the power transformers [64]. As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, many international standards dealing with renewable energy interaction 

with grid, such as IEEE1547 and IEC61727, specify limits on allowable DC current 

injection, usually between 0.5% to 1% of the rated current [64]. 

 

Fig.2.2: Possible System diagram of transformerless microinverter 

In addition to the above issues common for PV string inverters and centralized 

inverters, one more challenge for use of transformerless inverter as microinverter is 

the high voltage gain requirement. Using a traditional single stage converter to 

achieve the high voltage gain (from < 40 V DC to > 350 V DC) is not practical. This is 

because the overall efficiency is reduced greatly at too small or too large duty ratios 

due to the presence of parasitic elements in the circuit [67]. Due to this, this approach 

was not considered in the present work. 

However, in recent publications [11-13], a promising two stage transformerless 

approach has been proposed which appears to overcome the above problem of high 

gain amplification. This is a more recent development in this area, which is not 

studied in this thesis. However, it is described below for the sake of completeness. 
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The typical system diagram of the schemes proposed in [11-13] is illustrated in 

Fig.2.2. It consists of one front-end DC/DC converter with high voltage gain (as 

shown in Fig.2.3) and a high efficiency DC-AC inverter (for example, a H6 inverter in 

Fig.2.4). 

 
Fig.2.3: High gain boost converter with voltage multiplying cells [44, 45]  

As illustrated in Fig.2.3, the front-end DC/DC converter in [44, 45] is based on 

either one or multiple voltage multiplying cells by placing some pre-charged 

capacitors in series connection. Detailed description of this boost converter with 

voltage multiplier cells can be found in [68] while this concept can be further applied 

for other converters as in [69]. 

 
Fig.2.4: H6 type inverter proposed in [46] 

The second stage in Fig. 2.2 is the DC/AC conversion stage, which is expected 

to be able to prevent a large leakage current between the PV module connector and 

ground. A variety of high efficiency single phase transformerless inverters listed in 

[47] can be adopted in this consideration, such as the H5 and the HERIC (Highly 
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Efficient and Reliable Inverter Concept) topologies, which are popularly used as 

transformerless string inverters. Falling in the same category, a high efficiency H6 

type inverter was studied in [46] specifically for microinverter application.  

Table 2.2: Summary of Candidate Topologies for Transformerless Microinverter 

REF Scheme pvV  
pvP  

dcV  
rmsV  

sf    

Candidate Topologies for Front-end DC/DC Converter 

[44] 1 voltage multiplier cell 35V 400W 350/450V -  50kHz 
94.3-96% 

/92.7- 95.4% 

[45] 2 voltage multiplier cells 30V 300W 450V - 75kHz 93.5-95.5% 

A Candidate Topology for Second-stage DC/AC Inverter 

[46] H6 type inverter - 300W 180/200V 120V 30kHz 97.5-98.4% 

 

Table 2.2 lists the key parameters of the candidate topologies of transformerless 

microinverter following the two stage approach. Combining the performance of the 

two individual stages, an overall efficiency around 93% could be achieved. 

The relative advantages of such transformerless inverters proposed in [11-13] 

and inverters with HF transformers investigated in the present thesis need to be 

studied. Such a study could be considered for future research work. 

2.2.2. Microinverter with HF transformer 

A microinverter with HF transformer isolation is by far the most popular type 

studied in academia and industry. The use of the transformer provides high gain 

capability and isolation. Besides, the size and cost of the transformer as well as other 

passive components used for filtering are also greatly reduced because of high 

frequency operation.  
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(a.1) Schemes with Unfolding Inverter (UFI) – Input side power decoupling 

 
(a.2) Schemes with Unfolding Inverter (UFI) – DC link power decoupling 

 
(b) Schemes with PWM inverter 

 
(c) Schemes with Cycloconverter (CCV) 

 
(d) Schemes using Parallel-Series Connection 

Fig.2.5: System diagram of different types of HF transformer microinverters 

As shown in Fig.2.1, microinverters with HF transformer can be further 

classified into four subgroups based on the basic mechanism used to generate AC 

from DC. These operating mechanisms for DC-AC conversion are illustrated in 
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Fig.2.5. In all of them, the HF transformer is usually placed inside the PV side 

converters marked in green color in Fig.2.5. The pros and cons of each subgroup will 

be first discussed. This will then be followed by a discussion of selected candidates 

within each category. 

The first subgroup (Fig.2.5(a.1) and (a.2)) is characterized by the use of an 

Unfolding Inverter (UFI) working at line frequency to “unfold” the rectified 

sinusoidal current generated by the DC/DC current shaping converter into an 

alternating current. The scheme in Fig.2.5(a.1) uses one (or two) DC/DC power 

processing stages to boost the voltage level and implement MPPT and current shaping 

function at the input side. On the other hand, the scheme in Fig.2.5(a.2) uses an input 

side DC/DC stage to boost up the DC link voltage and perform MPPT for PV module. 

This is then followed by a DC/DC stage to perform current shaping function. In this 

scheme, the HF transformer isolation can be placed either in the DC/DC-constant 

power stage or in the DC/DC-current shaping stage.  

The benefits of such approaches using UFI are several. Firstly, due to its low 

working frequency and zero voltage/zero current switching behavior, the switching 

loss of the UFI is negligible. As fast switching is not required for such line frequency 

commutated switches, selection of power semiconductor devices can be focused on 

devices with the lowest onR  (conduction on resistance) value available in the market. 

Due to this, the conduction loss determined by the RMS current through it is also 

small. If classified by conversion stages, this UFI stage is commonly not taken as an 
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extra stage for the same reason. Secondly, this scheme is similar to the Power Factor 

Correction (PFC) circuits commonly used in AC/DC offline power supplies, with the 

major difference being in the power flow direction. This similarity makes it possible 

to use the existing commercially available PFC IC’s with slight modifications for the 

current shaping control. 

However, in the scheme with input side power decoupling (Fig. 2.5(a.1)), the 

instantaneous power imbalance between the input DC (constant) power and the 

fluctuating output AC power is stored in the PV side capacitor pvC . This requirement 

brings with it a number of drawbacks. One of them is the large decoupling capacitor 

required (usually in the range of mF) at the low voltage PV side. This is both because 

of 1) the large decoupling power (up to pvP ) at low frequency to be handled and 2) the 

low voltage ripple to be maintained at the PV panel terminals to ensure MPPT 

operation of PV module [1]. A third reason for using a high value capacitor 

highlighted in the present thesis (Section 3.3.2) is to keep the output current distortion 

factor low. This necessitates the use of an electrolytic capacitor (e-cap) with larger 

capacitance on the input side.  

This use of an electrolytic capacitor is believed to be the main bottleneck in 

extending the lifetime of the inverter [1, 34, 53, 70]. Replacing the capacitor with 

other types of capacitor requires reducing the capacitance value by using an ‘active 

power decoupling’ circuit. This topic has been a major trend in current study of 

microinverter topology. The issue and existing solutions are surveyed in Section 2.3.  
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Besides the troublesome e-cap problem, the DC/DC stage needs to operate at an 

instantaneous pulsating power level ranging from 0~ pvP2  requiring the power 

devices to be overrated. The device utilization factor is reduced, which is not cost 

effective. 

In schemes with an intermediate DC link capacitor (Fig.2.5(a.2)), since the 

power decoupling function can be realized at the high voltage DC link with a larger 

tolerance in voltage ripple, a film capacitor with a small capacitance value can be used. 

Such a capacitor does not have the lifetime problem of the electrolytic capacitor and 

hence the inverter lifetime can be improved [71]. However, this is achieved with one 

additional high frequency power conversion stage, which has a negative effect on the 

overall conversion efficiency.  

An alternative to the UFI is the traditional PWM inverter operating at a high 

switching frequency. As shown in Fig.2.5 (b), this type of microinverter consists of 

one or more DC/DC converter stages for MPPT and voltage boost and a PWM 

inverter performing the current shaping and inverting function. Since the 2nd 

harmonic power is handled by the high voltage DC link capacitor dcC  rather than PV 

side capacitor pvC , a large voltage ripple can be tolerated and a smaller film capacitor 

can be used. However, a major disadvantage is that due to the cascading of high 

switching frequency power processing stages, a multiplication of individual 

efficiencies would lead to less overall efficiency. Therefore, for this type of inverter,  

the key is to increase the efficiency of both stages. 
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A third subgroup of microinverter with HF transformer uses a cycloconverter 

(CCV) for direct AC/AC conversion. Proposed and patented by Hazeltine in 1926 (as 

cited in [72]), CCV was designed to “convert a constant voltage, constant frequency 

AC waveform into another AC waveform of a lower frequency by synthesizing the 

output waveform from segments of the AC supply without an intermediate DC link” 

[72]. As shown in Fig.2.5(c), schemes using CCV usually consists of a DC/AC stage 

generating high frequency AC voltage which is then stepped up through a HF 

transformer and fed to a CCV to obtain the low frequency power. In this scheme, as 

the current shaping is carried out by the DC/AC high frequency inverter, the second 

harmonic power is handled by the PV side capacitor, which has the same problems 

with the first subgroup using UFI. 

The last subgroup is based on a parallel-series connection of DC/DC converters 

to implement the DC/AC conversion. As illustrated in Fig.2.5 (d), the input of the 

DC/DC converters are connected to the PV module in parallel, while the outputs are 

back-to-back series connected and placed in series with the grid. Each DC/DC 

converter produces a high level DC link voltage (> half of peak AC voltage) on which 

an AC voltage equal to half the grid voltage is superimposed. The back-back series 

connection of converters cancels the DC offset output while the two AC voltages add 

up. 

The advantage of this scheme is that the decoupling power can be handled by the 

two high voltage capacitors 1gC  and 
2gC  at the output side. One example for such a 
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scheme has been proposed in [58] using flyback converters. However, in this 

approach, due to the series connection at grid side, the two DC/DC converters tend to 

provide additional power to each other alternately every half of the line cycle, which 

produces circulating current. This circulating current, will increase the power 

converter component ratings and also reduce the overall efficiency. Therefore, this 

scheme will not be considered further. 

2.2.2.1. Schemes with Unfolding Inverter (UFI) 

Unfolding inverter (UFI) [73, 74] refers to a low frequency inverter that unfolds 

the unidirectional current (but shaped like a rectified AC current) into alternating 

current. It can be implemented using either two or four low frequency switches. 

Examples of variations in UFI configurations are shown in the microinverter schemes 

based on a low cost flyback topology shown in Fig.2.6. These unfolding switches are 

highlighted by the dashed box, and can be implemented by power MOSFETs, IGBTs, 

or other switches. 

The bridge type unfolding inverter (UFI A) shown in Fig.2.6 (a) is the most 

commonly used UFI topology. Although current/energy flow direction is reversed, 

this type of inverter is similar to the topologies used in a PFC application, where the 

current shaping is carried out by a DC/DC converter and the UFI is replaced by a 

diode bridge rectifier. The major differences compared to a PFC rectifier are that 1) 

the reverse power flow; 2) DC side specification/requirement and 3) the output 
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current of the converter, rather than input current needs to be controlled to follow the 

rectified grid voltage.  

 
(a) ‘Enphase’ commercial microinverter scheme using flyback converter [48] 

 
(b) Flyback converter with two output windings and unfolding switches [49, 50] 

 
(c) Two flyback converters with unfolding switches [51] 

 
(d) Flyback converters with two primary side winding and unfolding switches [51] 

Fig.2.6: Examples of microinverter with different types of UFI 
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An overview of single phase PFC circuits can be found in [75] which could 

provide guideline for consideration in microinverter application. However, further 

investiagation on a particular PFC circuit is needed to evaluate whether it is 

applicable for microinverter application. Though popular, UFI A scheme requires 

four switches.  

A second UFI configuration,- UFI B, is found in [49, 50] and shown in Fig.2.6 

(b). Only two switches are required at the cost of two output legs of the flyback 

converter. Each leg would perform current shaping control during either the positive 

or the negative part of the AC cycle, while the unfolding switches S1 and S2 would be 

turned on and off alternately at line frequency to generate AC output current. 

Another alternative is the UFI C shown in Fig.2.6 (c) with two back-to-back 

unfolding switches. The primary sides of the two flyback converters are connected in 

parallel, while the secondary sides are connected so as to handle output current in 

opposing directions.The scheme in Fig.2.6 (d) [51] is a special case and is worth 

mentioning. A pair of switches S1 and S2 is placed back to back on the output side, 

similar to the UFI C shown in Fig.2.6 (c). However, this switch pair S1 and S2 work 

as the combination of D1, S1 or D2, S2 in Fig.2.6 (b). In positive half cycle, S1 is on 

all the time while the body diode of S2 works as the rectifier for flyback operation. 

Similarly in the negative half cycle, S2 is on while the body diode of S1 works at high 

switching frequency as the rectifier diode. This approach, however, requires power 

devices of both S1 and S2 with a fast body diode. In [51], two external ultrafast diodes 
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are placed in parallel with S1 and S2 to avoid their slow body diodes to conduct. 

Besides, synchronous rectification is also one possible solution for fast rectification.  

Nowadays, a power device with intrinsic fast body diode is available in market such 

as Infineon’s CoolMOS CFD2, which could make it possible to use the body diode 

itself as high switching frequency rectifier. 

Overall, UFI A is the most popular UFI approach regardless of the power 

topologies while the use of other types is largely influenced by the power topologies 

of the front-end converters. The different topologies of the front-end converters are 

discussed in the following subsections. 

1) Input side power decoupling 

As discussed above, one or more DC/DC converter stages are used on the PV 

side to implement voltage boost and current shaping functions together. A number of 

commercial microinverters adopt the configuration in Fig.2.5(a.1) with different 

isolated DC/DC topologies. For example, Enphase microinverter [48] uses a flyback 

converter to perform current shaping (Fig.2.6 (a)), while Mastervolt microinverter 

“Soladin” uses a push pull converter [2] (Fig.2.7(a)) and NKF Electronics 

microinverter “OK4E” uses a full bridge converter [2]. 

Other DC/DC converters which have been used include series resonant full 

bridge converter [2, 76, 77] and two-transistor flyback converter [78]. Schemes which 

utilize two transistors in series on the PV side (for example, the two-transistor flyback 

converter in [41]) are not preferred due to the low voltage at the PV side. In this case, 
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the conduction power loss of the power switch, which accounts for a major part of the 

total loss, is doubled. Therefore, such topologies are not considered in this survey. 

 
(a) Soladin 120 commercial microinverter using push pull converter [2] 

 
(b) Topology proposed in [52] (lossless snubber circuit is not shown here) 

Fig.2.7: Examples of schemes with UFI – Input side power decoupling 

For input side power decoupling scheme with UFI, multiple DC/DC stages are 

usually not the first choice due to the added component count and reduced overall 

efficiency due to multiple power processing, while still retaining the poor lifetime 

issue due to the use of a large electrolytic capacitor for power decoupling. Yet, 

reference [52] provides an exception with a high overall efficiency reported (up to 

92%). As illustrated in Fig.2.7 (b), this topology consists of one two-phase buck stage 

using Interphase Transformer (T1) with a turns ratio of 1:1, one two-inductor boost 

converter to step up the rectified sinusoidal voltage, followed by a UFI to generate AC 

voltage. The duty cycles of Q1, Q2 are modulated to generate rectified sinusoidal 

voltage. Efforts are taken to improve system efficiency using integrated magnetic 
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components, synchronous rectification, multi-phase operation, non-dissipative 

snubber circuit and SiC technology [52]. 

Overall, the schemes with UFI and input side power decoupling have potential as 

low cost and low loss solutions. But they require large values of input capacitance pvC , 

which, as was discussed earlier, leads to short inverter lifetime. A compromise 

between cost and lifetime leads to the use of multiple-stage DC/DC converter with 

DC link power decoupling. This is discussed in the next subsection. 

2) DC Link Power Decoupling 

As shown in Fig.2.5 (a.2), at least two DC/DC conversion stages are needed for 

such a UFI based scheme, where the power decoupling is handled by DC link 

capacitor dcC  with a reduced capacitance due to high DC link voltage and large 

tolerance of voltage ripple.  

 

Fig.2.8: Example of multiple-stage microinverter with UFI [53] 

A typical example can been found in [53], where the microinverter (Fig.2.8) 

consists of a transformer isolated phase shifted series resonant converter, a current 

shaper using a unidirectional buck converter and finally a UFI using IGBTs. The 

phase shifted series resonant converter works at 25kHz to step up the voltage to 475V. 
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The objective of this reported work was to achieve long lifetime (10 years) with 

careful thermal management, components selection, failure rate study and reliability 

test. The maximum efficiency reported in [53] was 89%.  

2.2.2.2. Schemes with PWM Inverter 

An alternative approach uses conventional Pulse Width Modulated inverter as 

the interface to the grid. In this approach, as the input voltage of PWM inverter is 

required to be higher than the maximum grid voltage, a front-end DC/DC converter is 

necessary to step up the low PV voltage to a high DC link voltage, e.g. above 400V. 

As illustrated in Fig.2.5 (b), since the front-end DC/DC converter works at constant 

power from PV while the PWM inverter delivers pulsating power to the AC grid. The 

power decoupling is handled by the intermediate DC link capacitor. In this respect, 

this is similar to the case in UFI approach with DC link power decoupling (Fig.2.5 

(a.2)). The common disadvantage of such a cascaded scheme is the reduced system 

efficiency due to multiple processing of power in the cascaded stages. Therefore, in 

this subgroup, the research focus has been on high efficiency, high gain DC/DC 

converters and PWM inverters, respectively. 

Reference [54] (see Fig. 2.9(a)) has proposed a potential low cost and high 

efficiency DC/DC converter by adding one diode (D1) and one capacitor ( rC ) to a 

conventional flyback converter. The operation is based on an isolation transformer as 

a combination of normal transformer and flyback transformer at the same time. Thus, 

the energy transfer to the secondary side occurs both during the M1 ‘on’ interval and 
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‘off’ interval. Component utilization and efficiency can be improved with this 

approach. At a switching frequency of 50 KHz, an efficiency of 97% has been 

reported for the DC/DC converter at full power of 260W. The overall efficiency 

including both DC/DC converter and PWM inverter reaches up to 94.5%. 

 

(a) Topology proposed in [54] with improved flyback DC/DC converter stage 

 
(b) Dual-Mode Topology proposed in [9] 

Fig.2.9: Examples of Schemes using PWM Inverters 

 Another high efficiency candidate for the front-end DC/DC converter is a 

modified dual mode DC/DC converter based on a Half bridge LLC resonant converter 

with a voltage doubler and Half Wave Rectifier (HWR) as shown in Fig.2.9 (b) [9]. 

This converter is capable of maintaining a high efficiency for a wide input range 

under different load conditions by changing operating modes adaptively according to 

PV module voltage and power. As shown in Fig.2.9 (b), the Half-Wave Rectifier 

(HWR) connected to the secondary side of transformer T2 can be enabled and 
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disabled by controlling S3. When S3 is off, the DC/DC converter works in Mode I like 

a traditional LLC resonant converter together with a voltage doubler. In this mode, 

inductances rL  and lkL  together form the required resonant inductance. Switch S3 

is turned on when the PV voltage and power fall below preset thresholds [9]. In this 

case, the DC/DC converter works in Mode II with HWR to aid in voltage boost and 

efficiency improvement at light load. A study of the DC gain and power losses have 

been presented in [9]. A peak efficiency of 96.5% and peak weighted efficiency of 

95.8% have been reported with input PV voltage of 32V and output DC link voltage 

of 400V.  Here the peak weighted efficiency refers to the maximum efficiency 

measured at different input PV voltage and weighted over varying power level. This 

topology, however, has a large component count. The control aspects have also not 

been discussed in [9]. 

2.2.2.3. Schemes with Cyclo-converter (CCV) 

As introduced earlier, CCV was designed to “convert a constant voltage, 

constant frequency AC waveform into another AC waveform of a lower frequency by 

synthesizing the output waveform from segments of the AC supply without an 

intermediate DC link” [72]. It has also found use in other applications such as in fuel 

cell systems [79, 80]. CCV is commonly used as a Voltage Source Inverter (VSI). 

Therefore, modification of the CCV to work as a Current Source Inverter (CSI) is 

required for grid-tied PV systems. Three candidate topologies, which can be used as 

CSI based on CCV, have been shortlisted below for target microinverter 
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specifications and shown in Fig.2.10. Here, VSI and CSI are defined referring to the 

output characteristics of an inverter. 

 
(a) Push-pull cyclo-converter inverter [55] 

 

(b) CCV Scheme using Impedance-Admittance Conversion [56] 

 

(c) A Full Bridge Series-Resonance Inverter with CCV [57] 

Fig.2.10: Examples of schemes using CCV 

Reference [55] proposed a microinverter topology based on a typical CCV 

(Fig.2.10 (a)). In this scheme, M1 and M2 at the transformer primary side are turned 

on and off alternatively at 50% duty cycles to generate a high frequency square 

voltage waveform. At the secondary side, S1/S2 and S3/S4 are controlled with a phase 
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shift between 1,MgsV
/ 2,MgsV

 and 12,SgsV
/ 34,SgsV

 to ensure unity power factor for grid 

current.  

Reference [56] is based on a different CCV operation. As shown in Fig.2.10 (b), 

this scheme consists of three conversion stages. The first stage is a full bridge inverter, 

where the duty cycle of M1 to M4 is directly controlled to generate line frequency AC 

voltage superposed on high switching AC components. The second stage is an 

“Impedance-Admittance Conversion Circuit” to convert the modulated voltage into 

amplitude modulated current. The CCV converter as the third stage works to recover 

the line frequency AC current by removing the high switching carrier components 

from the modulated current waveform. 

The third candidate [57] adopted a full bridge series-resonant inverter topology 

followed by four switches HD , LD , HF  and LF . Four power control methods are 

discussed, including full-bridge phase shift control, cycloconverter phase modulation, 

frequency control and burst mode for light load conditions. A combination of four 

methods is adopted to improve the efficiency and a measured CEC efficiency of 

95.9% is reported in [57]. However, in this work, DC/AC operation is tested using a 

manually adjusted DC voltage to simulate grid. The control aspect with regard to 

output current shaping to achieve unity power factor is not discussed.  

Overall, cyclo-converter based inverters generally require more components. 

Besides, no efficiency results have been noticed for the first two examples. The 

challenges might be the fast-switching performance limited by the bidirectional 
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switch pair available. Besides, as the second harmonic power is handled at PV side 

capacitor, this type of inverter also suffers from issues related to use of electrolytic 

capacitor. 

2.2.3. Major Trends in Microinverter Research 

Based on the above study, three broad trends may be observed in the current 

microinverter research. They are motivated to provide an optimal solution to achieve 

low cost, high efficiency and long lifetime within a simple topology. These trends will 

be summarized and discussed in this section. Comparisons between schemes will be 

made based on published data. 

2.2.3.1. Low Cost Solutions 

The cost of a micro-inverter based system is generally believed to be higher than 

that of a system based on string inverters. Besides, for a large array of AC modules, 

additional monitoring and communication functions will usually become necessary 

and will add to the system cost. The plummeting cost of a solar panel (lowest around 

$1/Wp [28]) has made the inverter cost a more visible figure ($0.71 /Wp [29]) in the 

cost of a PV system. 

Evaluation of cost on component level is impractical at prototype stage. As a 

compromise, a comparison of components counts [1, 39] in the power circuit 

(including power switches, capacitor and inductors) is commonly adopted to give 

some indication of cost. 
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A clear winner for low cost solution is based on flyback converter and UFI as 

shown in Fig.2.7 (a) and Fig.2.6. These flyback solutions are listed and compared in 

Table 2.3. Among these solutions, the scheme in Fig.2.6(a) seems to have the lowest 

component count with a promising maximum efficiency at low power. 

Table 2.3: Comparisons of Potential Low Cost Flyback Solutions 

Topologies Ref 
Input/Output 

Voltage [V] 

Power 

Rating 

[W] 

E-cap 

Component Count Switching 

Frequency 

[kHz] 

Efficiency 
Switch Diode 

Magnetic 

core 
Winding 

Fig.2.6 (a) [48] NA NA Yes 5 1 1 2 NA NA 

Fig.2.6 (b) 
[49] 48/- 100 Yes 

3 2 1 3 
NA 96% max. 

[50] 50/220 200 Yes 40/variable 89%~97% 

Fig.2.6 (c) [51] 28-46/230 130 Yes 4 2 2 4 NA 84.8% 

Fig.2.6 (d) [51] 28-46/230 130 Yes 4 3 1 3 NA 84.1% 

2.2.3.2. High Efficiency Technologies 

For a PV inverter, a good maximum efficiency does not necessarily mean good 

system efficiency. Evaluation of PV inverter performance is usually based on an 

efficiency figure obtained weighting the efficiency at different power levels. This is 

due to the nature of PV power, which varies with varying irradiation. European 

efficiency [1] and California Energy Commission (CEC) efficiency [81] are two 

efficiency weighting criteria commonly adopted in PV related research work and by 

the PV industry. Their weighting factors are listed in Table 2.4.  

Table 2.4: Weighting Factors for European Efficiency and CEC efficiency 

Power Ratio 100% 75% 50% 30% 20% 10% 5% 

Euro Efficiency 0.20 - 0.48 0.10 0.13 0.06 0.03 

CEC Efficiency 0.05 0.53 0.21 0.12 0.05 0.04 - 

The system efficiency not only depends on the topology and scheme, but also on 

the actual design, choice of components and current technologies. State-of-the-art 
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commercial microinverters are able to provide maximum efficiency and CEC 

efficiency up to 96.3% and 96.0% [82-85], respectively. However, with advancement 

in high efficiency transformerless topologies, the corresponding figures for string 

inverters and centralized inverters can be up to 98.7% and 98.5%, respectively [86, 

87]. As pointed out in [88, 89], these efficiency data are also dependent on input 

voltage value and can be subject to up to 2% variation over a wide range of input 

voltage. It shows the need to increase the efficiency of microinverters in order not to 

place them at significant disadvantages in comparison with string inverters and 

centralized inverters. 

Various research efforts and technologies have been taken to achieve a high 

weighted efficiency of a micro-inverter. These efforts include but is not limited to: 

soft switching techniques [31, 32, 36], interleaving or multiphase power converters, 

non-dissipative snubber circuits [52], and, lastly, light load efficiency improvement, 

such as burst mode operation [33, 90] or PFM (Pulse Frequency Modulation).  

2.2.3.3.  Long Lifetime  

A major topic in current microinverter study is lifetime improvement. This is 

because, it is expected that the microinverter lifetime should match that of a PV 

module to reduce system maintenance and service cost. Nowadays, a PV module 

manufacturer usually offer a warranty of 25 years on 80% of initial efficiency [42]. 

However, it is difficult to achieve a lifetime of 25 years for a mircroinverter mainly 

because of the complexity of the system and the high temperature environment. 
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According to Arrhenius model [91], a system’s lifetime is reduced by half if the 

temperature increases by 10 degrees Celsius. Since it is attached at the rear side of a 

PV module, a microinverter is exposed to harsh outdoor operating environment: 

temperature from -20oC to 80oC [92] and humidity levels from 0% to 100% with salty 

and corrosive conditions [53]. In order to protect against humidity and corrosion, the 

microinverter is generally completely sealed, which makes the internal temperature 

even higher than the environment temperature.  

In order to improve the system lifetime, a common approach is to identify the 

major unreliable components in the systems and replace them with components 

capable of longer lifetime, if possible. Some suspected components include 

optocouplers, monolithic isolated DC/DC converters [53] and most noticeable of all, 

electrolytic capacitor. Thus, ‘active power decoupling’ (APD) schemes to avoid the 

use of an electrolytic capacitor across the PV panel is an area of investigation that has 

attracted vast attention. A literature survey of microinverters with Active Power 

Decoupling is presented separately in Section 2.3. 

2.3 Literature Survey of Active Power Decoupling Schemes 

As mentioned before, removal of electrolytic capacitor from microinverter is 

mainly driven by lifetime considerations and has attracted tremendous research 

interests in active power decoupling schemes. 

Though generally it has been acknowledged that the PV terminal electrolytic 

capacitor is the weak link in achieving reliable microinverter performance [1, 34, 53, 

93], some studies [94, 95] have claimed that microinverter long life can be realized in 
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spite of using electrolytic capacitor. By keeping the core temperature of the capacitor 

below 70oC through proper thermal design, it is claimed that the present electrolytic 

capacitor technology, with a typical continuous lifetime of 8000hrs at 105oC, can 

indeed operate in the field for 30 years. Another study on temperature environment of 

microinverter [92] shows that the backside temperature of the solar panel varies 

around -20~80oC for over 15 years and is below 60 oC for 95% of the time. Thus, it 

may be possible to achieve extended lifetimes using electrolytic capacitor at the cost 

of implementing proper thermal management. This claim needs further study and 

verification, including field tests.  

Another reason against the use of electrolytic capacitor is its poor capability to 

handle a large ripple current due to its intrinsic high Equivalent Series Resistance 

(ESR). As a result, a large, oversized capacitor bank with a total capacitance value 

much larger than that required if the high frequency ripple current were not present, 

will be required. Besides, the high ambient temperature and heat generated by the 

large current ripple also accelerate the degradation mechanisms in the capacitor, 

leading to an increase in ESR over the operating life of a capacitor [96]. Consideration 

of such lifetime ESR degradation requires further over sizing of the electrolytic 

capacitor, which adds to the system cost as well.  

Therefore, ways to substitute the electrolytic capacitors with other more reliable 

capacitors are actively pursued by microinverter manufacturers [84] and supported by 

capacitor manufacturers [71]. The first choice for such a substitution at high DC link 

voltage is a film capacitor, which offers two times higher voltage rating, three times 
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the ripple current capacity than electrolytic capacitor[71]. However, a limited 

capacitance per volume of film capacitor technology makes a direct replacement with 

the same capacitance impractical. Various research efforts have been taken on circuit 

level to reduce the capacitance required for power decoupling [35, 37, 38, 70, 97, 98], 

either by adding active power devices in the power circuit or by using additional 

control methods. These solutions are referred to as Active Power Decoupling (APD) 

and are surveyed in this section. A review of twelve power decoupling schemes may 

be found in [97]. It is worth mentioning that although power decoupling using 

inductor rather than capacitor is also possible with superior reliability, it is not favored 

as it is a bulky and heavy solution with a high power loss. Some studies related to 

inductive power decoupling may be found in [99, 100]. 

The remaining part of Section 2.3 is focused on capacitive power decoupling 

methods and is organized as follows. Firstly, the power decoupling requirement for 

single-phase PV inverters (including microinverter) is introduced to provide the 

necessary background. After that, the active power decoupling solutions are classified 

into two groups based on whether a DC link capacitor or an AC link capacitor is used. 

The underlying principle and selected topologies for each group will be presented, 

with the main focus on circuit operation of the power decoupling part. Finally, these 

solutions are compared in terms of decoupling capacitance and efficiency at specific 

operating conditions such as power level, the DC link voltage & voltage ripple. 
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2.3.1. Power Decoupling Requirement 

 

Fig.2.11: Power decoupling requirement for single phase DC/AC inverter (
pvP : DC power from PV 

module; 
gP : switching average value of AC power to the grid) 

Fig.2.11 illustrates the instantaneous input and output power of a single phase 

inverter ignoring the high switching frequency ripple. It is necessary that the power 

mismatch between the constant input power and the pulsating output power be 

compensated by energy storage elements in the inverter. This is the so called ‘power 

decoupling’ requirement to be taken care of in all single-phase inverters. 

The size of a decoupling capacitor to handle this power mismatch and can be 

expressed as [1, 101]: 

 
CCac

pv
dc VVf

P
C




22
 (2-1) 

Equation (2-1) links the power decoupling capacitance dcC  required for a given 

PV power level pvP  to the capacitor average voltage CV  and the allowable ripple 

amplitude CV . Here, acac Tf /1  refers to the line frequency. 

 
Fig.2. 12: Power Decoupling at PV side 
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As shown in Fig.2. 12, if the power decoupling capacitor is placed at the PV side, 

both the values of CV  and CV  are limited by the PV module requirement. As 

mentioned earlier in Section 1.2.1, the majority of PV modules are based on 

crystalline silicon technology, and typical MPP voltages are below 40V. In addition, 

keeping the voltage ripple at the PV module side small is crucial to ensuring a high 

static MPPT efficiency.  

In [1, 2], a measure called the ‘utilization ratio’ has been defined as the average 

generated PV power divided by the theoretical MPP power. The relationship between 

PV module voltage ripple and the utilization ratio has been calculated in [1, 2] using a 

second-order Taylor approximation. The results indicate that the allowable voltage 

ripple amplitude should be less than 6% of MPP voltage to ensure operation above 

99% of MPP, and less than 8.5% of MPP voltage to ensure operation above 98% of 

MPP. For example, a PV module with an MPPT voltage of 30V should not allow 

voltage ripple amplitude above 2.55V, in order to guarantee 98% of maximum power 

from PV module. In this case, a capacitance of 5.4mF is required for a 200W PV 

module and a 50Hz system (refer to (2-1)). Such a high capacitance is only feasible 

with electrolytic capacitor. However, the published studies on selection of the 

electrolytic capacitor do not consider the requirement from output power quality point 

of view. This turns out to be a more stringent requirement and is studied in Section 

3.3.2 of this report. 

In order to reduce the capacitance required for power decoupling to tens of 

microfarad range, one basic idea is to increase the average capacitor voltage CV  and 
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the allowable voltage ripple amplitude CV . In order to achieve this, the power 

decoupling function is shifted away from the capacitor across the PV panel. A high 

DC link voltage with a DC link capacitor carries out the power decoupling. Almost all 

of the reported APD schemes follow this approach.  

For comparison of different APD schemes, a ‘Capacitance per watt’ figure can 

be obtained from (2-1): 

 
CCacpv

dc

VVfP

C




4

1
. (2-2) 

 
Fig.2.13: System Diagram for APD solutions 

It is worth mentioning that, in principle, the cascaded schemes with high voltage 

DC link in Fig.2.5 (a.2) and (b) can also be taken as an APD scheme as the high 

voltage DC link capacitor can be implemented by a low capacitance film capacitor 

with power decoupling control.  

A less popular approach, based on an AC link capacitor, has been published in 

[101, 102] and patented [103]. Here, the decoupling AC capacitor is exposed to 

bidirectional voltage. According to [103], for a grid voltage in the form of  tf ac2sin  

and a unity output power factor, the decoupling capacitor voltage is given by: 

 





 

4
2cos)(

 tfVtV acCC , (2-3) 

where CV  refers to the voltage amplitude. 
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In this approach, the capacitance per watt value is given by: 

 2

1

Cacpv

ac

VfP

C





 (2-4) 

Reduction of capacitance requirement can be achieved by increasing the voltage 

amplitude CV  of the AC link capacitor. 

The examples of different APD schemes using DC link and AC link capacitor are 

tabulated in Table 2.5 and discussed in Section 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively. 

Table 2.5: Examples of APD schemes 

APD using DC link capacitor 
APD using AC link capacitor 

Flyback Inverter Push-pull converter Parallel Active Filter 

[34-37] [93] [35, 70, 98, 104] [101, 102] 

2.3.2. APD solutions using DC link Capacitor 

This section concentrates on the topology aspects of different APD 

implementations using a DC link capacitor. As mentioned earlier, cascaded schemes 

shown in Fig.2.5 (a.2) and (b) also may be viewed as active power decoupling scheme 

since the second harmonics capacitor is separated from the PV panel capacitor. The 

other approaches for the APD will be discussed here.  

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2.1, a flyback converter with UFI is a potential low 

cost microinverter solution but suffers from the poor lifetime due to the power 

decoupling being done at PV side. Various research efforts have been spent on this 

topology to include APD without degrading the system efficiency [34-37]. These 

schemes will be discussed first. Another APD solution has been proposed for a 
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push-pull converter with UFI in [93]. Lastly, parallel active filter schemes, which may 

be applied to a variety of topologies [35, 70, 98, 104], are surveyed.  

 
(a) Sequential Magnetizing Modulation (SMM) Scheme [34] 

 

(b) Time-sharing Magnetizing Modulation (TMM) Scheme [35] 

 
(c) A three-port flyback with APD [37] 

 
(d) A soft-switching flyback converter with APD [36] 

Fig.2.14: APD proposals for Flyback converter with UFI in Fig.2.7 (b) 
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Fig.2.14 shows four different APD proposals for one popular microinverter 

based on a flyback inverter with UFI. The decoupling capacitors have been marked as 

dcC  with polarity indicated. 

The Sequential Magnetizing Modulation (SMM) scheme shown in Fig.2.14 (a) 

actually works as a buck-boost converter (between PV module and DC link capacitor) 

in series with a flyback inverter (between DC link capacitor and grid). In this case, the 

magnetizing inductance of the flyback transformer works as the buck-boost inductor 

with magnetic flux in one polarity to charge the decoupling capacitor first. After the 

charge current charI  reduces to zero, the magnetizing current of the flyback 

transformer will continue to flow in the opposite direction to discharge the decoupling 

capacitor to provide unity power factor for grid connection. It was reported in [35] 

that due to the sequential operation of the two converters within one switching cycle, a 

small pulse width and large current spike result in a poor efficiency (63%). Another 

important contributing factor for such a low efficiency could be that all the PV power 

goes through a two stage power conversion at high switching frequency. The same 

approach has been applied for a dual-switch flyback microinverter in [105] with a 

much higher efficiency of up to 86.7%. 

In an effort to improve the system efficiency with APD, [35] proposed a 

Time-sharing Magnetizing Modulation (TMM) Scheme in Fig.2.14 (b). The principal 

idea is that only the mismatched power (shaded area in Fig.2.11) needs to pass 

through APD circuit, while the remaining power (unshaded area in Fig.2.11) goes by 

its original single stage topology. In this way, a 10% efficiency improvement was 
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achieved compared to SMM scheme in [35]. Besides, charging and discharging of the 

decoupling capacitor are separated as marked in Fig.2.14 (b). However, the overall 

efficiency is still low (73%). 

Fig.2.14 (c) shows an alternative APD proposed in [37] following the same 

principal idea given in [35] but with a different circuit implementation. In this scheme, 

the two unfolding switches S1 and S2 would also participate in high switching 

modulation during alternative half AC cycles. Charging of decoupling capacitor dcC  

is like this: assume in positive half cycle, when M1 is turned off, as S1 is not turned on, 

the magnetizing current of the flyback transformer will continue to flow through a 

closed loop formed by D3 , D5 and two center tapped transformer windings to charge 

dcC . After that, S1 is controlled to be on to transfer required power to grid. Similarly, 

discharging current of dcC  flows through a closed loop formed by M1, M2 and two 

center tapped transformer windings when M1 is on and S1 off in positive half cycle. 

The highlight of this scheme is an innovative usage of the center tapped primary 

windings of flyback transformer. By a magnetic coupling between the two primary 

windings, the power decoupling current to charge and discharge dcC  is half of the 

original current in flyback operation. A lower current in power decoupling circuit, 

could be the reason for a good efficiency (88% ~ 91.5% ) reported in [37].  

The three schemes discussed above all utilize the flyback transformer for 

diverting the decoupled power, basically using buck-boost circuit for power 

decoupling. The efficiency of a buck-boost circuit is not high as all the energy must be 

stored in the inductor first and then transferred to the load. A fourth scheme [36] in 
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Fig.2.14 (d), uses a boost converter instead, which could potentially improve the 

system efficiency. The circuit operation is straightforward. At the PV side, M2, L1 

and D4 works as a boost converter between PV module and DC link capacitor dcC . 

At the grid side, a dual-switch flyback inverter consists of M1, M2, D3, flyback 

transformer as well as the secondary side circuits and gets power directly from dcC . 

Modulation of M1 and M2 are synchronized to ensure a simple control. An efficiency 

of 85.3% has been reported in [36] with soft-switching technique adopted. 

 

Fig.2.15: Power decoupling scheme [93] for push pull microinverter in Fig.2.7 (b) 

An APD based on a push pull microinverter with a high reported efficiency of up 

to 94% was proposed in [93] and updated in [38]. The principal idea is to charge extra 

power from PV module to the decoupling capacitor dcC  through a boost converter 

including M5, D7 and L1 when the instantaneous input power is higher than output 

power. When the input power is less than the output power, dcC  will provide the 

required decoupled power through another push pull stage formed by 3M  and 4M  

at the primary side of the push pull inverter. 

Other than the APD modified for a specific type of inverter, parallel active filter 

scheme at low voltage PV side [35, 70, 104] can be applied for any inverter. As 

illustrated in Fig.2.16 (a), either a bidirectional boost converter [70, 104] with 
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decoupling capacitor 1dcC  or a bidirectional buck-boost converter[35] with 

decoupling capacitor 2dcC  can be used. 

 

(a) PAF schemes [35, 70, 104] 

 
(b) Enhanced configuration of PAF [98] 

Fig.2.16: Parallel Active Filter at PV side 

When the output voltage, i.e. the power decoupling capacitor voltage drops to 

near input voltage, the reverse buck operation of the bidirectional circuit would be 

affected, which leads to instability of input voltage. In order to prevent this instability, 

there has been an attempt to restore the capacitor voltage from the grid supply [98]. 

However, the charging of the power decoupling capacitor is realized at the cost of a 

distorted net grid current, which consists of the normal operating sinusoidal output 

current and a capacitor charging current. To address this issue, another effort has been 

made in [70] by using a new control method called “Virtual Capacitance Method” to 

restrict the power decoupling capacitor voltage automatically within the desired range. 

In this case, instead of keeping the input voltage constant, it is allowed to vary with 

the output voltage (i.e. decoupling capacitor voltage). Therefore, when the output 
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voltage drops to a critical point, the input voltage follows in a way so that the DC/DC 

converter is still within its operating range. Reference [70] reports that the proposed 

Parallel Active Filter circuit was tested with commercial ‘Sunny Boy’ string inverter 

and a slight efficiency improvement around 0.2% has been observed. The losses 

generated by the decoupling circuit are partly compensated by the lower leakage and 

better ESR in the film capacitor as well as better MPPT efficiency with smaller ripple 

on the input port. However, this result is achieved with a string inverter with a high 

input voltage and hence not valid for microinverter with input voltage below 40V.  

2.3.3. APD solutions using AC link Capacitor 

 
(a) Topology with ripple port for minimum decoupling capacitance [101] 

 
(b) High frequency link converter with constant power output from PV module[102] 

Fig.2.17: Power decoupling using AC link capacitor 

 For power decoupling with a DC link capacitor, a high DC average voltage CV  

is needed to ensure an energy reservoir of 2

2

1
CCV , which is much larger than the 
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energy required for power decoupling (i.e. 2
min,

2
max, 2

1

2

1
CC CVCV  ). However, for an 

AC link capacitor, a high DC average voltage is not present and a small decoupling 

capacitance can be used at a large capacitor voltage ripple.  

The basic operation for AC link power decoupling is given by (2-3). As long as 

the capacitor voltage follows the sinusoidal waveform of AC grid or rectified 

sinusoidal waveform [101] with a phase shift of π/4, the power decoupling is achieved 

automatically with desired output current with unity power factor. 

Fig.2.17 (a) illustrates a three-port converter using an AC link capacitor [101]. 

This circuit consists of a voltage–source push-pull interface at DC port, a thyristor 

bridge at AC port and another bridge circuit at ripple port for the second harmonic 

power. The detailed operation of the whole system is not provided in [101]. It is 

surmised that the push pull converter generates a square waveform across the 

transformer, while the bidirectional bipolar switch pairs at AC port work as a 

cyclo-converter. The AC port current can be controlled indirectly by controlling the 

decoupling capacitor voltage, which simplifies the control complexity. The 

decoupling capacitor at ripple port can also use a DC capacitor with rectified AC 

voltage by modifying the control of the four switches at ripple port.  

Alternatively, another solution shown in Fig.2.17 (b) placed an AC capacitor at 

grid side, without introduction of additional winding on transformer [102]. In this 

scheme, the primary side of the transformer works in constant power mode, whereas 

the duty cycle of three bidirectional switch pairs aS , bS  and cS  are controlled to 

ensure volt-sec balance of the transformer and to generate the desired output current at 
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each leg. Here, capacitor C1~C3 work at high frequency only while the AC link 

capacitor acC  is with an AC voltage at line frequency. 

2.3.4. Discussion of the APD Schemes 

Table 2.6: Comparison of APD schemes (at line frequency of 50Hz unless otherwise stated) 

FIG REF 
Vpv/Vrms Ppv Vc ΔVc fs C C/Ppv η PAPD 

[V] [W] [V] [V] [kHz] [μF] [nF/W] [%]  

APD using DC link capacitor 

Fig.2.14 (a) [34] [35] 35/100 100 100 - 20 50 500 63 All 

Fig.2.14 (b) [35] 35/100 100 100 35 20 44 440 73 Partial 

Fig.2.14 (c) [37] 60/110 100 150 20 50 50 500 88~91.5 Partial 

Fig.2.14 (d) [36] 30/100 500 250 40 20 50 100 ~85.3 Partial 

Fig.2.15 [93] 130/ 500 165 25- 20 50 100 - Partial 

Fig.2.16 (a) [104] 33.6/220 70 45 5 - 500 7100 NA Partial 

APD using AC link capacitor 

Fig.2.17 (a) [101] 
/120@60

Hz 
100 NA 400 - 3.3 33 NA - 

Fig.2.17 (b) [102] -/240 212 NA 300 10 5.53 26 -NA - 

The different APD schemes discussed above have been tabulated in Table 2.6 

based on the corresponding working conditions (such as input and output voltage, 

power level), key parameters related to power decoupling capacitor (such as CV  and 

CV ) and performance index (i.e. capacitance per. Watt and efficiency  ). The last 

column indicates the power handled by the APD circuit. If all the DC input power is 

transferred through the APD circuit, it is marked as “Full”. Otherwise, if only the 

difference between input and output power is converted through the APD circuit such 

as in [35], it is marked as “Partial”. It is noted that partial power process through APD 

circuit has higher efficiency as shown in Table 2.6. 

It is also noticed that the DC link capacitor is usually added to the UFI type 

inverter with an intermediate average voltage level of 100~250V and a small voltage 

ripple below 40V as shown in Table 2.6. As a result, a decoupling capacitance per 
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watt is relatively higher, e.g. around 0.5μF/W. Most of the APD schemes studied are 

in the power level of 100W with a low grid voltage (100Vrms) and a relatively low 

switching frequency of 20 kHz.  

Besides,, the APD circuits are commonly added at low voltage PV side, which 

requires power processing at higher current level and hence more power loss. 

Therefore, it is possible to improve the efficiency of APD scheme by reducing the 

power processed by the APD circuit and by placing the APD circuit at the high 

voltage, low current side. Based on this idea, a parallel power processing scheme is 

proposed and this approach will be investigated in Chapter 5 and chapter 6. 

It is also noticed that APD using AC link capacitor is applicable for schemes 

with either cyclo-converter or PWM inverter. A clear advantage of this method is a 

low decoupling capacitance needed, e.g. around 30nF/W as shown in Table 2.6 due to 

a large voltage ripple above 300V. In addition, the power decoupling control and 

current shaping control can be simplified by using a voltage control of the decoupling 

capacitor assuming a constant DC power is generated from PV module. However, the 

schemes require more components as shown in Fig.2.17. The justification for using 

AC link power decoupling scheme needs to be based on its efficiency performance, 

which could be one topic to study in the future. 

2.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a detailed literature survey on the existing microinverter 

topologies has been presented with three trends identified. Another literature survey 
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on active power decoupling schemes for improving inverter lifetimes reported for 

microinverter has also been included in Section 2.3. 

Based on the literature survey on the microinverter topologies and current trends, 

it may be concluded that a single stage flyback inverter using UFI, is a promising 

candidate as a low cost solution. There is a need to increase the conversion efficiency 

without adding to system complexity. To address this aspect, Chapters 3 and 4 will 

work on the same flyback inverter topology but with a redesigned flyback transformer 

and a different operating mode, which will be able to improve the system efficiency 

considerably. 

Based on literature survey on the power decoupling schemes, it has been noticed 

that the published APDs usually works on intermediate voltage level, which requires 

more current handling capability and higher decoupling capacitance. There is a need 

to increase the decoupling capacitor average voltage and voltage ripple further to 

reduce the capacitance as well as the potential power loss. Accordingly, Chapter 5 and 

6 work on a parallel APD scheme which is able to place the decoupling capacitor at 

the high voltage side, with the aim to achieve a low capacitance and low loss on APD 

circuit. 
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CHAPTER 3: AN IMPROVED SINGLE STAGE 

SCHEME: A FLYBACK-CCM INVERTER 

3.1 Introduction 

Favored by its simplicity and potential low cost, a single stage inverter based on 

flyback topology is selected as a starting point for low cost AC module application. In 

this Chapter, the flyback inverter is designed for operation in continuous conduction 

mode (CCM) instead of in discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) [31, 32, 48, 49] or 

boundary conduction mode (BCM) [50, 106]. The design guidelines for the proposed 

CCM scheme and the benchmark DCM scheme are provided respectively. Besides, 

the requirements of input capacitors for single stage inverter, based on power 

decoupling, output power factor and filtering of the switching ripple are also 

discussed and analyzed. Both the proposed CCM scheme and a DCM benchmark 

scheme are designed and verified by simulation and experiment.  

3.2 Overview – A Popular Flyback Inverter 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, among the various schemes derived from the 

flyback topology, the flyback converter with two secondary side windings is the most 

popular one, and is therefore chosen as the starting point of the work. 

As shown in Fig.3.1, the power stage of the inverter consists of a PV panel, an 

input capacitor pvC , a flyback converter with two secondary side windings together 

with a waveform unfolding arrangement, and an LC output filter, whose output is 

directly connected to the utility grid. The two secondary-side switches S1 and S2 form 
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an unfolding type inverter and are controlled as per the polarity of the grid voltage to 

generate the AC current, oi . In the positive half-cycle, S1 is kept on and S2 off for the 

entire 180 of the AC cycle, while in the negative half cycle, S2 is kept on and S1 off. 

In either case, the inverter works as a DC to DC flyback converter with the average 

output current shaped as a half-sinusoid at the line frequency.   

 
Fig.3.1: A flyback-DCM microinverter  

This topology was first introduced as an AC module inverter in [49], where a 

center-tapped transformer is used instead of two secondary side windings in Fig.3.1. 

This inverter was designed in DCM operation for a 100W application. Its simplicity 

and potential low cost has attracted much attention from academia. Two major 

challenges have been identified by researchers in this field, the first being the need to 

improve the conversion efficiency and the second being the lifetime issues posed by 

the use of an electrolytic capacitor to implement pvC . 

For the first challenge concerning efficiency, references [32] and [31] have 

adopted two different switched-capacitor snubber circuits to provide Zero Voltage 

Transition (ZVT) of the main switch and thus reduce the switching loss due to hard 

switching. The average efficiency reported in [32] reaches 93.1%. As the switching 

frequencies used are low (16 kHz in [2]), the reported average efficiency 
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improvements due to soft-switching (0.3% in [2]) are not apparent. In [31], the 

reported efficiency is 84%, with efficiency improvement of 2% due to soft-switching. 

A commercial product [48] based on flyback DCM operation utilizes multiple 

operating modes to deal with power loss at different power levels. Depending on the 

DC input current, DC input voltage and AC output current, the inverter transitions 

between regular flyback mode, interleaved mode (at high current), a quasi-resonant 

mode similar to [31] (at high output voltage) and even a combined interleaved and 

quasi-resonant mode. By adding complexity in the power circuit and the controller, a 

California weighted efficiency (refer to Chapter 2.2.3.2) of 96% has been reported for 

this scheme[82].  

On the other hand, reference [50] has explored the possibility and benefits of 

operating the flyback inverter in boundary conduction mode (BCM) for larger power 

levels, with experimental efficiency between 93%~97%. Based on the work in [50] , 

reference [106] has proposed a dual mode switching strategy combining the 

advantages of DCM operation at low instantaneous power and BCM operation at 

higher power levels. No efficiency information has been disclosed in [6], however.  

Overall, the bottleneck for this flyback inverter lies in conversion efficiency. 

Flyback converter in DCM operation suffers from large current stress, which causes 

high switching power loss. This is especially true for AC module application at 

medium power level. When operated in Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM), a 

flyback converter has lower peak currents and hence higher efficiencies. This has 

been exploited before in both DC/DC power conversion and AC/DC power factor 
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correction applications. However, the control to output current transfer function in a 

flyback-CCM converter has a RHP (Right Half Plane) zero, which causes difficulty in 

controlling the output current of the converter effectively. This may have prevented 

the use of the flyback-CCM converter as a microinverter.  

Therefore, in our approach, we investigate the feasibility of a flyback inverter 

operating (mainly) in CCM mode as a grid connected AC module inverter, with a 

view to demonstrating that a significant efficiency improvement can be realized 

without adding to the complexity of both the power and control circuits. Before going 

into details of flyback operation, the requirements of power decoupling capacitors at 

PV side are discussed first. 

3.3 Design of Input Capacitors at PV Side 

 
(a) Power imbalance between input power and output power 

 
(b) Input capacitor for power decoupling 

Fig.3.2: Circuit diagram for PV side capacitor 

Fig.3.2 (a) illustrates the need for power decoupling in a single phase DC-AC 

inverter and Fig.3.2 (b) shows the schematic diagram when this is handled by a PV 

side capacitor. Since in this scheme, the power decoupling capacitor is placed at the 
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PV side as shown in Fig.3.2(b), the requirements from both PV side and grid side need 

to be considered in the choice of the capacitor.  

The requirement from the PV side is as follows. A maximum power point 

tracker (MPPT) is usually included in the inverter so that the PV panel is operated at 

its maximum power point. It must be ensured that voltage ripple is small so that the 

PV module operates close to the vicinity of the maximum power point in practice. The 

maximum voltage ripple allowed to satisfy the MPPT requirement as well as the 

required decoupling capacitance is discussed in Section 3.3.1.  

The requirement from the grid side is as follows. The voltage ripple at the input 

side has the potential to influence the output current harmonics based on 

instantaneous power balance between input and output. In order to achieve a THD of 

output current less than 5%, there is a limit for the PV module voltage ripple as well. 

This requirement will be discussed in Section 3.3.2. 

While analyzing the MPPT requirement and the output power factor 

requirement, the high frequency switching ripple is ignored. Design of high frequency 

capacitor filter for switching ripple follows the standard design procedure.  

3.3.1. MPPT Requirement 

As discussed earlier, the voltage ripple due to the power decoupling must be 

kept low in order to ensure that the PV panel operates as close to the maximum power 

point as possible at all times. This is illustrated in Fig.3.3, where the PV voltage ripple 

around MPPT point leads to the actual average PV output avepvP ,  less than the real 
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MPPT power mpP . The ratio between these two values is defined as PV utilization 

ratio pvk  in [2], which will be studied in the following study. 

 
mp

avepv
pv P

P
k ,  (3-1) 

 
Fig.3.3: The influence of PV voltage ripple to actual PV power 

The relationship between the voltage ripple and this PV utilization ratio pvk  

has been studied in [1, 2], where the PV module current is approximated using a 

second order Taylor polynomial. As Taylor approximation requires small signal 

assumption, it is only valid when the voltage ripple is small. Besides, the PV module 

information used in this calculation is not given, which does not justify the 

generalization of the conclusion to other PV modules.  

In order to find the PV utilization factor, we follow the approach below using 

mathematical calculation in Matlab. The purpose of this analysis is to find out the 

maximum allowed voltage ripple in order to ensure a PV utilization ratio above 98%. 

Overall, the flow chart to calculate the PV utilization ratio pvk  from the PV 

voltage ripple factor rfk  is summarized in Fig.3.4 and will be explained in detail 

below. 
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Here, two assumptions have been made for PV voltage and PV current 

calculation in Fig.3.4 as discussed below. 

 

Fig.3.4: Calculation flow chart of ripple factor’s influence to PV utilization ratio (* and ** indicates 

two assumptions for calculation) 

Firstly, in an ideal case, the input voltage pvV  is fully filtered by the input 

capacitor and is assumed to be at the Maximum Power Point ( mpV  and mpI ). Power 

balance over an AC cycle can be represented by: 

 
mp

rmsrms
mp V

IV
I   (3-2) 

However, in practice, the decoupled second harmonic power will still show up 

as a voltage ripple on the capacitor. Assuming zero power loss in the DC-AC inverter 

and instantaneous power balance between input and output, the input current of the 

inverter will be pulsating at twice the line frequency. 
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Therefore, the input capacitor current can be calculated by:  

 )2cos( tIIII mpinmpc   (3-4) 

Hence the capacitor voltage, i.e. the actual PV voltage can be calculated as: 
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mp
rf CV

I
k  , (3-6) 

where, rfk  is defined as the ratio of the peak-to-peak voltage ripple versus the 

average voltage. In (3-5), this ratio refers to the peak-to-peak ripple versus MPPT 

voltage of the PV module. Here, equation (3-5) is used to calculate the pvV  in the 

flow chart in Fig.3.4. 

Secondly, a simple model of a PV panel (as discussed in Chapter 1) given by a 

current source and m series connected anti-parallel diode is used. It may be noted that 

the idea behind the model is to reproduce the DC characteristic curve and not the 

realization of an accurate physical model. 

Therefore, the PV module current can be calculated from PV voltage as 

discussed in Section 1.2.2.1. 

 







 1)exp(

2
1 C

V
CII pv

scpv , (3-7) 

where scI  represents the short circuit current of PV module (corresponding to LI  

in (1-1)); 1C  and 2C  are used as curve fitting parameters. For different PV 

modules, the parameters ( 1C  and 2C ) are different. Usually the operating 
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conditions at STC (Standard Testing Conditions) i.e. mpV , mpI , ocV  and scI  are 

given in the datasheet provided by the manufacturer.  

As shown in Fig.3.4, based on the information above, the variables 1C  and 2C  

for selected PV module can be calculated as: 
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Equation (3-8) and (3-9) can be substituted into (3-7) so as to calculate the actual 

PV module current based on PV voltage given by (3-5). 

Following that, the actual PV power can be obtained as: 

 )()()( tItVtP pvpvpv   (3-10) 

Finally, the PV utilization ratio can be calculated as: 

 
acmpmp

T

t
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pv TIV

dttP
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 (3-11) 

where acT  represents the AC line period. 

With pvk  calculated from (3-11), the required capacitance can be derived from 

(3-6) as: 

 



rfmp

mp
pv kV

I
C  (3-12) 

 Following the approach discussed above, in this work, a Kyocera’s 200W PV 

module is used (given in Chapter 1) to calculate the variation of PV utilization ratio 
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when the PV voltage ripple factor changes. The result is shown in Fig.3.5, where the 

parameters used are under NOCT (Nominal Operation Cell Voltage) condition where 

MPPT voltage is 23.2V, MPPT current is 6.13A, short-circuit current is 6.62A, the 

open circuit voltage is 29.9V and the AC cycle frequency is 50Hz.  

 
Fig.3.5: PV utilization ratio vs. PV voltage ripple factor for KC200GT at NOCT (Nominal Operating 

Cell Temperature: 47oC) 

According to Fig.3.5, it is noticed that in order to obtain a PV utilization ratio of 

99% for a given PV module KC200GT at NOCT condition, a ripple factor below 14% 

is required. Similarly, a ripple factor below 19% is needed to ensure a static maximum 

power efficiency of 98%.  

Similarly, if designed for the same PV module under STC (Standard Test 

Condition), the corresponding ripple factor and capacitance required are tabulated in 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Design of Input Capacitance under Different Conditions 

Condition Utilization Ratio Ripple Factor Input Capacitance 

STC 
99% 12% 7.7mF 

98% 17% 5.4mF 

NOTC 
99% 14% 6mF 

98% 19.4% 4.4mF 
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According to calculation in [1] based on a second-order Taylor series 

approximation, the magnitude of voltage ripple should be below 8.5% to ensure above 

98% PV utilization ratio, which corresponds to a ripple factor of 17%. This complies 

with the calculation result from the approach discussed in this section, although the 

PV module specification for this result was not mentioned in [1]. 

3.3.2. Output Power Quality Requirement 

According to the calculation in above section and similar studies such as in [1], 

peak-to-peak voltage ripple up to 17% - 19% of MPPT voltage is possible to achieve 

above 98% PV utilization ratio. However, in this case, the constant voltage 

assumption in the instantaneous power balance equation (3-3) is no longer valid, 

which leads to a distortion of output current. 

One example is simulated based on circuit diagram in Fig.3.2 b) with PV 

module modeled by (3-7) at STD condition with 19% voltage ripple factor. The 

operating waveforms are shown in Fig.3.6, where it is observed that both PV module 

voltage and current show a second harmonics reflected from grid side. As a result, the 

grid current also shows a distortion from sinusoidal waveform. 

The following analysis is to find out the theoretical relationship between PV 

module voltage ripple and the output power quality. 

Firstly, a linear approximation of PV module current vs. PV module voltage 

around MPP is assumed for simplicity of calculation.  
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Fig.3.6: Simulation of KC200GT (STC) around MPPT point (Vmp=26.3V, Imp=7.61A) 

According to Fig.3.7, the linear approximation is valid during around 25~27V 

(corresponding to ripple factor of 7% ). For a ripple factor of 19.4% given in Table 3.1 

(i.e. 24-29V), there is a slight deviation but the linear approximation can be used as 

the worst case for simplicity of the voltage ripple factor calculation.  
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Fig.3.7: Linear (first order Taylor) approximation near MPP for KCT200GT (STD) 
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For grid-tied inverter with a given sinusoidal grid voltage, the instantaneous 

power balance equation (3-3) can be changed to: 

   grms
pv

pvpvlpv ItV
dt

dV
CIV 








 sin2 , (3-14) 

where pvV
 is subject to a second harmonics distortion due to the power 

decoupling capacitance discussed in last section and given by (3-5). PV module 

current and PV side capacitance for power decoupling can be substituted by (3-13) 

and (3-12). As a result, the gird current can be calculated as: 
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Equation (3-15) indicates that the grid current consists of fundamental 

frequency and the third harmonic components. The harmonics factor of the third 

harmonic component is: 
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As shown in (3-16), this harmonic is solely determined by PV voltage ripple 

factor based on our assumptions. 

Based on (3-16), the relationship between the PV voltage ripple factor and the 

output current third harmonic factor is drawn in Fig.3.8. However, it is worth to 
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mention that this relationship is based on ideal case assumption. In practical 

implementation, the control dynamics as well as the components or IC non-ideality 

(such as current sensing, MOSFET driver), will add to the total distortion of output 

current. 

 

Fig.3.8: Influence of PV voltage ripple factor to third harmonic factor of output current 

As introduced in Table 1.2, the third harmonic factor should be below 4% of 

fundamental component. Therefore, in ideal case, it is recommended to decide the 

ripple factor and the input capacitance values based on third harmonics factor less 

than 1~ 2% to allow adequate design margin for hardware implementation and 

control. This corresponds to a ripple factor between 4%~8% in Fig.3.8, which is 

much smaller than the values in Table 3.1 required by PV module MPPT 

requirement discussed in Section 3.3.1.  

Based on the ripple factor limit and equation (3-12), the required power 

decoupling capacitance can be found. In this design, an input capacitance value 

above 11.6mF is required for PV voltage ripple factor less than 8% under STC. 
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3.4 Analysis and Design of the Flyback inverter 

In order to provide a fair comparison, a flyback inverter designed for DCM 

operation is used as a benchmark. The quasi-steady state operation over an AC cycle 

under different power levels is analyzed to serve as the basis for design in Section 

3.4.1. Design guidelines for the flyback-DCM inverter and the flyback-CCM 

scheme are also provided below in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 respectively.  

3.4.1. Quasi-steady State Analysis 

As the operating condition of the inverter changes slowly during an AC period 

compared to a switching period, the inverter can be assumed to operate in 

quasi-steady state around each instant of an AC cycle. It is also assumed that 

capacitor is large so that the input voltage, pvV , is nearly constant in an AC cycle. 

Assuming lossless operation, the power balance equations under both DCM 

and CCM conditions can be written as:  

 pvrmsrmspvpv PIVIV   (3-17) 

  tIVIVIV rmsrmsggpripv 2sin2  (3-18) 

Equation (3-17) is based on the power balance over an AC cycle, and 

represents the average PV power transferred to the grid. Equation (3-18) represents 

the instantaneous power balance between input and output in each switching cycle. 

The mismatch between the dc power of the PV module indicated by (3-17) and the 

pulsating instantaneous input power of the flyback inverter indicated by (3-18) is 
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handled by the input capacitor pvC (Fig.3.1). As mentioned before, this capacitor is 

believed to be the bottleneck for the reliability of most single stage inverters. This 

will be further discussed in Section 3.3.  

Equation (3-18) is not completely true for CCM operation as the transformer 

core will not be fully demagnetized in CCM operation in each switching cycle. This 

causes the transformer core to serve as an energy buffer, adding to the order of the 

system. However, our investigation shows that the effect of this incomplete core 

demagnetization on the input-output energy balance in each switching cycle is very 

small and can be neglected, which will be discussed in Section 3.4.4. 

3.4.1.1. DCM/CCM Operation over AC cycle 

The current waveforms of the magnetizing inductance of a flyback converter 

operated in DCM and CCM are illustrated below in Fig.3.9. 

 

Fig.3.9: Current waveforms of magnetizing inductance of flyback transformer 

Based on converter operation waveforms, the current ripple in both cases is 

given by: 

 D
fL

V
I

sm

pv  (3-19) 
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Here, D is the duty cycle of primary side switch and sf is the switching 

frequency. Also, mL  is the primary side magnetizing inductance of the transformer.  

For DCM operation, the primary side average current, priI , can be shown to be: 

 2

22

1
d

sm

pv
Sdpri D

fL

V
ITDI   (3-20) 

Here, dD  is the duty cycle in DCM operation. 

By substituting (3-17) and (3-18) into (3-20), the duty ratio of the inverter in 

DCM is obtained. 
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  (3-21) 

Equation (3-21) shows that in DCM the duty cycle varies according to the 

(rectified) grid voltage while its amplitude is determined by the ratio of PV module 

voltage by PV module current. In this case, a simple open loop scheme without 

current feedback can be adopted. By varying the amplitude of the duty cycle, the 

ratio of  pvV over pvI  can be varied in order to seek and operate the system at MPP 

(Maximum Power Point) [49].  

When operated in CCM, by assuming quasi-steady state operation and using 

inductor volt-seconds balance over a switching period, the duty ratio CD can be 

obtained. 
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  (3-22) 

Here, the duty cycle in CCM operation only relates to input and output voltage 
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ratio and the turns ratio of the flyback transformer. It is not directly determined by 

the current and hence power level. Therefore, for given input/output voltages, once 

the turns ratio n  is fixed, the duty cycle variation in CCM is fixed.  

 
Fig.3.10: Duty Ratio Variations during half an AC cycle for CCM ( HLm 20 ) and DCM 

( HLm 4 ) operations with VVpv 27 , VVrms 230 , 4n  

The variation of duty ratio over half an AC cycle at different input currents is 

shown in Fig.3.10 at given value of n  and mL . As indicated by (3-22), the duty 

cycle of CCM case does not change with input current. Also, a lower turns ratio n  

would lead to a larger duty ratio. 

On the other hand, as indicated by (3-21), the duty ratio in DCM case has 

nothing to do with turns ratio, but is influenced by mL  at a given specification and 

chosen frequency sf . For a given design ( mL  and sf ), the duty cycle increases 

with input current with fixed input voltage. If the instantaneous duty cycle at DCM 

is below the CCM curve set by the turns ratio in Fig.3.10, the inverter operates in 

DCM; otherwise, the inverter operates in CCM. In order to make sure that the 
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inverter works in DCM only, the choice of n  and mL  should make sure that the 

CCM duty cycle curve does not intersect with the DCM curve at the maximum input 

current (equivalent to the maximum input power at fixed voltage). From Fig.3.10, it 

can be seen that such a judgment can be made at the maximum duty cycle, which 

corresponds to the instance of peak AC voltage. Therefore, in the next section, only 

the instance of the peak AC voltage is considered to simplify the design process. 

3.4.1.2. Design Aid Diagram 

The maximum duty cycle values (denoted by the ‘^’ symbol) in an AC period 

occur at the AC peak instants in both cases and can be written as: 

 
pv

smpv
d V

fLI
D 2ˆ   (3-23) 
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2ˆ  (3-24) 

The design condition for the peak duty cycle to occur at the DCM/CCM 

boundary operation can be derived by equating (3-23) and (3-24). 

  21)2(4 


rmspvspv

pv
mc

VnVfI

V
L  (3-25) 

Here, mcL  is the critical inductance between DCM and CCM operations. 

When mcm LL  , the flyback inverter works in DCM over all of the AC cycle. 

When mcm LL  , the flyback inverter operates in CCM partially near the peak AC 

cycle. In this case, most likely, the designed inverter works in a combined 

DCM/CCM mode. For example, as shown in Fig.3.10, at lower grid voltage around 
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zero-crossing points, the flyback operates in DCM mode, the flyback operates in 

CCM mode when the grid voltage is larger. Based on Fig.3.10, the boundary gird 

voltage gbV , at which DCM/CCM transition occurs for a given power level pvP , 

can be derived at the duty cycle crossing point (from (3-21) and (3-22) ). 

 )n
LfP

V(VV
mspv

rmspvgb 
2

1  (3-26) 

If rmsgb VV 2 , the designed flyback inverter operates in DCM over the 

complete AC cycle; if rmsgb VV 20  , the designed inverter works in combined 

DCM/CCM in an AC cycle. Lastly, if 0gbV , the flyback inverter will work in 

CCM1 only over the complete AC cycle at the specified PV power level . 

Therefore, the flyback magnetizing inductance value to ensure a full CCM 

operation over an AC cycle can be derived from (3-26) for a specified PV power: 
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ccmm fIVn

V
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2
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, 2
  (3-27) 

Based on (3-27), full CCM operation over AC cycle is possible by designing a 

large turns ratio n  and a large magnetizing inductance mL . Although practically, 

the current will inevitably start from zero during the zero-corssing point. Besides, 

when the power level reduces, the designed inverter will inevitably operate in a 

combined DCM/CCM manner.  

Equations (3-23) ~(3-27) relate the peak control variable D̂ , the PV module 

specifications pvV , pvI  and the design parameters of the inverter, viz., n , mL and 

sf , under both DCM and CCM conditions.  

1 Thanks to Mr. Fonkwe Edwin from Masdar Institute for pointing out this possibility. 
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Fig.3.11: Design aid diagram of flyback inverter Vrms = 230 V. (The numbers on the lines indicate the 

peak duty ratios). 

A design-aid diagram is shown in Fig.3.11 for an assumed grid voltage of 230 

rmsV  and for two assumed values of the turns ratio, n (= 10 & 4). For the assumed 

rmsV  and n  values, every point on the graph in Fig.3.11 represents a possible 

inverter design. For example, 10n , 3smpv fLI  and VVpv 22  represents a 

partial-CCM design with 6.0ˆ D .  

The curves marked ‘boundary’ represent the boundary between partial-CCM 

design and DCM-only design for the two n  values assumed.  

Another curve on the right top corner represents the boundary between 

partial-CCM design combined operation and CCM-only design for 10n . For 

4n , the required mL  is too large so that it is out of the range of x-axis. The 

choice of D̂  influences the component current stresses as will be discussed in the 

following sub-sections. 
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3.4.1.3. Components Stresses 

In order to properly select the components as well as to calculate the power loss, 

the worst case voltage stresses and current stresses as well as the RMS current of 

individual legs are derived.  

The voltage stresses of the semiconductors are the same for both DCM and 

CCM cases. For example, the pulse-by-pulse and the overall maximum voltage 

stresses on the main switch M1 are:  

 nVVV gpvM /1   (3-28) 

 nVVV rmspvM /2ˆ
1   (3-29) 

The instantaneous and overall maximum voltage stresses on the secondary 

diodes D1 and D2 are: 

 gpvd VnVV 2,1  (3-30) 

 rmspv,d VnVV̂ 221   (3-31) 

The instantaneous and overall maximum voltage stress on the secondary 

switches S1 and S2 are:  

 gS VV 22,1   (3-32) 

 rms,S VV̂ 2221   (3-33) 

From (3-29) and (3-31) , it is noted that a larger n  increases the voltage 

stresses of the secondary side diodes D1 and D2, but reduce the voltage stress of the 

primary side switch M1. Besides, from (3-24) and Fig.3.11, it is found that a smaller 
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n  helps to increase the duty cycle of CCM operation; smaller n  also enlarges the 

duty cycle as well as magnetizing inductance for DCM-only operation.  

In DCM operation, the cycle-by-cycle peak primary current is given by: 

 d
sm

pv
pd D

fL

V
II   (3-34) 

Substituting the maximum duty cycle from (3-23) into (3-34) , the maximum 

value of this peak primary current in DCM , i.e. the primary side current stress is 

obtained as: 

 
sm

pvpv
pd fL

VI
I 2ˆ   (3-35) 

According to (3-35), the maximum value of the peak primary current stress in 

DCM depends on the input power pvpv IV , sf  and mL  values but not on n . A 

larger mL  would reduce the primary side current stress; but the inductance value 

can not be too large so as not to cross over into the CCM operating range. 

As shown in Fig.3.9, the average value of magnetizing current of flyback 

converter in CCM mode is given by: 
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The cycle-by-cycle peak primary current in CCM is: 

 c
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Substituting (3-17), (3-18), (3-22) into (3-37), the expression for primary side 
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cycle peak current is obtained: 
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  (3-38) 

According to (3-38), assuming that n  and mL  values are chosen and pvV  is 

known, the maximum value of the peak current occurs at the maximum AC voltage 

rmsg VV 2ˆ   and maximum input power level (= the rated power pvpv IV ). 

By substituting rmsg VV 2ˆ   into (3-38), the peak primary current stress is 

given by: 

    pvrmssm
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VVnfL

VVnVII
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1
122ˆ


  (3-39) 

The corresponding secondary side peak current stresses in DCM and CCM are: 
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ˆ   (3-40) 
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Equations (3-35), (3-39) - (3-41) indicate the influence of the design parameters 

n and mL on the primary side and secondary side current stresses. It is noted that a 

large mL  is preferred to reduce the current ripple on both sides, while the choice of 

n is related to voltage stresses trade-off between (3-29) and (3-31) as well.  

3.4.2. Design and Control of a Flyback-DCM Inverter 

In this part, the design procedure of a flyback-DCM inverter as well as the 

control scheme for DCM operation will be introduced. This flyback-DCM inverter 
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will be used as a benchmark to compare with the proposed flyback-CCM inverter in 

Section 3.5.  

For a DCM-only design, as shown in (3-35), the peak primary current depends 

on the input power pvpvVI , sf and mL values and not on n . However, n  sets the 

limit for a maximum duty cycle for CCM, which also sets an upper limit mcL  for 

mL  also. According to (3-25), a smaller n  would lead to a larger value of mcL . A 

larger mL , but less than mcL , would reduce the primary side current. Therefore, in 

general, a small n  and a large mL  are preferred for DCM-only design. 

Based on the analysis above, a design process for the flyback inverter working 

in DCM based on Fig.3.11 is suggested below. The grid voltage in the example 

given is 230Vrms. 

Step 1: Identify PV panel specifications. The PV panel voltage and current 

values given by the manufacturer correspond to MPP and vary with solar irradiance 

and temperature. For design purposes, a constant PV voltage is used while the 

variation of power is considered to be due to current change.  

Step 2: Choose a switching frequency considering the trade-off between the 

switching losses and the transformer size. In our design, 100 kHz is used. 

Step 3: Choose an initial transformer turns ratio, n . Start with a small number. 

This can be tuned later. 

Step 4: With the grid RMS voltage value given, find out the peak duty ratio and 
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mcL  from Fig.3.11 or (3-24) and (3-25) . 

Step 5: Calculate the voltage stresses of the primary and secondary side devices 

using (3-29), (3-31) and (3-33). 

Step 6: Choose mL  (< mcL ) on Fig.3.11. Note that a larger mL should be 

selected to reduce the current stress but certain design margin should be given 

before it enters CCM operation. Also, the corresponding D̂  can be found on the 

curve of Fig.3.11. 

Step 7: Calculate the current stresses using (3-35) and (3-40). 

Step 8: Return to Steps 3~7 until the voltage and current stresses are 

acceptable. 

If the primary current stress or the secondary diode voltage stress is too large, 

n  can be reduced. Otherwise, if the secondary side current stress or the primary 

side voltage stress is too large, n  can be increased. 

 
(a) An open-loop current controller 

 

(b) A closed-loop current controller 

Fig.3.12: Control Schemes for Flyback-DCM Inverter 
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As shown in Fig.3.12, current control of flyback-DCM inverter can be either in 

an open-loop or close-loop based on equation (3-21). According to (3-21), the duty 

cycle of a flyback-DCM inverter is rectified sinusoidal with its amplitude 

determined by the ratio of pvV  and pvI . This ratio represents input impedance of 

the inverter inR . When this impedance equals to the characteristics impedance mpR  

of PV module given by mpmp IV / , the PV module is operated at the Maximum 

Power Point (MPP). Therefore, the magnitude of rectified sinusoidal duty cycle mk  

is determined by MPPT in both controllers. 

In Fig.3.12 (a), a commonly used open-loop control scheme is shown, where 

the duty cycle directly follows the rectified grid voltage while its amplitude is 

determined by MPPT. This open-loop control takes advantages of the intrinsic 

current source feature of flyback converter in DCM mode. Although, the disturbance 

in input voltage will directly affect the THD of output current since there is no 

feedback control involved. 

Or alternatively, a peak current controller (Fig.3.12 (b)) can be used to track the 

reference current in a close-loop manner. This is based on the instantaneous power 

balance equation (3-18) plus (3-20) and (3-34), which can be rewritten below: 

 )sin(2 t
fL

IV
I

sm

rmsrms
pd   (3-42) 

In this case, the primary side current of flyback converter is sensed and 

feedback to compare with a rectified sinusoidal peak reference current. As a result, 

the disturbance in input voltage is taken care of by the control loop. 
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In the latter part, the open-loop control scheme in Fig.3.12 a) is used for the 

benchmark flyback-DCM inverter as the purpose is to verify the efficiency 

improvement in steady state operations. 

3.4.3. Design of a Flyback-CCM Inverter 

For a CCM design, the peak current stress is related to both n and mL values 

as in (3-39). The primary side peak current has the same value as the peak value of 

the net transformer magnetizing current (primary and secondary sides combined) 

reflected on to the primary. In (3-39), the first term is the average value of the net 

magnetizing current, while the second term is half of the peak to peak ripple in the 

net magnetizing current. A larger n  value would lead to a higher average net 

magnetizing current (first term) while at the same time reducing the current ripple 

(second term). As the average magnetizing current is larger than the current ripple in 

CCM operation, in general, a smaller n  value is preferable to reduce the primary 

side current stress. 

The design guideline for flyback-CCM inverter is similar to the case for DCM 

operation, with change in Step 6, which is given below. 

Step 6: Choose mL (> mcL ) based on acceptable primary current stress using 

(3-39). A larger mL  reduces primary current stress, while increasing transformer 

size. 
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3.4.4. Output Current Power Factor 

As a grid-tied inverter, the output power factor at the point of connection to 

grid is expected to be unity. When connected to the grid, the interaction between the 

PV inverter and grid impedance causes the voltage whether the inverter is connected 

is distorted and the output power factor will be affected accordingly. Here, for 

microinverter with power level from 100W-300W, as the output current is around 

1~2A (small), the effect of the grid impedance is relatively small. In this study, the 

grid is taken as an ideal voltage source and the grid impedance is not considered.  

In actual operation, the power factor is influenced by many other factors. These 

include the effects of input capacitor, incomplete demagnetization of flyback 

transformer and output filter. To simplify the analysis, these effects have been 

considered separately since the effect of each of them on the power factor is small. 

The influence of input capacitor has been studied in Section 3.3 and a design margin 

has been recommended to account for other aspects, which are the incomplete 

demagnetization of the transformer under CCM and the presence of the output filter. 

Their effects are now investigated. And in this part, it is assumed that the input 

capacitor pvC  is large enough so that its influence on power factor is negligible.  

       

(a) Flyback-CCM converter                    (b) Output filter 

Fig.3.13: Equivalent circuits for incomplete demagnetization effect and output filter 
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A. Incomplete Demagnetization’s Effect 

Firstly, it is assumed that the output filter component values, fL  and fC  are 

small enough such that the average output current oI , and average output voltage 

oV , of the inverter (see Fig.3.1) are nearly equal to the output current gI  and 

output voltage gV  respectively. In order to facilitate the analysis, an ‘equivalent net 

transformer current reflected to the primary side’, LmI , is defined as follows. 

 

onSandoffisMwhennI

onSandoffisMwhennI

onisMwhenII

o

o

priLm

22

11

1






 (3-43) 

The equivalanet circuit of the flyback converter in CCM operation is shown in 

Fig.3.13 (a). The average change rate of LmI  over a switching period can be 

determined by considering the net volt-seconds across the inductor over a cycle. 

(Quasi-steady state operation is not assumed for this step.) 

 nVDVDdtdILTIL oPVLmSLm ///   (3-44) 

Here, 'D = (1-D) is the duty ratio for the conduction of the secondary side 

diode. The average primary side current and the average output current can be 

written as: 

 Lpri DII   & nIDI Lo /  (3-45) 

Combining (3-44) & (3-45), we get: 

 ooPVpripriprim IVVIdtDIdDIL  /)/()/(  (3-46) 

Since oV  and oI  will have to be in phase for the flyback inverter to work 
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properly, 

 ooPVpripriprim IVVIdtDIdDIL  /)/()/(  (3-47) 

The left-hand side of (3-47) represents the average power (rate of change in 

energy storage) in the magnetizing inductance during one switching cycle, while the 

right-hand side represents the difference between the input power and the output 

power over a switching cycle. 

The peak energy stored in the magnetizing inductance LE  can be obtained by 

integrating left-hand side of (3-47) over an interval of one fourth of the AC cycle 

period.  

 2)2/(2 pvrmsmL InILE   (3-48) 

Given the PV panel and the grid voltage, the peak energy stored in the inductor 

is dependent on n  and mL . In typical designs of flyback-CCM inverter (e.g. 4n  

and HLm 20 and for a given specification in Appendix A), this value is found to 

be very small (i.e. < 0.4% ) when compared to the energy transferred to the output 

side over the same interval. Due to this, we can expect the output power factor not to 

be significantly affected by the energy storage in the magnetizing inductance. 

B. Output Filter’s Effect 

With the effect of mL  neglected, the average output current oI  feeding into 

the output filter as shown in Fig.3.13 (b) can be represented by )sin(2 tI rms  . We 

assume in this part of the analysis that gV  is the reference phasor with zero phase 
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angle. The voltage oV  and current gI  can then be written as:  

 )1/()/1( 2
ffrmsrmsfgo CLVILjVV    (3-49) 

 )1/()/( 2
fffrmsrmsgg CLCjVIVI    (3-50) 

Typically, go VV  , since the voltage drop across the inductor fL  will be 

quite small. In our example, even if fL  is as high as 10 mH, the displacement 

factor between oV  and gV  will be above 99.995%. Therefore, it is difficult to 

control the grid current by controlling the output voltage vector oV . 

Similarly, with the designed capacitance value of 0.9μF, the displacement 

factor between gI  and gV  is 99.7%, which is also neglible.  

C. Summary of Effects on Power Factor 

In summary, the incomplete demagnetization’s effect of flyback transformer on 

output power factor is shown to be small and hence can be ignored. The 

displacement factor between the grid current and voltage due to the output filter has 

also been shown to be quite small. Thus, the only significant factor affecting the 

power factor is the third harmonics distortion in the grid current due to the PV 

voltage ripple. This will influence the choice of input capacitor, which has been 

discussed in Section 3.3. 

3.5 Implementations and Experimental Results 

The hardware implementations of the designed inverters involve the circuit 

design, components selection and considerations, which will be discussed in Section 
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3.5.1. Following that, the proposed flyback-CCM inverter and the benchmark 

flyback-DCM inverter were firstly tested in DC-DC conversion with a constant 

voltage load to work as current source inverters. The operating waveforms of 

flyback-CCM inverter are used as an example and are analyzed in Section 3.5.2. 

Finally, both inverters were tested in DC-AC conversion with an AC voltage load 

(for grid connection verification). Their operating waveforms and performance such 

as efficiency, power factor are compared and analyzed in Section 3.5.3. 

3.5.1. Hardware Implementations 

In the present work, a flyback inverter was designed for CCM operation for a 

power level of 200W for the Kyocera solar module KC200GT. Another flyback 

inverter was designed for DCM-only operation as a benchmark for the same 

specifications.  

Table 3.2 gives the design parameters, components selection of both inverters 

as well as the respective current and voltage stresses at rated power. For the 

magnetic components, ferrite cores (Magnetics R material with the lowest loss at 

100oC) were used in this work. The resonant frequency of the output filter is 7 kHz 

which ensures adequate filtering of the switching frequency ripple component. The 

main difference between CCM and DCM inverters are flyback transformer design 

and the components used for secondary side diodes. For flyback-CCM inverter, SiC 

diode is used instead of fast switching Si diode so as to minimize the loss due to 

reverse recovery current during fast turning off interval. SiC diode is not needed for 
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DCM inverter since the diode is turned off at zero current every switching cycle and 

hence the reverse recovery loss does not occur. Besides, the conduction loss of the 

selected fast switching diode IDD03E60 and SiC diode IDT04S60C are comparable 

(both with a forward voltage drop of 1.5V at 3A). Thus, the substitution of silicon 

diode used in DCM inverter benchmark with SiC diode in CCM inverter is justified 

and the efficiency comparison between flyback-DCM inverter and the proposed 

CCM inverter is on a fair basis. 

Table 3.2: Design of flyback-DCM and CCM inverters for given specifications: 

(Vpv=27V, Ppv=0 ~ 200W, Vrms=230V) 
 CCM Inverter DCM-Inverter 

Operation parameters 

sf  (kHz) 100 100 

D̂  0.75 0.63 
Transformer Design 

n  4 4 

mL  (μH) 20 3 
EE core Magnetics 45528 Magnetics 44020 

Primary (Litz: 72/28) 6 turns 3 turns 
Secondary 

(Litz:12/28) 
24 turns 12 turns 

Component Selection and Circuit Design 
M1 FDP2614 FDP2614 

S1,S2 IPP90R500C3 IPP90R500C3 
D1,D2 IDT04S60C IDD03E60 

pvC (μF) 4700 × 3 4700 × 3 

fC  (μF) 0.9 0.9 

fL   (μH) 480 480 

Voltage and Current Stresses 

pÎ  (A) 24.8 51.6 

sÎ  (A) 6.2 12.9 

1
ˆ
MV  (V) 108.3 108.3 

2,1d̂V
 (V) 433.3 433.3 

2,1ŝV  (V) 650.5 650.5 

According to Table 3.2, the calculated current stresses both on the primary and 

the secondary sides are almost halved in the CCM inverter compared to DCM 

inverter, which shows a large potential in efficiency improvement.  
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3.5.2. DC-DC Conversion with DC Voltage Load 

Operation of the flyback-CCM inverter was first tested in DC-DC conversion 

mode with presumed quasi-steady state within an AC cycle. In this test, the inverter 

output is connected to a DC voltage load (i.e. a DC power supply in parallel with a 

resistive load). In this way, the inverters worked as a current source inverter (at the 

output side), rather than a voltage source inverter.  

 
Fig.3.14: Flyback Inverter with parasitic components and measurement waveforms  

The typical waveforms in DCM, boundary conduction condition between 

DCM/CCM and CCM modes are illustrated in Fig.3.15. These waveforms are the 

gate signal gsv , drain-source voltage dsv  of M1, the secondary side transformer 

voltage of the positive leg 1secv  and the primary side current prii , which are 

indicated in Fig.3.14. Besides, the equivalent circuit parameters and parasitic 

parameters of the flyback transformer are also shown in Fig.3.14 including the 

magnetizing inductance mL (20μH), leakage inductance at primary side lkpL  

(0.99μH) and at secondary side 1lkL / 2lkL  (14.4μH). Other parastic components 

include parallel capacitance of the main switch 1M  and two diodes 1D / 2D . 
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(a) DCM operation VVpv 25 , VVg 200 , %3.20D  (Ch1:
gsv ; Ch2:

dsv ; Ch3:
1secv ; Ch4:

prii ) 

 

(b) Boundary conduction condition VVpv 25 , VVg 200 , %60D  (Ch1:
gsv ; Ch2:

dsv ; Ch3:
1secv ; 

Ch4:
prii [1A/V] ) 
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(c) CCM operation VVpv 25 , VVg 200 , %5.67D  (Ch1:
gsv ; Ch2:

dsv ; Ch3:
1secv ; Ch4:

prii ) 

Fig.3.15: Operation waveforms of flyback inverter without snubber circuit (positive leg) 

The basic flyback operation is shown in Fig.3.15. When the main switch M1 is 

turned on, its drain source voltage dsv  reduces to around zero (actual voltage 

depends on conduction resistance). At this time, the secondary side diode (either D1 

or D2) is subject to a negative voltage and hence is blocked. The primary side 

current 
prii  increases. When the main switch M1 is turned off, its drain source 

voltage dsv  increases to input voltage. As the transformer magnetizing current can 

not be changed abruptly, D1 or D2 is turned on to demagnetize the transformer 

current. 

Besides, it is also observed in Fig.3.15, that when the main switch M1 is turned 

on, ringing occurs on the transformer primary current prii  and secondary side 

voltage 1secv  (or 2secv ) in both DCM and CCM operations. This is due to a step 
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change applied to dsv  (Ch2 in Fig.3.15 (a) and (c) ) during turn-on interval, which 

causes a resonance between the parasitic capacitance 1dC  (or 2dC ) of secondary 

diode and the leakage inductance 1lkL  (or 2lkL ) at the corresponding leg of the 

flyback transformer. In this case, there are two influencing factors, one of which is 

the voltage step change value of 1secv  (or 2secv ) when M1 turns on, the other one is 

how fast M1 is turned on. For example, when 1secv  (or 2secv ) reaches zero before 

turn on, there is no abrupt change. Therefore, no transient oscillation is observed as 

in Fig.3.15 (b). The turn-on speed of M1 is determined by the MOSFET driver. 

When the main switch M1 is turned off, a large overshoot followed by ringing 

has also been noticed at the primary side current 
prii  (Ch4) and the main switch 

drain-source voltage dsv (Ch2). The reason is as follows: when M1 is turned off, the 

diode D1 (or D2) conducts, which applies a sudden voltage change across the 

transformer secondary side sec1v  (or 2secv ) from pvnv- to ov . The applied 

secondary voltage is reflected on the primary side, which causes a resonance 

between the parasitic capacitance 1MC of M1 and the primary side leakage 

inductance lkL  leading to the observed oscillations. A fast turn-off of M1 would 

cause a larger overshoot. This overshoot would require selection of MOSFET with 

higher breakdown voltage. Therefore, a snubber circuit to reduce the overshoot as 

well as provide damping of the resonance is needed. 

A third type of ringing at lower frequency is observed in the third interval of 

DCM operation as shown in Fig.3.15 a) after the current of the secondary side diode 
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reduces to zero. During this interval, both M1 and D1 (or D2) are off, resulting in a 

step change of transformer secondary side voltage from ov  back to zero. As a result, 

a major resonance occurs between mL  and equivalent capacitance (considering 

both 1MC  and 1dC  (or 2dC )). This resonance shows up at both sides of flyback 

transformer, the magnitude of which is mainly decided by the voltage step change. 

During the resonance in the third interval of DCM operation, when dsv  

reduces to below zero due to a large voltage step change, it will make the body 

diode of M1 start to conduct negative current and clamp dsv  as well as flyback 

transformer primary side voltage. As a result, the primary side current waveform 

prii  increases at the same slope mpv Lv /  with conduction period of M1. After the 

current becomes positive, the body diode of M1 is not conducting anymore and the 

third interval resonance as described above will continue. This reverse conduction of 

the main switch body diode is mainly caused by a large resonance voltage due to 

high voltage load at the output of flyback converter. It leads to current sensing issues 

using Current Transformer (CT), which will be addressed in Chapter 4.  

Table 3.3: Snubber circuits parameters for Flyback-DCM and CCM inverters 

Inverters Component Snubber Capacitor Snubber Resistors 

DCM 
M1 1500pF 16Ω 

D1,D2 - - 

CCM 
M1 1200pF 50Ω 

D1,D2 330pF 362Ω 

In order to remove the undesired ringing during turning on and turning off, RC 

dissipative snubber circuits are added in parallel with the main switch M1 as well as 

the secondary side diodes D1 and D2. The design procedure follows the rule of 
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thumb method outlined in [108]. The designed parameters for both flyback-CCM 

inverter and flyback-DCM inverter are given in Table 3.3.  

 

(a) DCM operation VVpv 25 , VVg 200 , %8.19D  (Ch1:
gsv ; Ch2:

dsv ; Ch3:
1secv ; Ch4:

prii ) 

 

(b) Boundary condition VVpv 25 , VVg 200 , %60D  (Ch1:
gsv ; Ch2:

dsv ; Ch3:
1secv ; Ch4:

prii ) 
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(c) CCM operation VVpv 25 , VVg 200 , %2.66D  (Ch1:
gsv ; Ch2:

dsv ; Ch3:
1secv ; Ch4:

prii ) 

Fig.3.16: Operation waveforms of flyback-CCM inverter with snubber circuits 

With dissipative RC snubber circuits, the operating waveforms of the 

flyback-CCM inverter at different operation modes are shown in Fig.3.16. These 

may be compared to the waveforms in Fig.3.15. The resonance in both turn-on and 

turn-off intervals are successfully eliminated with overshoot reduced as well. 

Besides, as shown in Fig.3.16 (a), the frequency of the third interval oscillation 

(when M1 and D1/D2 are off) in DCM operation is reduced and so does that of the 

negative current in prii . 

As the dissipative snubber circuit is lossy, it is possible to reduce the ringing 

using soft-switched scheme or non-dissipative snubber circuit, which is not pursuit 

here. 
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3.5.3. DC-AC Conversion with AC Voltage Load 

 

(a) DCM scheme 

 

(b) Proposed CCM-ACM scheme 

Fig.3.17: PV side and grid side waveforms with Vpv=27V, Ppv=200W 

The input and output waveforms of the proposed flyback-CCM scheme and 

also the benchmark scheme at rated power are shown in Fig.3.17. More operating 

waveforms at different power level will be shown in Chapter 4. As expected, the 

peak primary current stress in the CCM scheme (25A) is around half of that in the 

DCM scheme (48A), which agrees with the calculated values in Table 3.2.  

As shown in Fig.3.17, distortion of current waveforms in both DCM-only and 

CCM schemes is noticed around the zero crossing intervals. This is partly caused by 

a dead time (‘a’) when the AC current goes through zero and the secondary side 
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operation switches from S1 to S2 and vice versa. Another reason is due to the 

inability of the PWM IC (SG3524 here) to reach very low duty cycle values. Besides, 

in CCM, because of the tracking delay of the controller as well as the incomplete 

demagnetization of the flyback transformer, the secondary side current in Fig.3.17 (b) 

does not fall to zero during switching between S1 and S2, which makes the output 

current experience a sudden change，thereby causing oscillation (‘b’) at the output 

filter resonant frequency. The distortion at zero-crossing point is found to be the 

main contributor for THD of output current in both schemes, which makes the THD 

value of both schemes close to the limit of 5%. This can be improved using discrete 

comparator to generate small duty cycles around the zero-crossing points. 

Additionally, when the operation varies between DCM and CCM, the tracking 

capability of the controller changes. It is reflected as a distortion (‘c’) in the output 

current waveform. The conversion efficiency, output power factor and THD of grid 

current at different power levels were tested using Yokogawa 2531 Digital Power 

Meter and tabulated in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Performance measurement at various power levels ( VVpv 27 , WPr 200 )  

 Para. 5% 10% 20% 30% 50% 75% 100% *
Euro  **

CEC  

DCM 

i  73.3% 78.4% 80.4% 80.6% 80.1% 79.0% 77.7% 79.4% 79.4% 

PF 0.44 0.72 0.91 0.95 0.98 0.99 1.00 - - 

THD 8.6 % 8.86 % 8.94% 8.68% 5.58% 4.39% 4.19% - - 

CCM 

i  72.9% 79.2% 85.4% 86.2% 88.0% 88.3% 87.4% 86.4% 87.4% 

PF 0.48 0.72 0.88 0.94 0.98 0.99 0.99 - - 

THD 20.2% 7.6% 4.2% 4.0% 3.8% 3.4% 4.4% - - 

* 100503020105 20.048.010.013.006.003.0  Euro  

** 1007550302010 05.053.021.012.005.004.0  Euro  

At rated power, the total harmonic distortion (THD) is 4.37% for the DCM 
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scheme and 4.4% for the CCM scheme, while the power factor (PF) is 0.995 and 

0.991, respectively. Both the schemes satisfy the requirements of IEC61727 in this 

regard.  

 
Fig.3.18 Efficiency vs. normalized power (referred to rated power of 200W) for the DCM and CCM 

scheme 

Fig.3.18 shows the marked improvement in efficiency achieved with the 

proposed CCM scheme over the benchmark DCM scheme. The weighted 

efficiencies for the solar powered inverter, i.e. European efficiency and California 

efficiency [81] were found to be 86.4% and 87.4% respectively for the CCM scheme 

and 79.4% and 79.4% for the DCM scheme. Thus, the proposed CCM approach 

results in significantly higher efficiencies while still maintaining output current 

distortion within limits. 

3.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a popularly used flyback inverter has been thoroughly studied in 

both DCM and CCM operations to provide meaningful insights into the behavior of 

the designed inverter at different power levels. The design procedure and 

considerations have been discussed in details. The effectiveness of the proposed 
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flyback-CCM inverter to improve the conversion efficiency of a benchmark 

flyback-DCM inverter for a medium power level PV module has been verified 

experimentally. 

However, when operated in CCM, the flyback converter suffers from a RHP 

(Right Half Plane) zero in the output current control, which, together with other 

problems, may have prevented its usage in AC module application. Therefore, these 

control challenges in flyback-CCM inverter schemes will be fully investigated in 

Chapter 4. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the major concern in this type of inverter lies in the 

usage of electrolytic capacitor, which is believed to place the limit for overall system 

lifetime. Although some commercial products still use the controversial electrolytic 

capacitor due to the reasons discussed in details in Section 2.3, the trend in both 

academia and industry is to use film capacitor instead. For the benchmark 

flyback-DCM inverter, a variety of power decoupling circuit has been studied in 

[34-36, 98, 104]. However, it is noted that all the power decoupling schemes require 

additional power processing, hence consume more power loss. In addition, these 

schemes, including the active filters schemes [70, 98, 104] that can be applied to 

other topologies are mostly placed at low voltage input side. As a result, larger 

current is processed which is not good option in terms of efficiency. The 

achievement of both high efficiency and active power decoupling leads to the 

second proposed scheme, which will be described in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR 

THE FLYBACK-CCM INVERTER 

4.1 Introduction 

The control of a microinverter needs to fulfill two basic requirements, viz., 

MPPT capability required by PV application, and output current shaping and 

synchronization required by the grid connection. In a single stage inverter such as 

the flyback inverter discussed in Chapter 3, the control is usually implemented by a 

dual loop scheme wherein a fast inner control loop tracks the line frequency 

waveform and a slow outer loop ensures that the operation is maintained at the MPP 

of the PV module. In general, the adopted MPPT scheme [109, 110], such as the 

Perturb & Observe method, Incremental Conduction method or the Ripple 

Correlation method, does not depend much on the inverter scheme adopted. The 

challenges of the control design for the inverter scheme lie in the output current 

shaping and these are addressed in this work. 

Although designed to operate in CCM at rated power level, the flyback inverter 

would, in most cases, slip into DCM operation at low instantaneous voltages around 

the zero-crossing instants of the AC cycle. Thus, in reality, the inverter would 

operate in a combined CCM/DCM mode over an AC cycle. Moreover, the large 

variation of power produced by a PV panel due to varying incident radiation would 

make the combined DCM/CCM operation even more complex. For instance, 

complete operation in DCM region alone can take place at low power levels. 
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Therefore, the design of a controller which can take care of the variations in grid 

voltage, power level and operating modes needs careful consideration.  

This chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, the current control techniques 

commonly used for current tracking in Power Factor Correction (PFC) application 

are discussed in Section 4.2. The control challenges for direct output current control 

using Average Current Control (ACC) and One Cycle Control (OCC) are briefly 

discussed in Section 4.3. In order to address the issues arising in the control of 

flyback-CCM inverter, an indirect current control scheme is proposed. Two 

implementations of indirect controller have been investigated. These are described 

in Section 4.4. After that, the current sensing method used in both controllers is 

presented in Section 4.5. Simulation and test results for both the proposed indirect 

current controllers are presented and analyzed in Section 4.6. 

4.2 Potential Current Control Techniques 

Output current control at twice AC line frequency (100Hz) for microinverter is 

similar to input current control requirement in PFC application. Conventional 

current control methods found in PFC application [111] include peak current control, 

average current control (ACC), hysteresis control and one cycle control (OCC). 

Among them, peak current control was used in earlier years due to its fast tracking 

performance (capable of tracking in one switching cycle implementaed by analog 

circuit). However, as the peak current, not the actual average current is used as 

feedback signal, there will be an inherent distortion between the controlled current 
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waveform and the reference signal[111]. Besides, slope compensation is required if 

the duty cycle goes beyond 50% so as to prevent instability. The technique is also 

sensitive to switching noise, which requires careful circuit layout and noise filtering. 

Average Current Control (ACC) is the most commonly used technique nowadays, 

which is targeted at controlling the actual average current to track the reference 

waveform. It is less sensitive to switching noises due to current signal filtering and 

provides reasonably good tracking performance. Hysteresis current control is 

capable of tracking the reference signal within a pre-determined hysteresis band. 

However, the switching frequency varies over a line AC cycle with this method, 

which leads to complexity in output filter design. One Cycle Control (OCC) [112], 

named so for its fast tracking capability (ability to reach the desired average control 

within one switching cycle) is well suited for PFC application due to its simple 

implementation and fast dynamic performance. 

The two control methods chosen for the flyback-CCM inverter under 

investigations are OCC and ACC. Both the methods operate at constant frequency 

and control the average current. OCC has been selected due to its potential for fast 

response. Compared to OCC, Average Current Control (ACC) has lower achievable 

system bandwidth and is slower in terms of dynamic performance. Yet, it is the most 

popularly used linear controller in a PFC application. It represents a mature 

technology providing acceptable performance. In this study, both control schemes, 

i.e. OCC (nonlinear control) and ACC (a linear control) are investigated and 

compared, with the challenges identified and addressed in the following sections.  
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When flyback converter is used in a PFC (Power Factor Correction) application, 

the input current of the converter is usually directly controlled and shaped. In a 

flyback PV inverter, however, it is the flyback’s output current that is to be 

controlled and shaped. This turns out to be a more challenging control problem, 

which will be investigated in the next section. 

4.3 Problems with Direct Control of Output Current 

For grid-tied inverters such as a microinverter, the most obvious way to shape 

the AC output current is to control the output current directly through feedback. 

However, it is well known that the flyback converter in CCM operation is a 

non-minimum phase system [113] which places stringent limits on closed loop 

dynamic performance. This non-minimum phase behavior shows up as a Right Half 

Plane zero in the linearized, small signal control to output current transfer function 

which introduces an additional 90o phase lag while contributing to a gain increase. It 

would greatly limit the achievable system bandwidth to be below the RHP zero and 

can be expected to make the direct current tracking difficult. In this section, the 

problems with direct output current control using both ACC and OCC are discussed 

briefly. More details of the design considerations and procedure are available in 

Appendix B.  

4.3.1. Problem with Direct One Cycle Control (DOCC) 

A typical OCC circuit consists of a Current Transformer (CT), a diode in series 
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with a switched capacitor (CT, CD , CC  and CS ) and an RS flip flop, as shown in 

Fig.4.1. The basic idea of OCC is to sense the instantaneous current waveform in 

each switching cycle (for example, using a CT) and integrate the waveform, say 

using a capacitor. In this way, the capacitor voltage represents the actual average 

current. Once this voltage reaches a preset reference value, the switch CS  across 

the capacitor will be turned on to discharge the capacitor and wait for the next 

switching cycle.  

In the beginning, an attempt was made to directly control the secondary side 

current using Direct One Cycle Control (DOCC) method. The DOCC scheme was 

implemented as shown in Fig.4.1 and simulated using Simulink/PLECS. In the 

scheme, two CTs are used to sense the ‘net’ secondary side current of the flyback 

converter. The MPPT circuit (not implemented here) generates the factor mk  which 

determines the magnitude of the output current reference signal irefv , while the 

shape of the signal irefv  is determined by the rectified AC voltage waveshape. A 

fixed frequency clock generates a pulse to turn off the main MOSFET M1 and the 

capacitor switch CS . The current sensing signal starts to charge the capacitor CC  

until it reaches the value of the reference signal irefv . This triggers the RS flip flop, 

whose output is used to turn on the main MOSFET M1 and the capacitor switch CS . 

The turning on of the switch Sc discharges the capacitor CC  to zero voltage and the 

system waits for the next cycle.  
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Fig.4.1: Circuit diagram of DOCC 

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.2. Even though the grid current is 

bounded and largely follows the sinusoidal reference, the primary side current, prii , is 

unstable and increases in an uncontrolled manner, which is unacceptable. 
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Fig.4.2: Instability of DOCC ( 4n , HLm 20 , VVpv 27 , VVrms 230 ) 

It is found that the transformer is incompletely demagnetized in one switching 

cycle in CCM operation. As a result, primary side current build up occurs, which, in a 
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practical implementation would lead to eventual failure of the components in the 

circuit. A detailed analysis of this issue can be found in Appendix B.2.  

Thus, it is concluded that Direct One Cycle Control is not a viable option as a 

control method in this application.  

4.3.2. Problem with Direct Average Current Control (DACC) 

   In this section, we investigate the issues involved in directly controlling the 

secondary side current through ACC method.  

 
Fig.4.3: Control circuit diagram of DACC scheme 

The control scheme adopted is shown in Fig.4.3. As with the DOCC scheme 

discussed above, the reference current signal is irefv , which is shaped by the grid 

AC voltage waveform and is in phase with it. The magnitude of irefv  is determined 

by the MPPT. The feedback current ifbv  is obtained by sensing the two secondary 

side currents 2,1seci . The error between the reference irefv  and the feedback variable 

ifbv is fed to the average current controller whose output determines the duty cycle of 

1M . A separate averaging filter for the current feedback signal, ifbv  is not needed 

since the current controller, whose gain is very low at the switching frequencies, will 

act to filter out the switching frequency components. 
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Due to the existence of RHP (Right Half Plane) zero in the transfer function 

relating duty ratio to the secondary side current in CCM operation, the bandwidth of 

the control loop is limited. As indicated earlier, the system operating point varies 

widely due to both the grid voltage variation over an AC period and to varying 

power levels due to irradiation changes, resulting in large changes in the RHP zero 

location. A controller designed to accommodate the worst case RHP zero, which 

occurs at the peak of AC voltage under maximum load, was found to result in 

unacceptably low bandwidth (even lower than 100 Hz) when the operation changes 

to DCM under low instantaneous voltages during the AC cycle. Thus the widely 

varying RHP zero in CCM operation results in poor tracking performance in the 

DCM operating zones and hence unacceptable output power quality. Due to this, the 

inverter was found to be unable to track the reference in DCM operation. The design 

considerations and procedure are discussed in detail in Appendix B.3. One example 

of the simulation waveforms is given in Fig.4.4. 
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Fig.4.4: A typical waveform of DACC ( 4n , HLm 20 , Vpv=27V, Vrms=230V) 

As shown in Fig.4.4, the flyback inverter works in DCM when starting from the 
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zero crossing instant. Sudden changes of the primary side current waveform are 

observed at around 0.046s and 0.056s; these are caused by the transition from DCM 

to CCM operation. In DCM operation, the inverter fails to track the reference signal 

because of the low gain at low frequency and limited system bandwidth as predicted 

from the analysis. On the one hand, the transition from DCM to CCM operation is 

greatly delayed due to the slow response in the DCM region. On the other hand, the 

accumulated error in the DCM region is carried forward, causing an overshoot when 

CCM operation starts. This, in turn, unexpectedly increases the magnetizing current 

of the flyback transformer. As a result, around the grid zero-crossing intervals, the 

flyback-CCM inverter is unable to demagnetize its current completely and keeps 

working in CCM, instead of in DCM. 

Overall, the grid current is unable to track sinusoidal grid voltage. Hence, the 

Direct Average Current Control of the output current is also not seen as a viable 

option in this application. 

4.4 Proposed Indirect Current Control Strategy 

 
Fig.4.5: Indirect Current Control Diagram 

As discussed above, direct current controller design needs to consider the RHP 

zero in CCM. Such a controller, when used in DCM, will result in poor tracking 

performance.Therefore, in this work, an indirect current control method is proposed, 

in which the primary current is sensed and controlled (Fig.4.5) rather than the output 
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current. The primary current reference signal’s magnitude is determined by an 

external MPPT scheme and its shape is determined by the sensed instantaneous grid 

voltage by assuming input-output power balance in each switching cycle. As a result, 

the output current is controlled in an indirect, open-loop manner. Since no RHP zero 

exists in the control to input current transfer function[114], the problem discussed in 

Section 4.3 is completely avoided. Based on the study of influence of CCM operation 

on the output power factor (in Section 3.4.4), this approach is not expected to cause 

significant distortion problems in the output current waveform.  

The same two current controllers studied in Section 4.3 and Appendix B for the 

direct output current control, viz., OCC and ACC were implemented here. One is a 

nonlinear control method, OCC, which is capable of a fast dynamic response. The 

other one is a linear control, ACC, which can potentially give an acceptable tracking 

performance without stability issues. These two schemes are discussed in Sections 

4.4.1 and 4.4.2 respectively. 

4.4.1. Indirect OCC Scheme 

The proposed scheme based on an Indirect OCC for controlling the primary side 

current of the flyback-CCM inverter is shown in Fig.4.6. As mentioned in Section 

4.3.1, OCC circuit is comprised of a current transformer (CT), a diode CD , a charge 

switch CS , a charge capacitor CC  and an RS flip-flop shown in Fig.4.6. The basic 

idea behind the OCC is that the perfect tracking of the reference signal can be realized 

in each switching cycle and no design of compensator is needed.  
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Fig.4.6: Schematic diagram of the proposed IOCC scheme for flyback-CCM inverter 

As shown in Fig.4.6, current sensing circuit using CT is placed in series with the 

main switch M1 in the proposed Indirect OCC at primary side. At the beginning of 

each switching period, M1 is turned on as determined by a switching frequency clock 

pulse. At the same time, the charge switch CS  is turned off after momentarily 

resetting the charge capacitor CC . The primary current increases and is sensed by a 

CT (Current Transformer), whose output is fed into the charge capacitor CC  which 

works as a current integrator. Hence, with a constant switching period, the peak 

capacitor voltage, Cv̂ , is proportional to the average primary side current in each 

switching cycle. Thus, 

sCprii

DTs

CpriiC fCIkCdtikv //ˆ
0

  ,               (4-1) 

Once the peak capacitor voltage Cv̂  reaches the desired value irefv , the flip-flop 

turns the switch M1 off and at the same time turns on the charge switch CS  to 

discharge the capacitor CC . Thus, the average value of the primary current in each 

switching cycle will be determined by voltage reference irefv . Here, the magnitude of 
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the reference irefv   is determined by MPPT while the shape of its waveform follows 

the square of the sensed sinusoidal grid voltage based on instantaneous power balance 

equation as (assuming that MPPT has been reached) 
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The capacitance of the charge capacitor CC  can be derived by making (4-1) 

equals (4-2). Other parameters such as mk , vk  and ik  are based on scheme 

implementation.  

4.4.2. Indirect ACC Scheme 

In this section, an Indirect ACC scheme with primary side current feedback and 

control is investigated for the designed flyback-CCM inverter. Firstly, the small 

signal modeling of the plant and the variation of the plant transfer functions are 

discussed in Section 4.4.2.1. Detailed design procedure of the Indirect ACC scheme 

with considerations of the large variation due to microinverter application is discussed 

in Section 4.4.2.2. Following the suggested procedure, a controller has also been 

designed for the Flyback-CCM inverter designed in Chapter 3 and implemented for 

performance verification. 

4.4.2.1. Small Signal Modeling of Flyback Inverter 

Although the flyback inverter discussed in Chapter 3 is a time-varying 

nonlinear system, it is simplified as a time-invariant linear system by treating it to be 
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in ‘quasi steady state’ around each instant of the AC cycle. This is justified due to 

the relatively slower variation of the AC waveform in comparison to the switching 

frequency [115]. Due to the variations in output power and instantaneous grid 

voltage, a set of transfer functions are needed to model all possible operating 

conditions. The controller design must ensure that the current tracking performance 

is good and that the close-loop system is stable under all different conditions. The 

equivalent circuit of the flyback inverter under study is illustrated in Fig.4.7. 

 
Fig.4.7: Equivalent Circuit of Flyback Inverter for Small Signal Modeling 

First of all, it is assumed that the inverter operates ideally without parasitic 

effects. In order to ensure flyback operation, the output current of flyback converter 

needs to be with the same polarity of output voltage. Besides, due to the small output 

current magnitude of microinverter, the voltage drop on the filter inductor is ignorabe. 

Therefore, as a grid-tied inverter, the output side load of the flyback converter is taken 

as a voltage sink load with a fixed voltage gV . This assumption will be reconsidered 

in Section 4.6.2.2 while reviewing the test result of the actual system loop gain.  

Based on the above assumptions, the plant transfer function )(sGid is derived in 

terms of power level and grid voltage variation. 
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According to the quasi-steady state analysis in Section 3.4.1, the proposed 

flyback-CCM inverter will normally work in combined DCM/CCM operation when 

the grid voltage or power level changes. For a given inverter design, the boundary grid 

voltage gbV  at which DCM/CCM transition occurs has already been derived in 

Section 3.4.1 for a given power level, pvP , which is:  

)n
LfP

V(VV
mspv

rmspvgb 
2

1                   (4-3) 

when gbg VV  , the inverter works in DCM. In this mode, the quasi-steady 

state operation has been given by equation (3-20).  

Let us assume that a small signal disturbance is added to the quasi-steady state 

operating waveforms. By replacing dD  & priI  in equation (3-20) by dd dD
~

  & 

pripri iI
~  and substituting the quasi-steady state duty cycle dD  by equation (3-21), 

the small signal control-to-primary side current transfer function in DCM can be 

obtained as: 
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The transfer function is a simple gain which tends towards zero as the 

instantaneous grid voltage gV  goes towards zero.  

When gbg VV  , the flyback inverter works in CCM. The small signal 

control-to-primary side current transfer function [114] is given by: 
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where LmI  represents the switching average current of the magnetizing 

inductance of the flyback transformer. Using LmI  in equation (3-36) together with 

the quasi-steady state instantaneous power balance equation (3-18) and the duty 

cycle equation (3-22), this average current can be derived as: 
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  (4-6) 

Substituting (4-6) and the power balance equation (3-17) into (4-5), the 

small-signal control-to-primary current transfer function can be obtained in terms of 

the specifications and converter design as:  

 )1(_ z
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g

CCMid ss
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G   (4-7) 
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2

 . (4-8) 

According to (4-7) and (4-8), the control-to-primary current transfer function has 

a pole at origin followed by a varying LHP (Left Half Plane) zero. The variation of the 

low frequency gain (at Hzfac 1002  ) and LHP zero variations over half an AC cycle 

at four different power levels are illustrated in Fig.4.8. Here, we consider the gain at 

acf2  since the fundamental of the current reference waveform to be tracked is at a 

frequency of acf2 . 

It is observed that the gain at 100 Hz in CCM mode is only related to grid voltage, 

while the LHP zero varies with both power and grid voltage. Compared to the DCM 

case, flyback converter in CCM operation has much larger gains at 100Hz at the cost 

of a smaller phase at lower frequencies. Due to these differences, the design of a 
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single controller to accommodate both operating modes requires a careful trade-off 

between tracking performance in DCM operation and stability in CCM operation. 

 
Fig.4.8: Variation of gain (at Hzf ac 1002  ) and LHP zero with power level of (1) 100%, (2) 75%, (3) 

50% and (4) 25% (DCM-only, no LHP zero) at rated power WPr 200  

In order to simplify the controller design process, a few critical plant operating 

conditions are chosen as reference conditions. The bode plots of selected reference 

plants are shown in Fig.4.9 . 

In CCM operation, at the transition instant between DCM and CCM modes, the 

smallest 100 Hz gain and the largest LHP zero (see Fig.4.8) occur together. When the 

PV power is reduced, both the gain at 100 Hz and the LHP zero reduce at the 

CCM/DCM transition instant, introducing a series of such ‘worst case’ operating 

points. Of these cases, the ones under the maximum and minimum power levels are 

used as the plant references (curves ‘A’ and ‘B’ in Fig.4.9). All the other boundary 

operating cases at other power levels are within the range defined by these two curves. 

The minimum power level for the designed flyback inverter to work in CCM 

operation is given by: 
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                    (4-9) 

In DCM case, the performance (here, gain as given by (4-4)) becomes poorer as 

the grid voltage gV  reduces and also as the power level pvP  decreases. There is, in 

fact, no way to compensate for this fully. In our design, operation at full power with a 

small grid voltage of 10V is considered as a reference case, curve ‘C’ in Fig.4.9. 

Though the tracking performance will be poorer at lower voltages and lower power, 

the main aim is to keep the resulting overall current distortion within acceptable limits 

at rated power.  

The design of Indirect ACC scheme to deal with the varying transfer functions 

discussed in this part will be presented in the next section.  

 
Fig.4.9: Plant references (‘A’: worst case in CCM at

cP ; ‘B’: worst case in CCM at
rP ; ‘C’: DCM at 

rP  and VVg 10 ) 
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4.4.2.2. Design of Indirect ACC 

The control diagram for the Indirect ACC is illustrated in Fig.4.10, where the 

primary side current, prii , (instead of the secondary side current in the Direct ACC 

discussed in Section 4.2.2) is sensed and compared to current reference signal irefv . 

The ACC controller implemented in Fig.4.10 by an error amplifier (EA) together 

with a compensation network, is used to minimize the error between ifbv  and irefv . 

The current reference signal is the same (4-2) as used with the Indirect OCC scheme 

discussed in Section 4.4.1. The design procedure and considerations of the Indirect 

ACC are given below. 

 

 Fig.4.10: Proposed CCM control scheme based on Indirect ACC 

Based on the plant transfer functions obtained in Section 4.4.2.1, a type II 

compensator is chosen for the design.  

ps

zs

s

k
GC 


                       (4-10) 

The effect that this controller has on the open-loop bode plot of the system is 

illustrated in Fig.4.11. This controller (curves ‘ 1CG ’ and ‘ 2CG ’ in Fig.4.11), is 

essentially a PI controller together with a single pole filter for the averaging of the 

current waveform. The integrator increases the low frequency gain and the system 
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bandwidth in DCM (curve ‘C’ in Fig.4.11). However, as indicated by curves ‘A’ and 

‘B’ in Fig.4.11, a pole already exists at origin for the flyback in CCM mode. Together 

with the controller’s integrator, this creates a total phase change of -180o in the system 

open loop response at low frequencies. Therefore, in order to provide an adequate 

phase margin at crossover frequency in CCM, the zero is needed in the compensator, 

followed by a pole for filtering the high frequency switching components.  

The controller is first designed to ensure stability in CCM with as large a 

bandwidth as is practicable; its performance in DCM is then verified. Also, in 

Fig.4.11, the poles, 1p  and 2p , have been located at convenient locations so as to 

make the design ideas visually clearer; they do not correspond to the actual designed 

controller. 

1. Choice of k : 

A high k  value (see Fig.4.11) is desired to ensure a high gain at twice the line 

frequency ( acf2 ) and wide bandwidth, especially in DCM operation. However, to 

prevent bifurcation from occurring, the compensator output, compv , in Fig.4.10 needs 

to intersect the ramp signal rampv  once every switching cycle. To ensure this for the 

primary current control of flyback converter, the upslope of compv (= prim IVk  )  

must be smaller than the upslope of rampv , (= sm T/V ) [114]. Therefore, this limit 

can be expressed as: 

pri

s

I

f
k  .                         (4-11) 
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Equation (4-11) provides an upper limit for k  depending on the maximum 

value of priI , which occurs at the peak grid voltage and full power. A margin should 

be provided in the value of k  to account for parameter variations. A second upper 

limit on k  is imposed so as to keep the largest loop bandwidth to be less than 2/sf , 

as required by sampling theory. In practice, the largest bandwidth is made even less 

(say，less than 4/sf )  

 
Fig.4.11: Illustration of controller design  

2. Choice of z  

With the choice of k  value, the curve “ s/k ” (Fig.4.11) is fixed. The zero is 

then placed at the worst case crossover frequency of the loop response (this loop 

response includes a controller of s/k  only), so as to achieve a 45o phase margin. 

3. Choice of p  

Two controllers (‘ 1CG ’ & ‘ 2CG ’) with the same zero ( 21 zz  ) but different pole 

values ( 21 pp  ) have been shown in Fig.4.11. The figure also shows the 

corresponding open-loop Bode plots (‘G1’ and ‘G2’) based on plant ‘B’ (Fig.4.11). 

Firstly, it may be noted that the maximum gain at acf2  is limited by the curve s/k . 
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A larger pole 2p  reduces the controller gain at acf2  (see curve ‘ 2CG ’) and the loop 

bandwidth (see curve ‘ 2G ’). Although a large pole value causes a larger phase bump 

(‘ 2G ’ vs. ‘ 1G ’), this does not necessarily lead to a larger phase margin ( 21 PMPM  ). 

Also, the pole should be sufficiently small (say, less than 5/fs ) in order to filter out 

the switching components. On the other hand, if the pole is too close to the zero, it will 

deteriorate the phase boost provided by the zero.  

In our design, the pole p  is at 16 kHz, which is sufficiently low to filter the 

switching components (of 100 kHz) while at the same time ensure a phase margin of 

29o at the boundary conduction condition under the rated power. 

The designed controller for the flyback CCM inverter is: 

 
5

4

1 10

1055000





s

s

s
GC  (4-12) 

The controller in (4-12) can be implemented by the compensation circuit in 

Fig.4.11, where 47.0ik , nFCC fpfz 6.8 ,  kRi 9.3 ,  kR f 2.2  and 

VVm 3 . 

Table 4.1: Theoretical Performance of the designed system at several key operating conditions 

pvP
 (W) gV (V) Mode Gain (dB) @ 100Hz 

BW 
(kHz) 

PM(o) 

200 ( rP ) 
325 CCM 88.2 23.6 51 

112 (
gbV ) CCM 78.9 11.3 29 

10 DCM 7.78 0.24 91 

51.4( cP ) 325 CCM 88.2 21.0 26 
325 DCM 32.1 4.44 104 

The performance of the controller in (4-12) has been analytically verified at a 

few quasi steady state operating points and tabulated in Table 4.1. Here, rP  is the 

rated power and cP  is the critical power given by (4-9). Voltage gbV  refers to the 
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grid voltage at the CCM/DCM boundary operation. The largest loop bandwidth, 

which occurs at rated power and maximum grid voltage, is below 4/sf  as 

discussed before. The phase margins show the system to be stable in all the cases 

considered. The bandwidth (BW) and the acf2  gain are both generally high in 

CCM and in DCM at higher voltages. Even at a low grid voltage of 10V in DCM 

operation, the system has a reasonable bandwidth (0.24 kHz) and gain at acf2  Hz 

(7.78 dB).  

The designed controller has been implemented to verify its tracking 

performance. The operating waveforms as well as the tested loop gain bode plots 

will be presented and analyzed in Section 4.6.2. 

4.5 Improved Current Sensing using CT 

Current sensing plays a key role in the implementation of control scheme. 

Reference [116] provides a good overview of different current sensing methods, 

including both non-isolated and isolated solutions. 

For current sensing of the primary side current of the flyback-CCM inverter, the 

key requirements include: low power loss, high noise immunity, large bandwidth 

(especially for the OCC scheme), high accuracy and sensing gain linearity within an 

AC cycle in combined DCM/CCM operations over a wide operation range. 

Non-isolated current sensing using a shunt (resistor) in series with the source terminal 

of the main switch followed by a current sensing amplifier is one of the possible 

options. However, this approach tends to be lossier for larger currents especially if 
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higher sensing accuracy and higher signal-noise ratio are required. Therefore, this is 

less suitable for the studied scheme (with peak current around 60A for DCM inverter 

and 30A for CCM inverter). Other non-isolated current sensing methods such as using 

MOSFET’s ON resistance or ‘virtual resistor’ [116] are not selected due to high 

measurement errors associated with them. Hall effect sensors and mageneto-resistive 

devices tends to be less lossy but have a limited bandwidth. In this work, a Current 

Transformer (CT) based method is used for both the OCC and the ACC schemes due 

to its low loss, high bandwidth and better signal-to-noise ratio features. The 

conventional sensing circuit using unidirectional CT with core reset circuit [117] 

turned out to suffer from poor sensing linearity over an AC cycle. A modified current 

sensing circuit using bidirectional CT without a core reset [118] was applied to 

address this issue. This approach successfully improved the sensing accuracy and 

linearity. 

In the following parts, the problem with the conventional unidirectional CT 

sensing circuit for the targeted application would be introduced and studied first in 

Section 4.5.1. Modified current sensing circuit using bidirectional CT and its 

operating waveforms will be described in Section 4.5.2. 

4.5.1. Current Sensing Distortion with Unidirectional CT 

The first current sensing scheme that was tried was a conventional unidirectional 

CT based current sensing method. This was tested and found not suitable for primary 

side current sensing of flyback-CCM inverter. 
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As shown in Fig.4.12, a conventional unidirectional CT circuit with a secondary 

side diode and sensing resistor was used in series with the main switch M1 to sense 

the primary side current of flyback inverter. mctL  represents the magnetizing 

inductance at the CT secondary side, wC  indicates the equivalent capacitance at 

secondary side and wR  is the secondary side wiring resistance. This approach is 

commonly used in Switch Mode Power Supply systems [114].  

 
Fig.4.12: Equivalent circuit of current sensing circuit using unidirectional CT 

In this design, the CT’s turns ratio was 1:100; the measured magnetizing 

inductance reflected at the secondary side was 50.5mH and sensing resistance csR  

was 4.7Ω. Fast switching diode EGP10G was used. The parasitic parameters (i.e. wR  

and wC ) are not measured. 

Typical operating waveforms over an AC cycle tested with Indirect ACC 

controller is illustrated in Fig.4.13. Ch1 represents the current sensing signal csv , Ch2 

is the actual primary side current prii , Ch3 is the drain-source voltage of M1 and Ch4 

shows the CT secondary side voltage secv . The irregular shape of Ch1 and Ch2 are 

due to the current spikes when the main switch M1 is turned on. From the solid 

contour parts, it can be noticed that current sensing signal csv  does not match the 
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actual primary side current exactly. The CT secondary side voltage shows clear 

irregular shapes especially during the transition between DCM and CCM operations. 

 

Fig.4.13: Unidirectional CT waveforms over an AC cycle: Ch1: csv ; Ch2: prii ; Ch3: dsv ; Ch4: secv  

(experiment) 

Enlarged waveforms of Fig.4.13 with the cyclic operations at different points of 

AC cycle are shown in Fig.4.14.  

As shown in Fig.4.14, during the current pulse at primary side, the CT secondary 

side current diverts into magnetizing inductance Lmct. When the current pulse ends, 

the energy stored in this inductance needs to be removed. This core reset prevents the 

magnetizing current build up and saturate the core. In the test, the secondary side 

voltage secv  of CT is measured to reveal the core resetting behariours. As shown in 

Fig.4.14, the CT core reset behaviors at DCM, CCM and transition between DCM and 

CCM operations are different.  

In DCM mode (Fig.4.14(a)), the CT secondary side voltage secv  starts to reduce 

to negative value for core resetting during the third interval when both flyback main 
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switch M1 and secondary side diodes D1/D2 are turned off. As analyzed in Section 

3.5.2, during the oscillation in the third interval, the M1 body diode conducts 

negative current when M1 drain source voltage falls below zero. This negative current 

passes though CT primary side and reset the core.  

 
(a) DCM operation 

 
(b) Transition between DCM and CCM 

 
(c) CCM operation 

Fig.4.14: Cyclic waveforms of unidirectional CT sensing (zoom-in of Fig.4.13, [5µs/div] ) 

In CCM mode (Fig.4.14(c)), when the current pulse ends, the energy stored in 

magnetizing inductance are transferred to the parallel capacitance Cw in a resonant 

way.  
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During the transition between DCM and CCM (Fig.4.14(b)), the resetting 

behaviors are irregular, which includes both resetting behariour in DCM and CCM 

operations. 

Overall, the main reasons of the current sensing distortion over an AC cycle are 

summarized as follows. Firstly, the magnetizing current of CT varies within AC cycle, 

causing error in the average sensed value. Secondly, in DCM operation, the resonance 

between flyback transformer and switch output capacitor helps to reset CT to negative 

flux. As a result, in DCM operation, the magnetizing current starting from negative 

makes the sensed average current more than real value. While in CCM operation, the 

sensed average current is less than the real value due to positive magnetizing current.  

For the ACC scheme, these phenomena, added to the fact that the loop gain of the 

inverter is much less in DCM than in CCM operation, make the current distortion 

during the transition between DCM and CCM even more severe. 

Due to these reasons, this approach to current sensing was not suitable for the 

flyback-CCM inverter and hence abandoned. 

4.5.2. Current Sensing using Bidirectional CT with Sample & 

Hold 

In order to enable current sensing over a wide operating range, the bidirectional 

CT technique proposed for DC-DC converter in [118] was adopted and further 

modified for use in the present application. The basic idea is to get rid of the different 

core reset behaviors in DCM and CCM over an AC cycle by using a bidirectional CT 
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and then use sample & hold circuit to retrieve the DC offset and reconstruct the 

original current being sensed.  

              

Fig.4.15: Current sensing method using bidirectional CT with Sample & Hold [118] 

The current sensing method using bidirectional CT and sample and hold circuit 

is illustrated in Fig.4.15[118]. Due to the limitations of CT operation at low frequency, 

the CT is unable to sense the DC component in the primary current. However, this DC 

offset information is stored in the instantaneous current waveform secv  itself. This 

DC information then can be retrieved by a sample and hold circuit, which can then be 

used to reconstruct the actual instantaneous current signal.  

The sample and hold signal modified for the flyback-CCM inverter is shown in 

Fig.4.16, which samples the secondary side voltage of CT during a short interval 

when D1/D2 is on and holds the value for the rest of the switching cycle. This is 

different from the original CT circuit in [118], where the sample interval corresponds 

to the interval when M1 is off.  

 
Fig.4.16: Generation of Sample and Hold Signal  
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As shown in Fig.4.16 and discussed in Chapter 3, in DCM operation, the primary 

side current does not keep to zero when M1 is turned off. Therefore, instead of 

sampling during the whole interval when M1 is off as was done in [118], the sample 

time in the present work is limited to be within the interval when D1 or D2 is on. This 

is an important consideration to ensure that the primary current is indeed zero when 

the S&H operates. Without this modification, significant measurement error was 

found in the current sensing.  

As the conducting interval of D1/D2 varies with AC voltage and power level, a 

constant sample interval is used in all cases, which guarantees the correct zero 

information is sensed. In this design, a sampling time of 1μs is used. One of the 

operating waveforms tested is shown in Fig.4.17.  

 
Fig.4.17: Current Sensing Operating Waveforms (experiment) 

As illustrated in Fig.4.17, secv is similar to the primary side current but with a 

negative DC offset. This negative DC offset in secv  is sampled when S&H signal is 

low and hold for the rest interval when S&H signal is high. By substracting the DC 

offset from secv , the actual current feedback signal ifbv  is able to restore the DC 

information. 
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Compared to the unidirectional CT scheme, the performance improvement of the 

modified bidirectional CT scheme is illustrated in Fig.4.18. These waveforms are 

tested when the flyback-CCM inverter works with designed IACC and the high 

switching components are removed by setting the internal filter of oscilloscope at 

10kHz. The primary side current prii  sensed by current probe is compared with the 

sensed feedback signal, ifbv . As shown in Fig.4.18 (a), the feedback signal ifbv  is 

sinusoidal and follows the reference signal (not shown here). But the primary side 

current prii  shows a clear distortion, which is due to the transition between DCM and 

CCM operation as discussed above. When a bidirectional CT current sensing method 

is used, the distortion in prii  is largely reduced as shown in Fig.4.18 (b).  

 

(a) with unidirectional CT 

 

(b) with bidirectional CT 

Fig.4.18: Current Sensing Operating Waveforms over AC cycle with IACC (experiment: with filter 

of 10 kHz) 

4.6 Results and Analysis 

The operation of the system with the two indirect current control schemes 

discussed in this chapter, IOCC and IACC for the designed flyback-CCM inverter, 
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were verified by both simulation and experiment. For each scheme, the quasi-steady 

state operating waveforms and stability aspect will be presented and analyzed. 

Section 4.6.1 focuses on the results of IOCC scheme, while Section 4.6.2 presents 

the major results for the IACC scheme.  

4.6.1. Verification of the IOCC Scheme 

The designed flyback-CCM inverter controlled by IOCC was simulated in 

PLECS /SIMULINK. A prototype was also built and tested under varying power 

level. These results are discussed in this part. 

4.6.1.1. Simulation Results 

As the current of the PV panel operating at the maximum power point changes 

between zero and its maximum value based on the solar irradiation level and 

temperature, the micro-inverter is required to work at different power (current) 

levels in a stable manner.  

 
Fig.4.19: Operating waveform at Vpv=27V, Ipv=9A,Vrms=230V, (simulation, THD = 0.80%) 
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(c) Ipv = 3.7A (THD = 6.23%) 

Fig.4.20: Irregular operation waveforms at reduced power levels Vpv=27V, Vrms=230V (simulation) 

With the proposed IOCC scheme, the simulation result at higher power level 

demonstrates a good tracking performance as shown in Fig.4.19. However, when the 
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input power reduces, the simulation results indicated the existence of the nonlinear 

dynamics during certain intervals in the line cycle at reduced panel currents. Two 

typical situations encountered in the simulations are shown in Fig.4.20. 

It is observed in Fig.4.20 (a) that when PV panel current reduces to 6A, the 

envelope of the primary side current becomes irregular during some intervals of the 

line cycle. The waveform in Fig.4.20 (b) corresponding to Ipv = 5A is even worse as 

the peak value of the primary current envelope is larger than the case when Ipv = 6A. 

When Ipv  reduces to 3.7A, the distortion in the grid current waveform is much 

larger with THD of 6.23% compared to 1.34% when Ipv = 6A and 2.82% when Ipv = 

5A. 

 
(a) Phenomenon I 

 

(b) Phenomenon II 

Fig.4.21: Enlargemnt of two nonlinear dynamic phenomena in Fig.4.20 (simulation)  

Fig.4.21 gives a closer view of the primary side current waveforms in Fig.4.20. 

It is observed that the operation jumps alternately between DCM mode and CCM 

mode in Fig.4.21 (a), while in Fig.4.21 (b), the duty ratio in DCM becomes close to 
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unity which makes the switching frequency effectively equal to half of the desired 

value. It should be mentioned here that in the proposed IOCC, the charge capacitor 

CC  is reset at the end of every switching cycle. The discharge time is 5% of 

switching cycle. Therefore, when the duty ratio reaches 95%, M1 is kept on but CC  

is discharged to ensure the accurate average current measurement for the next cycle. 

4.6.1.2. Experimental Results 

The IOCC scheme in Fig.4.6 (discussed in Section 4.4.1) was implemented 

using a switched integrator circuit as shown in Fig.4.22. The sensed average current 

signal aveifbv _ can be calculated as: 

 pri
sCC

s
DTs

CC

ifb
aveifb I

fCR

mR
dt

CR

v
v  0_ . (4-13) 

This equation represents the experimental implementation of (4-1). 

 

Fig.4.22: Switched Integrator for OCC scheme 

In the control circuit, an analog switch CD4066 is used as CS together with 

operational amplifier LF351.  

The test was carried out using a DC power supply at fixed PV voltage, 27V. An 

AC voltage source KIKUSUI PCR1000L in parallel with a resistive load is used to 
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emulate the grid connection. The resistive load is used in parallel to prevent the 

power from feeding into the AC source. Some typical input and output waveforms 

are shown in Fig.4.23. 

 
Fig.4.23: Input and output waveforms with IOCC: Vpv=27V, Ipv =6.7A, Vrms=230V (experiment) 

 

 

Fig.4.24: Control signals around zero crossing points ( gsv [10V/div], irefv and ifbv [0.5V/div] ) 

As shown in Fig.4.23, at higher PV current levels (6.7A DC in this case), the 

designed IOCC scheme is able to make grid current gi  follow the sinusoidal grid 

voltage gv  in most part of an AC cycle. However, some switching cycles are 

missed during zero-crossing, leading to oscillation and distortion, as illustrated in 

the gi waveform in Fig.4.23. These missing cycles are found to be due to the 

sensing noise picked up by large dtdvds /  that occurs when M1 turns on, which hits 
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the reference signal irefv  and resets the RS flip-flop wrongly. One example of the 

control signal waveforms is given in Fig.4.24 to show this effect. This effect could 

be reduced by turning on M1 more slowly or by adding an additional filter to ifbv . 

 
Fig.4.25: Input and output waveforms Vpv=27V, Ipv =3.7A, Vrms=230V (experiment) 

Besides, the nonlinear dynamic behaviors noticed in simulation (in Fig.4.20) 

are also found in experiment as shown in Fig.4.25. The primary side current presents 

a similar shape to the simulation prediction, but the gird current gi  suffers from a 

larger distortion over an AC cycle than the simulation result.  

 

(a) Area ‘a’, phenomenon I ( pvv [5V/div] and prii [5A/div] , 10µs/div) 

 

(b) Area ‘b’, phenomenon II ( pvv [5V/div] and prii [5A/div], 10µs/div) 

Fig.4.26: Enlargement of two nonlinear dynamic phenomena in Fig.4.25 (experiment) 

The operating waveforms around ‘a’ and ‘b’ in Fig.4.25 are enlarged and 
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shown in Fig.4.26. Phenomena I (Fig.4.26 (a)) shows the flyback-CCM inverter 

working in DCM and CCM alternately every other cycle. This is similar to the 

simulation results in Fig.4.21 (a). Likewise, phenomena II (Fig.4.26 (b)) shows the 

duty ratio in DCM becoming close to unity in one cycle followed by a CCM 

operating cycle. Effectively, the operation is in DCM with the switching frequency 

at half of the desired value. As a result, the actual average current is less than the 

reference value, which makes the grid current around the peak grid voltage less than 

expected.  

 

(a) Phenomenon I ( gsv [20V/div], irefv and ifbv [0.5V/div] ) 

 

(b) Phenomenon II ( gsv [20V/div], irefv and ifbv [0.5V/div] ) 

Fig.4.27: Control signals corresponding to Fig.4.26  

The control signals for Fig.4.26 are illustrated in Fig.4.27. For phenomenon I, 

the current feedback signal (switching average) ifbv  reaches the reference signal 

irefv at varying duty cycles in adjacent switching cycles. For phenomenon II, it is 

shown in Fig.4.27 (b) that ifbv  is unable to reach irefv  in every other cycle due to 

DCM operation (Fig.4.26 (b)). In this case, the gate source signal of M1 is kept on 
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till the next cycle, which makes the switching frequency effectively halved. Overall, 

the actual current is less than the reference value in the intervals with phenomenon 

II.  

4.6.1.3. Study of Nonlinear Phenomena 

To gain an insight into the nonlinear phenomena, the discrete-time 

cycle-by-cycle mapping method [119], usually obtained by deriving the states of the 

next switching cycle from the present switching cycle, is applied here.  

Let the primary current at the start of the i th cycle be ][iiini . Then the primary 

current at the end of the turn-on period is 

mspvinip LTViDiiii /][][][                   (4-14) 

where ][iD  represents the duty ratio of the i th cycle, and is determined 

cycle-by-cycle by the OCC. The value of ][iD  can be obtained by solving the 

equation below , 

][)2/(][][][ 2 iILiDTViDii primspvini  ,            (4-15) 

where ][iI pri  is the desired average primary current at the i th cycle. 

At the end of the switching period, i.e. the beginning of the next switching 

cycle, the initial primary side current is:  

)/(][][][]1[ '
msgpini nLTiDiViiii              (4-16) 

where the instantaneous grid voltage at n th cycle is given by: 
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 )sin(2][ srmsg iTViV    (4-17) 

The duty ratio of the secondary diode at the i th cycle ][' iD  is equal to 

][1 iD  for CCM and ][/][ iViDnV gpv  for DCM operation. 
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   (b) Ipv=5A  

Fig.4.28: Discrete-time mapping of primary side currents and duty ratio at Vpv=27V 
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From (4-15) and (4-16), the uniform sampling of the initial primary current as 

well as the non-uniform sampling of the peak primary current at each cycle can be 

derived from the previous cycles. The iterative mapping of the primary current states 

under the same working conditions used to obtain the simulation waveforms of 

Fig.4.20 are shown in Fig.4.28.  

The upper curves of the primary side currents in Fig.4.28 (a) and (b) represent 

the peak cycle-by-cycle value and these conform to the envelope of the primary 

current observed in Fig.4.20. The lower curves represent the initial primary current 

at the beginning of each cycle, whose value is zero in DCM operation. The duty 

ratio change over half the AC cycle is also shown in Fig.4.28. The dashed curves (in 

red) indicate the duty ratio in DCM operation while the thin solid curves (in black) 

represent the duty ratio calculated from CCM operation at the given working 

condition. The thick curves (in blue) show the instantaneous duty ratio over the half 

AC cycle. It is observed in Fig.4.28 (a) that the nonlinear behaviour of the primary 

current happens during the transitions between DCM and CCM. This behavior, is 

similar to an identified border collision bifurcation reported in [120], where the 

bifurcation is due to transition between CCM and DCM in a boost converter. This 

type of bifurcation is caused by the structural change of the topology (which here is 

the change in operating modes). A thorough study of bifurcation phenamonen 

usually requires calculation of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix along the 

parameter variations, which is out of the thesis scope. 

In Fig.4.28 (b), another phenomenon observed in Fig.4.20 (b) is illustrated. 
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Around the peak value of AC cycle, instead of converging into one curve in CCM 

operation as shown in Fig.4.28 (a), the branch representing DCM operation hits 

another line where the duty ratio is one. In this case, the actual working frequency is 

half of the desired value.  

Overall, the nonlinear phenomena are caused due to the fact that OCC is a 

nonlinear control, of which, the duty ratio is highly dependant on the cycle-by-cycle 

initial primary current. Its fast tracking capability makes the duty cycle with 

adjacent switching periods able to change very fast when the flyback inverter enters 

the CCM operation from DCM mode. This feature makes it operate in DCM and 

CCM every other cycle. Next part introduces the proposed method to prevent or 

mitigate the nonlinear dynamic behaviors. 

4.6.1.4. Proposed Nonlinear Dynamics Mitigation Method 

Both the simulation and experimental results above indicate that the unexpected 

nonlinear dynamic behaviours would influence the current tracking behavior 

(phenomenon II) and cause distortion in output current. 

Based on the analysis in the previous section, the large variation of adjacent 

duty cycles is the main reason for the nonlinear phenomena. Therefore, the approach 

taken is to prevent large changes in duty cycle between successive switching cycles. 

This can be achieved by directly limiting the allowable maximum change in duty 

ratio ΔD(max) from one cycle to the next to a small value for the purpose of 

realizing a smooth transition between DCM and CCM operations. This method can 
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be implemented using a low-end microcontroller.  

However, if the value of ΔD(max) is too small, the inverter might fail to track 

the reference signal. In order not to interfere with normal operation of the 

microinverter, ΔD(max) should be larger than the maximum change of D during the 

normal tracking of the AC cycle. 

The change of duty ratio in half AC cycle under different current level is given 

in Fig.4.29. It is easy to find that the maximum change of duty ratio in adjacent 

switching cycles occurs at the zero-crossing point of the AC cycle when operated in 

DCM mode.  
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Fig.4.29: Change of duty ratio in half AC cycle 

Therefore, the change rate of duty ratio ΔD can be obtained from (4-19): 

pvSmpvpvSmpv
d

s

VfLItVfLI
dt

dD

T

D
/2)cos(/2  


      (4-18) 

spvSmpv TVfLID  /2                   (4-19) 
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In our design, the maximum duty ratio change between adjacent cycles is 

0.63% at the maximum pvI  and minimum pvV . Therefore, we choose 

%1(max) D . 
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(b) Ipv=5A 

Fig.4.30: Mitigation of bifurcation in Fig.4.28 Vpv=27V 

By applying the duty cycle variation limit of 1%, to the discrete time mapping, 

the result is shown in Fig.4.30. Compared to Fig.4.28, the undesired bifurcation is 
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successfully eliminated in Fig.4.30. 

In summary, it is verified by discrete time mapping that the proposed method 

with duty cycle variation limit is capable of suppressing the nonlinear dynamics on 

one hand. However, on the other hand, limiting the allowable duty cycle variation 

also reduces effectively the system bandwidth. In this case, the intrinsic advantage 

(fast dynamical response) of OCC scheme is compromised. In addition, the 

implementation of IOCC scheme with limit on change in duty cycle is more 

complex. One way of doing it is to use analog circuits for OCC and digital controller 

to implement duty cycle limit, which are more complex compared to analog-only or 

digital-only approaches.  

On the other hand, a comparatively slower controller such as ACC can provide 

fair enough performance for the target flyback-CCM inverter, while at the same time 

being easy to implement, as discussed in the next section. 

4.6.2. Verification of IACC Scheme 

The IACC scheme studied in Section 4.4.2 was implemented and tested with 

the designed flyback-CCM inverter prototype discussed in Chapter 3. Its current 

tracking performance as well as its stability will be verified in the following 

sections.  
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4.6.2.1. DC-AC Operation 

 
(a) Vpv=27V, Ppv=10W 

 
(b) Vpv=27V, Ppv=40W 

 
(c) Vpv=27V, Ppv=100W 

Fig.4.31: Current tracking performance (Input and output waveforms) 
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The designed flyback-CCM inverter with Indirect ACC was tested at varying 

power levels. Typical operating waveforms are shown in Fig.4.31. The conversion 

efficiencies at varying power levels and operating waveforms at full power level can 

be found at Chapter 3. 

As shown in Fig.4.31, the distortion of current waveforms is noticed around the 

zero crossing intervals. This is partly caused by a dead time (‘a’) when the AC 

current goes through zero and the secondary side operation switches from S1 to S2 

and vice versa. Another reason is due to the inability of the PWM IC (SG3524 here) 

to reach very low duty cycle values. Besides, in CCM, because of the tracking delay 

of the controller as well as the incomplete demagnetization of the flyback 

transformer, the secondary side current of flyback converter does not fall to zero 

during switching between S1 and S2, which makes the output current experience a 

sudden change， thereby causing oscillation (‘b’) at the output filter resonant 

frequency. This zero crossing oscillation is one of the main reasons for the lower 

THD value measured and can be improved using other PWM IC or precision 

comparator that can reduce the duty cycle to a very low value. 

Additionally, when the operation varies between DCM and CCM, the tracking 

capability of the controller changes. It is reflected as a distortion (‘c’) in the output 

current waveform. 

The output power factor and THD of grid current at different power levels were 

tested using Yokogawa 2531 Digital Power Meter and shown in Table 3.4. The low 
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current THD (<5% as required) at power level above 20% of rated power verifies 

that the scheme has satisfactory tracking performance.  

Table 4.2: Output power factor and THD at various power levels ( VVpv 27 , WPr 200 )  

 5% 10% 20% 30% 50% 75% 100% 

PF 0.48 0.72 0.88 0.94 0.98 0.99 0.99 

THD 20.2% 7.6% 4.2% 4.0% 3.8% 3.4% 4.4% 

4.6.2.2. Stability Verification under Quasi Steady State Operation 

It must be noted that the stability of the flyback inverter in DCM is not an issue 

when the system is already stable in CCM, as the open loop phase margin in DCM 

of 90o is larger than that of the CCM case.  

The stability test of the inverter under CCM operation was carried out by 

measuring the open loop gain Bode plot under several DC to DC quasi steady state 

operating conditions. The test setup for loop gain measurement using Agilent 4395A 

is given in Appendix C. These input and output conditions (voltage and current) 

were set to correspond to different quasi steady state conditions at different power 

levels. However, the Bode plots of the inverter corresponding to instantaneous 

power transfer above the rated power, e.g. rmsg VV 2  at rP , could not be measured 

due to the higher power burden involved. 

Based on these tests, it was found that the theoretical modeling given by (4-7) 

and (4-8) (Theo-1) and the experimental results show important differences. One 

difference is that the theoretical curve has a pole at the origin while the experimental 

curve has a low frequency pole (and not at origin). Also, the experimental curve 
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indicates a resonant peak around 7 kHz while the theoretical curve does not contain 

it.  

This led to the determination that the flyback transformer’s winding resistance 

LmR  and the output L-C filter of the inverter could not be ignored in the loop gain 

modeling. Therefore, considering these two effects, the small signal AC model 

(Theo-2) of the flyback inverter in CCM operation is derived based on [115] and 

shown in Fig.4.32. 

 
Fig.4.32: Equivalent Circuit of flyback Inverter in CCM operation 

From Fig.4.32, the duty cycle to transformer current transfer function can be 

derived assuming the disturbance from pvv~  and gv~  are zero:  
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The duty cycle to primary current transfer function CCMidG _2  can be calculated 

by: 
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Substituting (4-20)~(4-23) into (4-24), the modified theoretical model (Theo-2) 

can be shown to be: 
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where LmLmga IRnVk  /  and gpriLm nIII   is the flyback transformer 

magnetizing current at a certain quasi steady state. 

One of the tested open loop Bode plots is shown in Fig.4.33 and is compared 

with the theoretical results (both Theo-1 and Theo-2 models). The value of LmR  

was measured to be 0.25. As shown in Fig.4.33, the plot of “Theo-2” agrees better 

with the experimental results. The pole at origin (according to Theo-1) has shifted, 

instead, to a low frequency, which is attributed to the presence of the primary 

winding resistance, LmR , of the flyback transformer. Also, the influence of the output 

filter causes a notch around the resonant frequency of 7 kHz. 

As the filter resonant frequency is very close to the crossover frequency, 

multiple gain crossovers occur, both in Theo-2 and in the test curve. The 

experimental bandwidth of the loop gain (the first crossover) is 6050Hz, close to the 

estimated 6650Hz bandwidth, while the smaller of the two phase margins is 47o 

(during the first crossover), which is higher than the estimated value of 38.3 o using 

Theo-2.  
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Fig.4.33: Open loop Bode Plots verification with 200W and Vgb=112V;(  25.0LmR  in Theo-2). 

In addition, the frequency response tests have also been carried out at selected 

power levels over the set of worst case conditions defined in Fig.4.9 (between 

cP and rP ). Here also, the experimental results confirm the theoretical modeling 

(Theo-2) and stability of the system. 

4.7 Conclusion 

Two indirect current controllers, i.e. IOCC and IACC have been studied in this 

Chapter to control the output current of the proposed flyback-CCM inverter. Based 

on the simulation and test results presented above, the pros and cons of each scheme 

are summarized below.  

IOCC scheme is easy to design and implement as no compensation network is 

required, and is capable of tracking the reference signal within one switching cycle. 

However, it suffers from nonlinear dynamics, which might cause output current 

distortion at certain power levels. The proposed method to limit the duty cycle 

variation between adjacent switching cycles is shown to be able to eliminate the 
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nonlinear phenomena when properly designed. However, this compromises the OCC 

scheme’s benefit of fast dynamic response. In addition, the simplicity of the 

controller is compromised and one may have to add a digital controller for 

implementation. 

On the other hand, the controller design process in the IACC scheme is more 

complex, and needs to consider the large variation of plant transfer function under 

different operating modes and grid voltage/power levels. Besides, the system is 

slower compared to the IOCC scheme. However, the tracking performance is 

reasonable and is able to meet the PF and THD requirements at the grid side. In 

addition, the system is stable in all the quasi-steady state operating points. As has 

been done in the AC-DC PFC systems, this IACC scheme can be easily 

implemented as a single chip PWM IC for microinverter application.  

In summary, the test results in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 have verified the 

viability of the proposed flyback-CCM inverter approach for photovoltaic 

microinverter applications. The scheme has been shown to improve the weighted 

efficiency by 8% compared to a benchmark flbyack-DCM inverter. With proper 

design, conventional ACC can be used to control the primary side current instead of 

the secondary side current while still being able to meet the requirements specified 

in the standards. The proposed flyback-CCM inverter with IACC is a feasible low 

cost solution for microinverter application. 

In the next chapter, we will propose and investigate a novel active power 
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decoupling scheme, which aims to eliminate the requirement of a large electrolytic 

capacitor without significantly compromising on the overall efficiency of the 

inverter. 
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CHAPTER 5: : A PARALLEL POWER 

PROCESSING (P3) SCHEME– TOPOLOGY 

STUDY AND DESIGN 

5.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Section 3.3 and Section 2.4, a major concern with the 

flyback-CCM inverter studied in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 is the short lifetime of the 

large valued input electrolytic capacitor [1] due to the high operating temperature of 

the microinverter behind the PV module. The problem exists in both the popular 

flyback-DCM scheme and the flyback-CCM scheme proposed in this work.  

As indicated in Section 2.3, a power decoupling circuit [34, 35, 104], such as 

the active filter in [104], can be added to lessen the impact due to the large 

electrolytic capacitor. The addition of the power decoupling circuit can be expected 

to reduce the efficiency somewhat. Therefore, an inverter which can achieve both 

high efficiency and long lifetime (i.e. including an active power decoupling 

eliminating the need of a large electrolytic capacitor) is desired. With this 

consideration, the present chapter proposes and investigates a Parallel Power 

Processing (P3) scheme, which is aimed to handle both purposes.  

The motivation behind the proposal of this scheme will be presented in Section 

5.2 together with one ‘pilot’ topological implementation based on a dual-output 

flyback converter and an auxiliary buck converter. The analysis and design of this 
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pilot topology, with focus on the power decoupling capacitance, operation and design 

of each converter, are presented in Section 5.3. In order to confirm the achieved 

reduction in the power decoupling capacitance by the application of the additional 

active power decoupling circuit, the proposed pilot topology is simulated with a PV 

module model. The scheme’s performance is then compared to a popular single stage 

flyback-DCM inverter in Section 5.4. The prototype of the proposed pilot topology 

has been built. The implementation issues and experimental results are presented in 

Section 5.5.  

5.2 System Concept and a Pilot Topology 

In Section 5.2.1, a parallel power processing scheme with potential for high 

efficiency operation and active power decoupling capability is introduced. The 

underlying idea and operating waveforms of the schemes are presented. Following 

this, a pilot topology is proposed in Section 5.2.2 to implement this parallel power 

processing scheme. 

5.2.1. System Concept 

The concept of the proposed topology for microinverter in this chapter is based on 

the handling of the power decoupling requirement. Therefore, it is necessary to revisit 

the power decoupling requirement again in this section.  
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Fig. 5.1: Input and output power mismatch 

Based on (3-2) and (3-3), the following power balance equation for a single phase 

inverter can be obtained. 

  )2cos(1 tPP pvg   (5-1) 

where pvP  and gP  represent the switching-period average power from PV 

module and to the grid, respectively. As has been discussed earlier, (5-1) shows that 

there is a second harmonic power imbalance between the DC input and AC output 

power. 

As illustrated in Fig.5.1, the energy of “Area I” is directly transferred from the 

input to output while the energy of “Area II’ is required to be stored in an energy 

storage component and later transferred to the output side.  

The proportion of energy in “Area II” in Fig. 5.1 within half an AC cycle can be 

obtained by: 
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The proportion of energy in “Area I” in Fig. 5.1 within half an AC cycle is: 
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A study of energy flow in conventional APD (Active Power Decoupling)  

schemes discussed in Chapter 2, reveals that most schemes such as those in [34, 105] 

add a serial connected APD circuit in the power processing path, which makes all the 

energy in Area I and II being processed twice. Other schemes such as [35, 37] are able 

to differentiate the energy in Area I and II and only process the energy in Area II 

(31.8%) through the additional APD circuits. However, the reported efficiency is 

limited, perhaps due to its low voltage, high current implementation of the APD 

circuit. Parallel Active Filter (PAF) schemes [70, 98, 104], which process only the 

decoupling power in Area II are available, but have the disadvantage of a three stage 

power processing path for the decoupled power.  

Fig.5.2 shows the system diagram of the proposed Parallel Power Processing (P3) 

scheme, which consists of a dual output main DC/DC converter, an auxiliary DC/DC 

converter for power decoupling purposes and one UFI stage at line frequency. As 

indicated in Fig.5.2, the main DC/DC converter processes constant DC power. 

Therefore only a small capacitance at the PV side is needed for filtering out only high 

frequency switching waveforms. One output leg of the main DC/DC converter, which 

carries the required output current directly from input power, is connected to UFI. A 

parallel second leg is connected to the decoupling capacitor, which feeds the auxiliary 

DC/DC converter whose output is connected to the UFI. In this way, the excess input 
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power (Area II) will be transferred via the second leg to the decoupling capacitor and 

finally to the grid through auxiliary DC/DC converter.  

This proposed parallel power processing scheme has been reported in Power 

Factor Correction applications [121, 122], where the purpose is to achieve fast 

output voltage control dynamics, In this study for microinverter application, the 

focus has been placed on the power decoupling capacitance reduction and 

conversion efficiency. Its advantages are summaried here.  

1) 68.2% of the overall energy is directly transferred to the grid side through the 

main DC/DC conversion stage, while the rest (31.8% of the overall energy) 

in Area II will go through two high frequency switching conversion stages 

including the auxiliary DC/DC conversion stage. 

2) The power decoupling capacitor is placed at a high DC link voltage, e.g. the 

secondary side of transformer, in an effort to allow larger voltage ripple, to 

reduce the power decoupling capacitance and to reduce the current value for 

active power decoupling circuit, hence reduce the power loss. 

3) The main DC-DC converter processes constant DC power which reduces 

component stresses of the main converter.  

The key operating waveforms ignoring the switching ripple (average current over 

switching period) of the variables marked in Fig.5.2 are illustrated in Fig.5.3. The 
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waveforms are drawn for the system with specifications given in STC condition in 

Table A.1.  

 
Fig.5.2: Circuit blocks and their inputs and outputs 

 
Fig.5.3: Key Operation Waveforms of P3 Schemes 

Assume that the input voltage, current and power from the PV module are pvV , 

pvI  and pvP , respectively. Also, let the output voltage, current and power be given by 
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))sin(2( tVV rmsg  , ))sin(2( tII rmsg   and gP . Here,  is the AC line angular 

frequency (rad/s). 

The input voltage and current to UFI are rectified sinusoids and given by: 

 go VV 
 (5-4) 

 go II   (5-5) 

In Fig.5.3, two operating modes are present depending on whether the 

instantaneous input power is able to meet the instantaneous output power or not. 

“Mode I” corresponds to the operating mode when gpv PP  . In this mode, the output 

current, which follows a rectified sinusoid waveform, is supplied by the main DC/DC 

converter only. At the same time, the decoupling capacitor gets charged and the 

capacitor voltage increases. During this interval, the auxiliary DC/DC converter is not 

operating.  

When gpv PP  , the scheme operates in Mode II as shown in Fig.5.3. In this mode, 

the output power from main DC/DC converter is limited by the input power, which 

generates the current waveform 1oI  in Fig.5.3. Therefore, there is no excess power to 

flow into the decoupling capacitor. Rather, the decoupling capacitor supplies power to 

the output via the auxiliary DC/DC converter to meet the power shortfall and 

consequently the capacitor voltage reduces.  

The general P3 scheme can be implemented with different main DC/DC power 

converters and with different auxiliary DC/DC converters. In the next subsection, one 
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particular implementation of the P3 scheme is introduced and this implementation is 

investigated in the rest of this chapter and in Chapter 6. 

5.2.2. A Pilot Power Topology for the P3 Scheme 

 
Fig.5.4: A Pilot Power Topology for the P3 Scheme 

One pilot topology for the proposed P3 scheme is shown in Fig.5.4, where the 

power circuit is composed of three stages: flyback converter, APD circuit and 

unfolding type inverter (UFI). This pilot topology without UFI has been adopted in 

Power Factor Correction (PFC) application in [121]. For microinverter application, 

it is necessary to restudy its operation and design for different input/output 

specifications.  

The first stage includes a flyback converter processing 100% of the overall 

power. The output of the flyback is channeled through two parallel paths with the 

top path channeling 68.2% of the power while the lower APD circuit is in charge of 

delivering 31.8% of the power. For ease of control, the flyback converter and the 

buck converter have both been made to work in DCM mode. The function of the 

first stage includes MPPT, input and output isolation, output current waveform 
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shaping and power decoupling. 

A flyback converter has been selected as the main DC/DC converter due to the 

following reasons. The circuit is simple and adding a second leg is easy. In DCM, 

the input power can be easily controlled regardless of the output characteristics. This 

makes MPPT control completely independent from the output side control. 

A buck converter is a natural fit for the auxiliary DC/DC converter as the AC 

voltage reduces to zero while the decoupling capacitor voltage is desired to be high. 

Non-synchronous buck converter is used here as the input voltage is high, which 

makes the voltage drop on diode relatively small and a reverse energy flow is not 

desired. 

The third stage is an unfolding type inverter which converts the DC current into 

AC current in phase with the grid voltage. The power loss in this stage is small due 

to the fact that the switches are switched at low frequency and under zero current 

zero voltage conditions. 

5.3 Operation and Design of the Pilot Topology 

This section focuses on the detailed analysis and design of the topology 

proposed in Section 5.2.2 above. It starts with the selection of the DC link capacitor 

based on power decoupling requirement and also the limit imposed due to the buck 

converter operation. Once the decoupling capacitance value and its operating 

voltage are defined, the input and output specifications of the flyback converter and 
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buck converter are defined as well. Following that, the operation and design of the 

main DC/DC converter will be considered in detail. Finally, a brief discussion of the 

auxiliary DC/DC converter will be presented. 

In the analysis below, some assumptions are made to simplify the discussion:   

It is assumed that the maximum power point has been reached; therefore, the 

PV panel is replaced by a constant voltage source at MPP.  

The input capacitor is used to filter the high frequency switching ripple only. It 

is not included here as the input voltage is assumed to be constant. 

The unfolding type inverter is not relevant to the system dynamics. Therefore, 

it is replaced by a rectified sinusoidal voltage source to represent the load. 

Lastly, ideal lossless operation of the converters has been assumed.  

5.3.1. Design of Decoupling Capacitance 

The decoupling capacitance is mainly determined by the power decoupling 

requirement, which has been discussed earlier in Section 2.3. From (2-2) & (3-5) 

where rfk  is defined as the ratio of the peak-to-peak voltage ripple versus the average 

voltage, the required capacitance per watt can be presented by: 

 
2
_

1

dcCrfpv

dc

VkP

C





 (5-6) 

As the decoupling power is handled by the capacitor,   
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 ggpvpv
C

dcC IVIV
dt

dV
CV   (5-7) 

Therefore, the capacitor voltage is given by: 

 
    )2sin(12sin1

2
__

tkt
VC

P

V

tV
rf

dcCdc

pv

dcC

C 





  (5-8) 

In addition, the selected auxiliary converter topology also places a certain limit on 

the capacitor voltage value. In this case, due to the use of a buck converter, we need to 

ensure that gC VV   over an AC cycle, which limits the applicable range of the ripple 

factor. 

From (5-7), the following can be derived.  

    )2sin(1)( 2
_

2 tkVtV rfdcCC   (5-9) 

The limit of gC VV   leads to: 

  tktk vrf  2sin)2sin(1  , (5-10) 

where 
dcC

rms
v V

V
k

_

2
  is defined as a voltage factor. 

Equation (5-10) can be further changed to: 

   02sin
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kv , (5-11) 
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2
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2

  (5-12) 

In order to make sure (5-11) is valid over an AC cycle the limit placed by the 

buck converter on the system design is: 
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2
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 A

kv  (5-13) 

Therefore,  

 122  vrf kk  or 21 rfv kk   (5-14) 

The upper limit on  kv imposed by (5-14) can also be viewed as a lower limit 

on the DC link voltage for a given AC supply voltage. 

Combining (5-6) and (5-14), the capacitance per watt is limited to: 
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 (5-15) 

 

Fig.5.5: Relationship between capacitance/watt and ripple factor for different DC link voltages.  

The limit expressed by (5-15) is shown as an upper limit in Fig.5.5 for an AC 

voltage of 230 rmsV  at a frequency of 50 Hz. Here, design choices to the left and 

below the upper limit are acceptable while choices to the right and above the 

boundary are not. For example, when the decoupling capacitor average voltage is 

designed to be 350V, the maximum ripple factor allowed is at point “A”. Thus the 

capacitance per watt must be higher than 0.07μF/watt. However, by choosing 
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dcCV _ = 400 V or 450V, the maximum allowable ripple factor can be higher (point 

“B” and “C”), which corresponds to a lower minimum capacitance of 0.035 or 

0.025μF/watt. Thus, by choosing the DC link voltage slightly higher, we can reduce 

the capacitance requirement significantly. 

In the present work, a DC voltage of 400V is selected with a ripple factor of 0.2, 

which corresponds to a decoupling capacitance around 20μF for power rating of 

200W. This design results in a capacitor voltage around 360V to 440V at full power 

level under steady state condition. 

5.3.2. Dual-Output Flyback Converter Design 

 
Fig.5.6: Dual Output Flyback Converter 

Based on the assumptions mentioned at the start of this section (Section 5.3), 

the dual-output flyback converter has been redrawn in Fig.5.6.  

The flyback converter is designed for DCM operation. The main switch M1 on 

the input side is used to control the input power from PV panel to ensure that the 

Maximum Power Point is reached. In this case, the primary side voltage and current 

of flyback transformer are completely independent from secondary side operation, 
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which makes MPPT tracking easy and independent from the operation of the 

secondary side circuit. The secondary side switch S1 is used to control the power 

flow either to the UFI or to the DC link capacitor. It is placed at the low output 

voltage port rather than high voltage port, which is critical to ensure the output 

power flows to low voltage port as long as S1 is on.  

Depending on whether the input power is higher than the grid output power or 

not, the converter operates in two modes. The operating waveforms are illustrated in 

Fig.5.7. Here, the duty cycle of the switch M1 is d  and the conduction duty cycles 

of diodes D1 and D2 are 1d  and 2d , respectively.  

In Fig.5.6, the magnetizing inductance mL  of the transformer has been shown 

separately across the primary winding for ease of understanding. The current, Lmi , in 

Fig.5.7 will flow on the primary side during the interval SdT  and during the 

interval STd1 , a current of niLm  will flow via the secondary winding.  

1) Mode I:  

When gpv PP  , the converter works in Mode I in which some of the power 

(= gpv PP  ) from the panel is diverted to the DC link capacitor. During this mode, 

the auxiliary buck converter is off. 

Here, both D1 and D2 conduct within a switching period, thereby transferring 

power from the panel both to the grid and to the DC link capacitor in each switching 

period. Depending on the order in which D1 and D2 are made to conduct, two 
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switching sequences (Schemes A & B) are possible. 

 

(a) Mode I ( gpv PP  , Scheme A) 

 

(b) Mode I ( gpv PP  , Scheme B) 

 

(c) Mode II ( gpv PP  , both schemes) 

Fig.5.7: Operating waveforms of the Dual-Output flyback converter 
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In Scheme A (see Fig.5.7 (a)), when M1 is turned off, S1 is turned on 

immediately and the power flows to the grid output first. After S1 is turned off, the 

remaining power in the flyback transformer is transferred to the DC link capacitor.  

In Scheme B (see Fig.5.7 (b)), when M1 is off, S1 remains off, which causes 

the energy in the flyback transformer to flow into the DC link capacitor first. After 

that, switch S1 is turned on, which causes the remaining energy in the flyback 

transformer to be delivered to the output. Since the output voltage is lower than the 

DC link capacitor voltage, diode D2 will be reverse-biased automatically. 

2) Mode II:  

During the interval when gpv PP  , the converter operates in Mode II in which 

the full panel power is directly transferred to the grid. Diode D2 does not conduct at 

all in this mode and the converter works as a single-ended flyback converter. The 

auxiliary buck converter provides the additional power (= pvg PP  ) to be fed to the 

grid. This mode is common for both switching schemes A and B. 

5.3.2.1.  Design of mL  and n  

Mainly, the design of the flyback converter involves the determination of the 

values of the primary side magnetizing inductance, mL , and the transformer turns 

ratio, n .  
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1) Primary side magnetizing inductance mL  

Based on the DCM operating waveforms of a flyback converter,  

 
pv

spv
m P

TdV
L

2

22 
  (5-16) 

Given the switching frequency, )/1( ss Tf  , mL  is determined by the PV panel 

power to be handled as well as the PV module voltage. 

Equation (5-16) is valid for both Mode I & Mode II operation and with both 

switching schemes.  

2) Turns ratio n  

Given the magnetizing inductance, mL , the value of n  is chosen so that DCM 

operation is ensured under all conditions. The worst case for flyback converter in 

DCM operation is studied below at the maximum input power level maxP . As the 

flyback converter operates in two modes in one AC cycle and has two different 

switching schemes in Mode I, DCM operation in both modes and for each switching 

scheme will be guaranteed individually.  

Firstly, in Mode II, the flyback converter in both switching schemes works in 

constant power transfer mode with D2 off all the time. Therefore, the duty cycle 

1d is: 

 d
V

nV
d

o

in1  (5-17) 

In this case, a larger grid voltage leads to smaller 1d . Therefore, the maximum 
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duty cycle occurs at the minimum grid voltage at this mode, i.e. rmsV . Since DCM 

operation requires 11  dd , the relationship between n  and mL  in this mode 

can be derived from (5-16) and (5-17). 

 













pvmpv

s
rms VLP

T
Vn

1

2
 (5-18) 

In Mode I, the magnetizing current is divided into three pieces as shown in 

Fig.5.7 a) and b).  

Firstly, assuming lossless operation of the flyback converter, the 

switching-period average power balance between the input and output is given by: 

 21 oCoopvpv IVIVIV   (5-19) 

where pvV , oV  and CV  represent the switching-period average voltage of PV 

panel, output voltage and capacitor voltage. The symbols pvI , 1oI and 2oI  represent 

the switching period average values of 1) input current, 2) output current through 

D1,S1 and 3) output current through D2. 

Secondly, based on the consideration that the core magnetizing current must be 

reset to zero in each cycle under DCM, the following equation is obtained. 

 
n

d
V

n

d
VdV Copv

21   (5-20) 

Comparing the current waveforms of the two switching schemes, it is observed 

that 1) the peak magnetizing current is the same; and 2) the average current of the 

secondary side diodes is the same in both scheme A and B. As a result, the 

conduction time of the secondary side diodes in Scheme A is shorter than that in 
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Scheme B. The design worst cases to ensure that the operating stays in DCM for 

both the schemes are studied below. 

Scheme A 

In Scheme A, the secondary side current flows into the lower voltage side (grid 

side) first. When the grid voltage goes up, the reference current also goes up with 

the reduction of the capacitor’s charging current. As a result, 1d increases but 2d  

reduces. Therefore, it is difficult to find the maximum total conduction duty cycle 

( 21 dd  ) without more detailed evaluation. 

Based on the current waveform in Fig.5.7 a), the capacitor charging current for 

scheme A can be obtained as: 
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 (5-21) 

Inserting (5-16) into (5-21), the duty cycle value 2d  can be found.  

 nd
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2  (5-22) 

According to (5-20), the duty cycle value 1d is given by: 
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  (5-23) 

In order to maintain DCM operation all the time, 121  ddd . Based on 

(5-23), (5-22) and (5-16), 
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Considering (5-18) and (5-24) in mode I and II together, the relationship 

between mL  and n  for switching scheme A can be summarized as: 

 A
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 (5-25) 
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As the numerator of (5-25) can be considered a constant over an AC cycle, the 

variation of (5-25) depends on the variation of Ak , which is illustrated in Fig.5.8. 

 

Fig.5.8: Variation of Ak  over AC cycle 

According to (5-26) and Fig.5.8, the worst case value of Ak  (i.e. the 

maximum value) occurs in Mode II at maximum power level maxP . The maximum 

turns ratio is therefore: 
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Scheme B 

A similar analysis is carried out for scheme B. The conduction duty cycle 1d  
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of diode D1 is constant at a given power level as shown below. 
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  (5-28) 

The conduction duty cycle 2d  of the diode D2 is found by: 
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The conduction duty cycle 2d  reaches its maximum when 0oV . 

Again, in order to operate in DCM mode, 112  ddd . Therefore, 
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Considering (5-18) and (5-30) in mode I and II together, the relationship 

between mL  and n  for switching scheme B can be summarized as: 
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Again, the variation of (5-31) over an AC period depends on the variation of 

Bk , which is illustrated in Fig.5.9. 
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Fig.5.9: Variation of Bk  over AC cycle 

According to (5-32) and Fig.5.9, the worst case value of Bk  (i.e. the 

maximum value) occurs during the zero crossing of AC cycle in Mode I at 

maximum power level maxP . The maximum turns ratio is therefore: 
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3) Summary 

In summary, the choice of mL  and n  should satisfy the equations below 

based on the input and output specifications. 
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In our study, Kyocera’s PV module KC200GT is used to feed power to a grid 

with RMS value of 230V and 50Hz. A switching frequency of 100 kHz is selected to 
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reduce the size of magnetic components. 

 

Fig.5.10: Design of mL  and n  for KC200GT at min. and max. PV MPPT voltage 

The value of mL  is chosen so as to make the duty cycle around 0.5 under 

NOCT condition at 800W/m2. 

 HLm 4  (5-34) 

This would ensure that narrow duty cycle operation with high peak current is 

avoided on both the primary and secondary sides. In this case, if scheme A is used, 

according to (5-27) :  

 7.6max An  => 6An  (5-35) 

If scheme B is used, according to (5-33):  

 3.4max Bn  => 4Bn  (5-36) 
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5.3.2.2. Component Stresses 

Once a preliminary design is carried out, calculation of component stress is 

necessary to aid selecting both active and passive power components and to evaluate 

the design.  

Firstly, for active components (M1, S1, D1 and D2), the voltage stress can be 

calculated respectively below: 

 nVVV CpvM /1   when 1D is conducting; (5-37) 

 oCS VVV 1  when 2D  is conducting; (5-38) 

 opvD VnVV 1  when 1M is conducting; (5-39) 

 CpvD VnVV 2  when 1M is conducting (5-40) 

The peak current and RMS current for M1 are: 
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In Scheme A, the peak and RMS current for S1&D1 is: 
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The peak and RMS current for D2 is: 
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In Scheme B, the equations are changed to: 
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Table 5.1: Voltage and Current Stresses of MOSFET and Diodes ( HLm 4 ) 

 Scheme A  Scheme B 

 6n  4n  4n   

Voltage stress (V) 1 

1M̂V  107 144 144 

1SV̂  400 400 400 

1DV̂  529 461 461 

2DV̂  644 576 576 

Currents Stress (A) 2 

p,Mî 1  31.6 31.6 31.6 

rms,Mî 1  12.5 14.5 14.5 

p,Dî 1  5.3 7.9 11.2 

rms,Dî 1  1.8 2.5 3.0 

p,Dî 2  5.3 7.9 7.9 

rms,Dî 2  1.3 1.6 2.4 
1: based on VVpv 34max,  ; 2: based on WP 200max  & VVpv 20min,   
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Table 5.1 tabulates the components voltage stress as well as current stress 

calculated according to (5-37)~(5-50) for different designs in both schemes. It may 

be noted that Scheme B design with 6n  is not possible. 

As shown in Table 5.1, when the same values of n  and mL  are used for both 

schemes, Scheme A has less RMS and Peak current stresses compared to Scheme B. 

Other than that, Scheme A is able to use a larger turns ratio n , which results in an 

even less RMS and peak current stresses for secondary side components. Therefore, 

Scheme A is a more favorable design in terms of potential higher efficiency. Though 

this is the case, during control study, Scheme B was found to be simpler to control. 

Hence, Scheme B this has been pursued in this work. This aspect is discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter 6.  

5.3.3. Buck Converter Design 

As discussed above and shown in Fig.5.3, the auxiliary DC/DC converter, in 

this case a buck converter, will only operate in Mode II, i.e., when gpv PP  . 

Fig.5.11 shows the simplified circuit diagram of the buck converter in Mode II. 

In this figure, the main DC/DC converter, i.e. flyback converter is modeled as a 

current source 1oi , which is determined by the input power from flyback converter.  

This buck converter is also designed to operate in DCM mode, rather than 

CCM for several reasons. Firstly, the current is rather small (less than 1A), which 

does not impose much current stress on components. Secondly, the control transfer 
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function of the buck converter in DCM is a constant, as is the case with the Main 

DC/DC flyback converter. In addition, the value of this constant gain is also close to 

each other. This is useful in the next Chapter to design the current controller, which 

can be used for both converters. 

Following well established techniques, the maximum buck inductance to ensure 

DCM operation at the full power rating is obtained as given below.  

 
Fig.5.11: Circuit diagram of the auxiliary buck converter 

In order to operate in DCM mode, the following equation must be satisfied: 

133  'dd                          (5-51) 

where 3d  is the duty cycle of S2 and '
3d  is the conduction duty cycle of the 

rectifier diode D3. 

Applying inductor volt-sec balance to bL , 

  '
33 dVdVV ooC                          (5-52) 

The value of 3d  can be calculated based on steady state output current of the 

buck converter as: 
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The output current of the buck converter 3oI  can be calculated from the power 

balance equation in each switching cycle, 
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Here, the effective load resistance gR  is related to the power level assuming 

no power loss between input and output: 
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Substituting (5-52) to (5-54) into (5-51), it is derived that 
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Therefore, the maximum buck inductance to ensure DCM operation at the 

maximum power level and over an AC cycle is calculated as: 
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  (5-57) 

In our design, the chosen buck converter inductance is: 

 mHLb 4.0  (5-58) 

5.4 Verification through Simulation 

The pilot topology of the P3 scheme was verified by simulation 

(PLECS/Simulink). The main purpose of the simulation is to verify the effectiveness 

of the proposed APD scheme, which aims to reduce the required capacitance for 

power decoupling. Therefore, the PV module is modeled in the simulation using 
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equations (3-7)-(3-9), whose parameters can be abstracted from the manufacturer’s 

datasheet [123] in order to demonstrate the actual power decoupling operating 

waveforms in different schemes. The PV module model parameters used are 

tabulated in Table 5.2 

Table 5.2: PV module KC200GT model parameters under STC 

Description Value 

Maximum power voltage mpV  26.3V 

Maximum power current mpI  7.61A 

Open circuit voltage ocV  32.9V 

Short circuit current scI  8.21A 

sI calculated from (3-9) 0.178μA 

tVm calculated from (3-8) 2.523V 

If the APD circuit (including the secondary leg of the flyback converter and the 

auxiliary buck converter) in the proposed topology is not present, the remaining 

flyback converter would require a large electrolytic capacitor to provide power 

decoupling. This flyback inverter is used as the benchmark and the simulation 

results are presented in Section 5.4.1. Following this, the simulated operating 

waveforms of the proposed topology with the APD circuit is presented and 

discussed in Section 5.4.2. 

5.4.1. A Flyback-DCM Inverter (without APD) 

In this part, a flyback-DCM inverter (similar to the benchmark inverter studied 

in Chapter 3 but with a different UFI configuration) shown in Fig.5.12 is used as a 

benchmark to demonstrate the power decoupling requirements for the input 

capacitance.  
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Fig.5.12: Circuit diagram of a flyback-DCM inverter with UFI 

The main circuit parameters are tabulated in Table 5.3, which are similar to the 

parameters used in Table 3.2. It is highlighted here that PV side capacitance uses 

theoretically calculated value 11.6mF based on MPPT and output power quality 

requirements discussed in Section 3.3. The circuit in Fig.5.12 is controlled using an 

open-loop approach (as described in Fig.3.12 (a) in Section 3.4.2), where the duty 

cycle of switch M1 directly follows a rectified sinusoidal signal in synchronization 

with the grid voltage.  

Table 5.3: Circuit Parameters in Fig.5.12 

 Parameters Value Unit 

PV side capacitance pvC  4.7/11.6 mF 

Flyback magnetizing inductance mL  4 μH 

Flyback transformer turns ratio n 4  

Output capacitance oC  0.3 μF 

Filter capacitance fC  0.9 μF 

Filter inductance fL  500 μH 

Two values for PV side capacitance are used in the simulation. One uses a 

smaller capacitance of 4.7mF as required by power decoupling function as discussed 

in Section 3.3.1. The input and output operating waveforms of the benchmark is 

shown in Fig.5.13.  

As shown in Fig.5.13, the PV module voltage ripple is 4.5V and the current 
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ripple is around 1A, which results in the PV power ranging from 190W-200W. The 

simulated THD value of the output current is 9.33% with a third harmonic factor of 

9.29%. This result verifies the study in Section 3.3.1 that the design of the PV side 

capacitance needs to consider not only the power decoupling requirement, but also 

THD of the output current.  

 

Fig.5.13: Operating waveforms of a flyback-DCM inverter ( mFC pv 7.4 , WPpv 200 , 

%33.9THD , simulation) 

When a larger capacitance value is used, i.e. 11.6mF as studied in Section 3.3.2, 

the input and output operating waveforms are shown in Fig.5.14. 

As shown in Fig.5.14, the PV module voltage and current values are subject to 

a peak-peak voltage ripple of 2V and a peak-peak current ripple of 0.5A at 100Hz 
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respectively. This corresponds to a voltage ripple factor of 7.6%, which is very close 

to the calculation result of 8% in Section 3.3.2. As a result, the PV module power is 

also varying between 197.5 to 200.5W with the average power around 199W at 

steady state condition.  

 

Fig.5.14: Operating waveforms of a flyback-DCM inverter ( mFC pv 6.11 , WPpv 200 , 

%54.4THD ,simulation) 

The output grid current shows a THD of 4.54% and a third harmonic factor of 

3.9%, which is higher than the predicted 2% in Section 3.3.2. The reason for this 

discrepancy is mainly the control method which influences the PV module current 

waveform. This means the input decoupling capacitance needs to be increased even 

further so as to ensure the third harmonic factor of grid current to be below 3%. 

Since the power decoupling is carried out at the input PV side capacitor, the 

main switch M1 works with pulsating power and its instantaneous voltage and 
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current waveforms are shown in Fig.5.15. The maximum voltage stress and current 

stress are 112V and 44.8A. 

 

Fig.5.15: Components voltage and current waveforms over AC cycles ( mFC pv 6.11 , WPpv 200 , 

simulation) 

5.4.2. The Pilot Topology (with APD) 

The pilot topology studied in Section 5.3 is verified by simulation in this part. 

Its simulation circuit diagram is redrawn in Fig.5.16 and the main circuit parameters 

are listed in Table 5.4.  

 

Fig.5.16: Circuit diagram of proposed topology (with APD) 

Compared with the benchmark inverter (in Fig.5.12), the main difference is the 

addition of an APD circuit highlighted in Fig.5.16. In this way, the large electrolytic 
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capacitor pvC  in Fig.5.12 (above 11.6 mF) can be replaced by a film capacitor with 

relatively smaller capacitance (around 20 μF) so as to filter out the high switching 

frequency component. 

Table 5.4: Circuit Parameters in Fig.5.16 

 Parameters Value Unit 

PV side capacitance pvC  20 μF 

Flyback magnetizing inductance mL  4 μH 

Flyback transformer turns ratio n 4  

Power decoupling capacitance dcC  20 μF 

Buck inductance bL  0.4 mH 

Output capacitance oC  0.3 μF 

Filter capacitance fC  0.9 μF 

Filter inductance fL  500 μH 

In this simulation, the same PV module model in Table 5.2 is used to simulate 

Kyocera’s KC200GT module under STC [123] and its input and output operating 

waveforms are shown in Fig.5.17. The control of this topology will be discussed in 

Chapter 6 and the dual-output flyback converter works in Scheme B as discussed 

above in Section 5.3.2. 

As shown in Fig.5.17, the PV module voltage and current do not suffer from 

2nd harmonic ripple of the line frequency at 100Hz. Instead, a high switching 

frequency ripple component is visible in both the PV module voltage and current 

waveforms. The PV module voltage ripple is around 2V and current ripple is around 

0.5A. Similarly, the PV module power varies from 197.5W to 200.5W, with average 

value around 199W at steady state condition. These high frequency voltage and 

current ripple components can be further reduced, if required, by increasing the 

input capacitance. 
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As expected, the power decoupling capacitor has a peak-to-peak voltage ripple 

of 80V at 100Hz superposed on the average DC link voltage of 400V, which is the 

main reason that the input pulsating power at 100Hz is removed. The output current 

shows a THD of 3.88% with the third harmonic factor below 2.73%, which satisfies 

the output power factor requirements. 

 

Fig.5.17: Operating waveforms of a flyback-DCM inverter ( WPpv 200 , %88.3THD , Scheme B, 

Simulation) 

The main component voltage and current switching waveforms over AC cycles 

are shown in Fig.5.18. In the proposed pilot topology, the voltage stress of the main 

switch M1 is 135V, higher than that of the benchmark inverter without APD (112V) 

due to a higher decoupling capacitor voltage. The current stress of M1 is 31.6A, 

which is significantly lower than 44.8A. The main switch M1 and flyback 
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transformer in both benchmark and the proposed scheme handle the same average 

power. However, the flyback converter is processing constant power compared to 

fluctuating power at twice line frequency in the benchmark, which has lower power 

loss. 

 

Fig.5.18: Component current and voltage waveforms over AC cycles ( WPpv 200 ,Scheme B, 

Simulation) 

After applying an analog filter in the ‘scope’ at a cutoff frequency of 1kHz, the 

average operating waveforms of the main components from simulation are shown in 

Fig.5.19. The operating waveforms by simulation correspond well with the 

theoretical average waveforms of the proposed P3 scheme in Fig.5.3. 

As shown in Fig.5.19, when the current of D2 is non-zero, the power 

decoupling capacitor gets charged and the system operates in Mode I.  
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Fig.5.19: Component current and voltage waveforms over AC cycles (with a filter of 1kHz, 

simulation) 

The simulated switching waveforms in Scheme B are shown in Fig.5.20 (a), 

where the flyback transformer current goes through D2 first and then to D1. In this 

mode, the buck converter is not active with zero inductor current. 

When the current of D2 becomes zero, the power decoupling capacitor gets 

discharged and the system operates in Mode II. The switching waveforms in this 

mode are shown in Fig.5.20 (b). The flyback converter converts the constant power 

from PV module to the grid directly and the buck converter provides the extra power 

from the decoupling capacitor. 
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(a) Mode I (Scheme B) 

 
(b) Mode II 

Fig.5.20: Switching Waveforms (simulation) 

5.5 Implementation, Results and Analysis 

A 200W prototype of the proposed pilot topology has been built in the 
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laboratory for the given specifications and design as shown in Appendix A. The 

dual-output flyback converter has been designed to operate in Scheme B considering 

control simplicity, which will be discussed in Chapter 6. The component selection, 

some hardware implementation issues and solutions are discussed below to provide 

the guideline and reference for those who meet with the similar issues. Experimental 

results including both DC-DC operation and DC-AC inversion are also discussed 

later. 

5.5.1. Prototype Implementation 

The photos of the prototype are illustrated in Fig.5.21, where two power circuit 

boards are shown. One of them is the power circuit board of the dual-output flyback 

converter and the buck converter; the other one is the UFI circuit board. 

The details regarding the selected components are given below: 

Input side capacitor: 10μF, 250V Film capacitor B32524Q3106K, two 

capacitors are placed in parallel. 

Primary side switch M1: IRFP4668, 200V, 130A MOSFET,  mR onds 7.9, . 

HF transformer: ETD44-3C95 ferrite core (low power loss from 25 to 100oC at 

frequencies up to 0.5MHz), primary turns 1N =5 turns, 8 strands of SWG 28, 

secondary turns 2N 20 turns, 2 strands of SWG 28. Primary side magnetizing 

inductance HLm 4 . The winding method proposed in [124] is adopted to 

minimize the leakage inductance. 
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(a) Dual-output flyback converter and buck converter 

 

(b) UFI (unfolding type inverter) 

Fig.5.21: Photos of experimental prototype 

Secondary side switch S1: FGP5N60LS, 600V, 5A Field Stop IGBT. Here, 

IGBT without body diode is selected in order to reduce the current spike of D1 and 

S1 when M1 is turned off. This aspect is highlighted in Section 5.5.2 below. 

Handling of this aspect well it is very important to ensure accurate current sensing in 

order to achieve current shaping control. 
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Secondary side diodes D1 & D2: IDT04S60C, 600V, 4A SiC diode, 8nC. SiC 

diode is selected because a low reverse recovery current is required for D2 as it 

would be turned off at high switching frequency at non-zero value. Selection of D1 

will be discussed later together with the component selection of S1. 

Power decoupling capacitor: 20uF, 1.1kV film capacitor B32776G0206K. 

Buck converter switch S2: CoolMOS IPI60R385CP, 650V, 9A, 

 385.0,ondsR . 

Buck converter diode D3: IDT04S60C, 600V, 4A SiC diode, 8nC. Here, SiC 

diode is selected so as to reduce the capacitance across the diode for fast switching. 

Buck inductor: ETD29 – 3C95 ferrite core, 80 turns, 1 strand of SWG 26, 

mHLb 4.0 . 

Full bridge UFI switches: IPA60R125CP, 650V, 25A Cool MOS, 

 125.0,ondsR  

Gate drivers: TC1427 is used to drive primary side MOSFET M1; Opti-isolated 

IGBT-MOSFET driver FOD3180 is used to drive secondary side MOSFET S1 and 

IR2110 is used to drive high side MOSFET of buck converter S2. 

5.5.2. Dual-Output Flyback Converter in Scheme B: DC-DC 

Conversion  

As discussed in Section 5.3.2, although dual-output flyback converter working 
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in Scheme A is a more favorable design in terms of a higher efficiency, in this work, 

Scheme B is pursued due to its simplicity in control. In Scheme B, when the main 

switch M1 is turned off, the flyback secondary side current is supposed to flow 

through D2 first and then go through D1 and S1. In this case, selection of D1 and S1 

needs careful consideration as discussed below.  

Here, the circuit diagram of dual-output flyback converter is drawn in Fig.5.22. 

It is noticed that when M1 is conducting, the secondary leg of D1 in series of 

S1 is under a negative voltage stress following the polarity marked on Fig.5.22. 

When M1 is turned off and D2 is turned on, the voltage stress across D1 and S2 

changes from negative to positive. This switching behavior between positive and 

negative voltage stress would results in an undesired current spike through S1 and 

D1 if S1 is not selected properly.  

 

Fig.5.22: Measured Parameters of Flyback Converter in Experiment 

A high frequency switching device (CoolMOS SPW24N60C3) is used as S1 to 

get the waveforms in Fig.5.23. It is found that when M1 is turned off, although D1 

and S1 are not supposed to turn on, a current spike still flows through them (the 
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second waveform from top). The third waveform is the voltage stress across D1 and 

S1, which transits from negative to positive as discussed above.  

 
Fig.5.23: Operating waveforms: S1 uses Cool MOS SPW24N60C3 (Scheme B, Experiment, DC-DC 

Conversion) 

An interesting phenomenon is observed in the waveforms of S1 voltage and D1 

voltage in Fig.5.23. When M1 is on, D1 is reverse biased to block the negative 

voltage while S1 voltage is around zero. During the instant when M1 is turned off, it 

is found that D1 becomes forward-biased in a short interval and then keeps negative 

during the interval when D2 is conducting. At the same time, S1 is under a higher 

positive voltage stress than desired value of oC vv  . This phenomenon can be 

explained by considering the effective output capacitance of S1 (1060pF for 
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SPW24N60C3). When voltage across S1 and D1 changes abruptly from negative to 

positive, a current spike flows through S1 and D1 to charge S1 output capacitor to a 

higher voltage than oC vv  . As a result, D1 is forced to be reverse biased and also 

blocking the path for the discharge current of S1 output capacitor. This current spike 

was found to cause an error in current sensing and in turn to affect the current 

tracking performance severely. It should therefore be eliminated.  

Based on the above analysis, in order to prevent the current spike during 

turning off of M1, a switch with a low effective output capacitance should be used. 

Therefore, an IGBT FGP5N60LS with effective output capacitance of 39pF is used 

to replace the CoolMOS and the waveforms are shown in Fig.5.24.  

Fig.5.24 shows the waveforms of the primary side switch M1 current, diode D1 

& switch S1 current, the transformer secondary side voltage secv  and the voltage at 

node A Av  and the voltage across D1 ( Avv  sec ). It is noticed that the current 

spike in D1 & S1 current when M1 is turned off is greatly reduced. Besides, when 

M1 is turned off, D1 voltage becomes zero and S1 voltage (which can be derived 

from voltage at node A ) becomes oC vv   as desired. 

In addition, the reduction of current spike also requires a diode D1 with a low 

capacitive charge, which would reduce the discharge current during the abrupt 

voltage change. In this design, a SiC diode with a total capacitive charge of 8nC was 

finally used, which provides a fairly good performance as shown in Fig.5.24. 
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Fig.5.24: Operating waveforms: S1 uses IGBT FGP5N60LS (Scheme B, Experiment, DC-DC 

conversion) 

5.5.3. Buck Converter Operation –DC-DC Conversion 

Typical experimental waveforms of the auxiliary buck converter in DCM are 

shown in Fig.5.25 in DC-DC conversion.  

It is noticed that when S2 is turned off, the reverse voltage of D3 d3v  reduces 

to zero slowly. This is due to the nonlinear output capacitance of S2, which is 

greatly higher under a low voltage stress. This is less important in our case where a 

high input voltage around 400V is normal operation.  

However, it is worth to mention that the resonance current in the buck inductor 
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current oai  as shown in Fig.5.25 when both S2 and D3 are off DC/AC operation 

were found to be the main reason for some distortion in the output current waveform. 

This distortion is intrinsic in DCM operation, which could be eliminated by 

operating the buck converter in CCM operation. 

 

Fig.5.25: Buck Converter Operating Waveforms ( 2,SdsV [100V/div], 2,SgsV [10V/div], oaI [0.2A/div], 

Experiment, DC-DC conversion)  

5.5.4. DC-AC Conversion 

The designed prototype with output current controller designed in Chapter 6 are 

tested with a laboratory DC power supply to simulate PV module and an AC power 

supply PRC1000L in parallel with a 400Ω load resistor to simulate grid connection. 

The power decoupling capacitor voltage is kept constant by connecting a DC power 

supply and a 400Ω power resistor in parallel with the capacitor in this test. 

One example of the steady state operation waveforms in DC-AC conversion is 

illustrated in Fig.5.26. 
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(a) Output current reference signal irefv , feedback signal ifbv  and currents of D1/S1 1oi (with or 

without 1kHz filter) 

 
(b) Grid voltage and current waveforms 

Fig.5.26: DC-AC conversion waveforms ( VVpv 27 , VVrms 5.67 , AIrms 39.0 , experiment) 

Fig.5.26 (a) shows the measured steady state operating waveforms of the output 

current reference signal irefv , output current feedback signal ifbv , measured 

S1/D1’s current 1oi with a filter of 1kHz and instantaneous S1/D1 current. It is 

shown that when the output current of flyback converter 1oi  is controlled, it is able 

to follow the reference value closely. When the desired output power is larger than 

the input power from PV module, the output current 1oi  of flyback converter is 
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saturated at a constant power level as shown in Fig.5.26 (a). This result agrees with 

earlier theoretic analysis and simulation results. It is also noted that the current 

feedback waveform during the interval of controlling the output current of buck 

converter is slightly distorted by staircase disturbance. This has been found to be due 

to the resonance current between buck inductor and S2/D3 capacitance when both 

S2 and D3 are off. But still, the feedback signal is tracking the reference signal over 

an AC cycle and the output grid voltage and current (at lower value) are shown in 

Fig.5.26 (b). Here, some current spikes during zero-crossing of an AC cycle have 

been noticed, which causes ringing at the filter resonance frequency. Overall, the 

output current is sinusoidal with a slight phase shift from the output voltage. 

5.6 Conclusions  

In this chapter, a parallel power processing scheme has been proposed for a 

microinverter with active power decoupling function. The basic idea is to achieve 

long system lifetime and high efficiency by: 1) sending 68% of power through one 

stage conversion directly to output and sending the rest decoupled power through 

two-stage conversion; 2) placing active power decoupling circuit at high voltage 

side. 

A pilot topology based on flyback converter in DCM mode and a buck 

converter has also been identified with two possible switching sequences. The 

design of flyback converters in both switching schemes has been considered and 

analyzed. It was found that Scheme A has lower current stresses and lower RMS 
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current compared to Scheme B, which makes it potentially higher efficiency. 

However, the decision goes for Scheme B, in order to achieve control simplicity. 

The control aspects of the proposed pilot topology have been investigated and will 

be the focus of Chapter 6. 

The operation of the proposed inverter has been verified by simulation 

compared to a flyback-DCM inverter without APD scheme at the power rating of 

200W. The large capacitance required for passive power decoupling at PV side (in 

the range of mF) can be replaced by two capacitors with small capacitance (in the 

range of μF). The simulation results also verified the feasibility of the proposed 

topology with APD scheme.  

A prototype of the designed pilot topology has been built in laboratory and the 

implementation issues in power circuits have been addressed in this Chapter and the 

DC-DC and DC-AC conversion of the proposed pilot topology have been verified 

by experiment.  

The next chapter will focus on the control possibility of the proposed scheme 

and to design an effective current controller to provide output current shaping 

control and active power decoupling control. 
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CHAPTER 6: : A PARRALLEL POWER 

PROCESSING (P3) SCHEME– CONTROL AND 

VERIFICATION 

6.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the proposed Parallel Power Processing (P3) scheme 

has two operating modes depending on whether input power is above or below the 

instantaneous output power. Besides, the dual-output flyback converter can operate in 

two different switching schemes, which provide control options to be explored.  

Overall, the control of the system needs to fulfill three control purposes: 1) to 

ensure that the PV panel makes maximum power available to the inverter; 2) the 

average decoupling capacitor voltage is maintained at a predetermined value when the 

input power changes; 3) to ensure that the output current tracks the rectified sinusoidal 

voltage so that a low THD and near unity output power factor can be achieved. 

In order to achieve these control purposes, this chapter is organized as given 

below. First of all, the small signal modeling of the proposed topology is discussed 

using state-space averaging method in Section 6.2. The focus is placed on the 

frequency response of the input voltage control for MPPT purposes and output current 

control for current tracking purpose. Following that, the proposed control scheme 

with emphasis on the dual loop current/voltage control and design is investigated in 

Section 6.3. The steady state and transient performance of the designed control 
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scheme have been verified. The results from both simulations and experiments are 

presented and discussed in Section 6.4.  

6.2 Power Stage Modeling 

The design of power stage circuit parameters have been discussed in Section 5.3. 

In this section, the control model of the power stage is developed so as to obtain 

insight into control possibilities. 

As the dual-output flyback converter works in DCM all the time, the flyback 

transformer is completely demagnetized every switching cycle. Therefore, the input 

power from PV module is fully controlled by the main switch 1M  only. Modeling of 

the input stage for MPPT control purpose is described in Section 6.2.1. After that, the 

scheme models (both Schemes A and B) for output current shaping and control are 

derived with the state-space averaging method in Section 6.2.2. A discussion about 

the models and possible control options is included in Section 6.2.3. 

Since all the variables are averaged over a switching cycle, unless otherwise 

mentioned, the Bode diagrams drawn in this section are only valid up to 1/10th of the 

switching frequency. 

6.2.1. Input Stage Model for MPPT Control 

Among the various MPPT methods published [109, 110, 125, 126], P&O 

(Perturb & Observe) is still by far the most popular one used in industry based on its 

implementation simplicity and performance. This method is adopted here for the 
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proposed P3 scheme. A typical MPPT control diagram with PV voltage control is 

shown in Fig.6.1.  

 

Fig.6.1: A typical MPPT control diagram with voltage control 

The MPPT control diagram in Fig.6.1 consists of a P&O algorithm block to 

generate the perturbation variable (i.e. the reference value for PV module voltage) and 

a voltage control loop. A typical P&O flow chart for the proposed scheme is shown in 

Fig.6.2. 

 

Fig.6.2: A typical P&O flow chart with PV module voltage as reference value 
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The P&O algorithm shown in Fig.6.2, works as follows.  

At periodic intervals of dT , the PV module power, newfbP _ , is sensed and 

compared to the value, oldfbP _ , previously measured in the last sampling instant. If 

the previous perturbation of the reference voltage has resulted in an increase in the PV 

power, the same direction of perturbation is being applied. Or else, the perturbation 

direction is changed.  

The design of the MPPT control involves establishing the observed signal, fbP , 

the perturbed signal (e.g. pvrefV  in Fig.6.1), the P&O interval of dT  and the step 

change of perturbation (e.g. dV  in Fig.6.1). These will be carried out for the proposed 

scheme in this section. 

6.2.1.1. Define Observed Signal 

Firstly, as long as the flyback is ensured to work in DCM mode, the input power 

from PV module is uniquely determined by the duty cycle of 1M  at steady state 

operation. 

 s
m

pv
pvpvpv Td

L

V
VIP 2

2

2

1
  (6-1) 

Therefore, the observed signal to represent the PV module power can be given 

by: 

 pvfb dVkP 1  (6-2) 
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which is represented by the product of pvV  and d , eliminating the need to sense 

input current. 

Or alternatively, it can also be represented by the pulse peak current of 1M  

according to (5-41), 

 pv
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pM P
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L

V
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2
,1

 (5-41) 

However, it requires instantaneous current sense at the interval when 1M  is 

turned off, which is more complex to implement.  

6.2.1.2. Define Perturbed Signal 

For the control diagram in Fig.6.1, three variables can be used as the perturbed 

signal to be controlled, i.e. the PV module voltage, the PV module current and the 

input resistance of PV inverter. 

Normally, PV module voltage is the preferred control variable compared to PV 

module current for several reasons. First of all, the MPP current changes in proportion 

to the irradiation level over a wide range, while the MPP voltage varies within a 

relatively small range, mainly with module temperature [107] (with a small 

temperature coefficient of the open circuit voltage such as -0.123V/oC for KC200GT). 

Secondly, the temperature of a PV panel will only change slowly due to the large 

thermal time constants involved. However, changes in irradiance can occur suddenly, 

e.g. caused by passing clouds [22].  
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For the proposed pilot topology, the input of the flyback converter in DCM 

works as an effective resistor which is suitable for MPPT tracking in PV application. 

This input resistance can be given by; 
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m
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pv
in Td

L

I

V
R

2
1

2
  (6-3) 

which is solely determined by the duty cycle of 1M , regardless of the output 

voltage and current conditions. When PV module works in MPP, this resistance 

should be equal to the characteristic resistance of PV module as given by (1-2): 

 
mp

mp
mp I

V
R  . (1-2) 

However, the value of mpR  is subject to a relatively large variation and requires 

a fast dynamics. Therefore, in the next part, the dynamic response of the proposed 

system for MPPT with PV module voltage control will be studied. 

6.2.1.3. Frequency Response for MPPT Control 

Determination of the perturbation interval dT  and step change value dV  

involves a trade-off between MPPT static and dynamic performances. On the one 

hand, a small perturbation interval and a larger step change value would lead to fast 

tracking speed, but result in larger power loss at steady state. On the other hand, a 

large perturbation interval and a smaller step change would have less power loss at 

steady state but will be much slower in tracking the MPP of PV module when the 
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operating condition changes. This aspect has been well discussed [109, 110] and is not 

included in this work. 

Besides, the maximum achievable perturbation interval is also relevant to the 

dynamics of the control loop in Fig.6.1, which will be studied for the proposed 

topology below.  

In this study, it is assumed that a preset MPP has been already reached before 

variation of the power level occurs. The PV module is modeled as a voltage source in 

series with an incremental resistance, whose value is equal to the characteristics 

resistance. The equivalent circuit diagram of the proposed topology at the PV side is 

illustrated in Fig.6.3, 

 

Fig.6.3: Equivalent circuit diagram of the input stage (The secondary side power transfer parts are not 

shown) 

          
(a) Linear approximation of PV module characteristics    (b) Current waveform 

Fig.6.4: PV module model and input operation waveforms 
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The model is generated by linearizing the PV module’s current-voltage (IV) 

curve around the MPP as shown in Fig.6.4(a). 

 pv
mp

mp
mppv V

V

I
II  2  (6-4) 

The state-space averaging method is used to derive the following equations. 

 1Mpv
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pv II
dt

dV
C   (6-5) 
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The averaged small-signal model can be derived by substituting 

pvmppv vVV ~ , dDd
~

  and equations (3-7), (6-6) into (6-5). 

The transfer function of the duty cycle to PV module voltage around the MPPT 

points can be obtained as: 
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Equation (6-7) reveals a single-pole response, where the DC gain depends on the 

operating conditions such as the PV module voltage and current, and is not dependent 

on the PV side capacitance value. The pole position, on the other hand, is determined 

by the PV side capacitance and the incremental resistance of PV module at the MPP. 

Based on the parameters shown in Table 6.1, the system frequency response can 

be illustrated by a Bode diagram, as shown in Fig.6.5.  
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Table 6.1: Circuit parameters at STC 

Description Value 

PV side capacitance pvC  20μF 

Flyback magnetizing inductance  mL  4μH 

PV module nominal MPP voltage mpV  26.3V 

PV module nominal MPP current mpI  7.61A 

 

Fig.6.5: Bode diagram of flyback in DCM under nominal operating condition (Duty cycle to PV 

module voltage transfer function) 

With the constant power transferred by the flyback converter, the filter 

capacitance (20μF) is needed only to filter the switching frequency component. As 

shown in Fig.6.5, because of this small PV side capacitance, the pole is at a high 

frequency of 4.6 kHz, which enables a faster close-loop response. On the other hand, 

as discussed earlier, when no APD scheme is used, the PV capacitance will be much 

larger (e.g.12 mF) (see Section 3.3) so as to handle the second harmonic power also. 

In this case, the pole is located at the significantly lower frequency of 7.68 Hz (48 

rad/s in Fig. 6.5). Compared to the case without APD scheme, the small capacitance at 

PV side with APD scheme makes this topology suitable for fast MPPT 

implementation with a smaller perturbation interval, dT . 
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6.2.2. Pilot Topology Modeling 

 

Fig.6.6: Circuit diagram of the P3 pilot topology 

The pilot topology of the proposed P3 scheme is redrawn in Fig.6.6. It is 

assumed that a constant power is drawn from PV panel under a fixed irradiation and 

temperature and specific operating conditions. The output current shaping and 

power decoupling control are implemented at the secondary side of the pilot 

topology. The frequency responses of the dual-output flyback converter discussed in 

Section 5.3.2 under Scheme A and B operation as well as the buck converter will be 

studied in this section. The purpose is to investigate the potential control options and 

find a simple but effective control solution for the proposed topology. 

As both converters are designed to work in DCM and the PV side operation is 

decoupled from the secondary side control, the system under study is a first order 

system with only one storage component dcC .  

As shown in Fig.6.6, the output grid side filter is ignored in the modeling and 

the UFI operation is taken care of through modeling the load as a rectified AC 
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voltage sink oV . It is also assumed that the converter operation is ideal and that the 

power loss between the input and output is zero. As the switching frequency is much 

higher than then second harmonic frequency of the line waveform, it is reasonable to 

assume that the pilot topology works in quasi-steady state at every instant of the AC 

period in deriving the plant transfer functions. 

6.2.2.1. Modeling of Switching Scheme A 

 
Fig.6.7: Illustration of Flyback converter waveforms in Scheme A 

When the dual-output flyback converter works in Scheme A, the waveforms of 

the gate signals for M1 and S1 and the flyback transformer magnetizing current Lmi  

are shown in Fig.6.7. In this figure, 1d  represents the duty cycle of D1 and S1, 

while 2d  represents the duty cycle of D2. During the interval when S1 is on, the 

slope of current in S1 is equal to niLm / .  

Therefore, the average current of S1 can be obtained from Fig.6.7: 
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The small signal modeling of the system can be obtained by applying a small 

signal perturbation on the duty cycle of 1d . Therefore, the transfer function of the 

control to output current is: 
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It is noticed that this transfer function is a simple gain, which is proportional to 

the square root of the decoupling power between input and output. With the design 

parameters 4n , HLm 4  (see Section 5.4 and Section 5.5) and the PV module 

parameters at nominal power in Table 5.2, the gain of power plant is drawn in 

Fig.6.8. The gain of the power plant is larger during zero crossing instants and 

reduces to zero when flyback converter changes from mode I into mode II. 
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Fig.6.8: The transfer function of (6-9) over an AC cycle 
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6.2.2.2. Modeling of Switching Scheme B 

The gate signal waveforms and the current waveform when the flyback 

converter works in Scheme B are shown in Fig.6.9. 

 
Fig.6.9: Illustration of Flyback converter waveforms in Scheme B 

In this case, control of S1 current is mainly done by changing the duty cycle of 

D2, instead of the duty cycle of S1. The average current of S1 1oI  can be derived as 

a function of 2d , rather than 1d  based on the equations below: 
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where LmBI  is the magnetizing current at the interval when S1 is turned on;  

pM1,I is the cyclic peak current of M1, equivalent to the cyclic peak magnetizing 

current; 1d  and 2d  represent the duty cycle of D1/S1 and D2 respectively; n  is 

flyback transformer turns ratio and mL  the magnetizing inductance. 

Based on the quasi-steady state equations (6-10)~(6-13), the control-to-output 

current transfer function of flyback converter in Scheme B can be calculated as:  
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It is noticed that this transfer function is a simple gain with a negative value, 

which is proportional to the square root of the input DC power. With the design 

parameters of 4n , HLm 4  (see Section 5.4 and Section 5.5) and the PV 

module parameters at nominal power in Table 5.2, the negative gain of power plant 

over an AC cycle is drawn in Fig.6.10 together with the positive control-to-output 

transfer function of the buck converter. As shown in Fig.6.10, variation of the 

negative gain within one AC cycle is limited at a given power level. In addition, 

variation of the power plant at power levels between 10W to nominal power level of 

200W is also limited to a negative value between -3 to -15 for the designed 

converter. This feature is useful in designing an effective linear controller for current 

tracking at different power levels. 
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6.2.2.3. Modeling of the Buck Converter 

The buck converter is designed to operate also in DCM so as to provide a 

similar control-to-output current transfer function to that of a flyback converter. The 

derivation of the transfer function follows a similar procedure to that discussed 

above. Its transfer function also is a simple gain and can be shown to be:  
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This transfer function is a positive gain, similar to the case of flyback converter 

in Scheme A, which mainly varies with square root of PV module power. Its 

variation over an AC cycle at power level of 10W and 200W based on the topology 

design in Chapter 5 has been illustrated in Fig.6.10, where a positive gain variation 

between 0.5 and 4.5 is shown.   

6.2.3. Model Discussion 

In the proposed scheme, when gpv PP  , S1 is controlled and S2 is off and when 

gpv PP  , S2 is controlled and S1 is on all the time. In this way, current shaping is 

realized by controlling S1 or either S2 depending on the power flow condition. 

However, a smooth transition between control of S1 and S2 is critical for the design 

of the control scheme. 

The plant transfer function 1idG  (6-9) in Switching Scheme A is not favorable 

for the proposed topology. First of all, it is noticed that the gain of power plant has a 
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large variation over AC cycle, starting from zero during the transition between 

flyback operation and buck control as shown in Fig.6.8. This will inevitably cause 

reduction of close-loop gain during the transition intervals and lead to distortion in 

current shaping. Secondly, both 1idG  for control of S1 and 3idG  for control of S2 

are positive, which means the duty cycle needs to be increased so as to increase the 

output current. Therefore, two individual control loops are required for the current 

shaping and the transition between controls of S1 and S2 can suffer from an 

integrator wind-up issue. The duty cycle of S1 has a varying upper limit, due to PV 

power, AC voltage variations as well as DCM operation. It proved to be quite 

difficult to provide a fixed upper limit for anti-windup. As a result, when flyback 

converter transits from mode I to mode II, increase of S1 duty cycle is not able to 

further increase the current any more. However, before the controller for buck 

converter starts to work, the flyback controller with integrator is still trying to 

integrate the error and increase the duty cycle of S1 in vain. As a result, when 

flyback converter changes back from mode II to mode I, there will be a long delay 

before the duty cycle of S1 reduces to the upper limit value of DCM operation. This 

will result in a large distortion in the transition periods. These problems were faced 

when attempting to use Switching Scheme A in simulation. 

The plant transfer function 2idG  in switching scheme B is quite the opposite 

and is much preferred for a simple linear control of the proposed topology. Firstly, 

although varying over different power level, the variation of 2idG  over AC cycle is 
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relatively small. Secondly, the negative response of 2idG  does not have the 

anti-windup issue discussed above. The current shaping plant transfer function of the 

proposed scheme for an AC cycle at different power levels is illustrated in Fig.6.10. 

 

Fig.6.10: Current Transfer Function over an AC cycle (actual gain) 

As shown in Fig.6.10, (6-14) to (6-16), both transfer functions are constant 

within a range, but with different polarity. Flyback converter transfer function is 

negative, ranging from -3 to -15, while the buck converter transfer function is 

positive, ranging from 0.5 to 4.5 for power level from 10W to 200W. As a result, the 

transition between 2idG  and 3idG  occurs at zero, regardless of its power level. 

This nature makes it possible to share a common current controller for two 

converters, which is discussed in Section 6.3.2. 

Therefore, in this work, the scheme B is selected for easy of control. This is 

inspite of the fact that switching scheme A is preferable from current stress point of 

view as discussed in Section 5.3.2. Besides, design of a single current controller 

needs to consider variation of the control-to-output current transfer functions for 

both converters, with an absolute value between a min. gain of 0.5 and a max. gain 

of 15. This variation corresponds to operation power level between 10W to 200W. 
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6.3 Proposed Control Scheme 

 
Fig.6.11: Overall Control System for the P3 Pilot Topology 

The overall control system for the proposed P3 pilot topology is illustrated in 

Fig.6.11. Here, three independent control functions are included, i.e. MPPT control, a 

dual loop voltage/current control and UFI control.  

The first block is the MPPT control. As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the flyback 

converter in DCM operation makes the input power from PV module solely 

determined by the duty cycle of the main switch M1. This feature decouples the 

MPPT control from the other control actions at the flyback secondary side. 

The second control block in Fig.6.11 is a dual loop voltage/current control, 

which is the main controller in charge of active power decoupling and output current 

shaping. In the outer voltage loop, the average value of decoupling capacitor voltage 

Cv  is sensed by a scale factor of dck . The feedback signal cfbv  is then controlled by a 

slower voltage controller to track the predefined reference voltage. In the internal 
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current loop, the reference signal for the output current irefv  is generated by 

multiplying the output from the voltage controller and the sensed rectified grid 

voltage. However, the currents of the two converters are to be controlled separately by 

changing the duty cycle of S1 and S2, which adds to the control complexity. These 

control possibilities will be investigated in detail in the next section with a simple 

control method proposed and studied. 

The third control block is to unfold the unidirectional shaped output current into 

alternating current by turning on AT and BT  at positive half AC cycle and turning 

on AT and BT  at negative half AC cycle. This block, again is independent from the 

previous two control blocks, which is easy to implement at a very low switching 

frequency i.e. 100Hz. 

Overall, the major control challenge in the proposed scheme is in the second 

control block, which will be investigated in the next section. 

6.3.1. A Dual Loop Voltage/Current Control 

As discussed earlier, the major challenge in control of the proposed P3 pilot 

topology lies in the dual loop voltage/current control to achieve power decoupling 

and current shaping purposes. In this work, a simple dual loop control scheme is 

proposed and illustrated in Fig.6.12. 

As shown in Fig.6.12, the slower voltage loop controls the DC link (i.e. the 

decoupling capacitor) voltage Cv  to generate the magnitude of the output current. 
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This magnitude is multiplied by the scaled rectified sinusoidal grid voltage to be the 

reference signal irefv . An internal current loop is used to control the output current 

to follow the reference signal. 

 
Fig.6.12: Control diagram for dual-loop control 

However, in the proposed topology, the output current consists of two 

components from flyback converter and auxiliary buck converter, which makes 

current control more complex. In the proposed control diagram shown in Fig.6.12, 

this challenge is addressed by manipulating flyback converter switching scheme 

(using Scheme B discussed in Section 5.3.2) so as to use one simple average current 

controller for two plants. This aspect is presented in Section 6.3.2.  

Further discussion follows the conventional design procedure for dual loop 

controller design, i.e. the current controller for inner current loop firstly (Section 

6.3.2) and then the voltage controller for the external voltage loop (Section 6.3.3).  

6.3.2. Current Control 

As shown in Fig.6.12, a single current controller is proposed to control the net 

output current obtained by combining the output current of the top path of the 
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flyback converter (via S1 and D1) and the output current of the buck converter. This 

is based on the fact that the control of the top path of the flyback converter (via S1 

and D1) and the buck converter do not occur at the same time. When the flyback 

converter output is controlled to perform output current shaping, the buck converter 

is not operating and the duty cycle 3d  is equal to zero. On the other hand, when the 

buck converter is actively controlled to shape the output current, the flyback 

converter top path is transferring full constant power with S1 on all the time. 

However, a smooth transition between control of flyback converter output and buck 

converter is critical for the output current shaping performance, especially at varying 

power levels for PV application. 

In order to reduce the control complexity, the flyback output current is 

controlled by varying the conduction duty cycle of D2 rather than the duty cycle of 

D1/S1. In this way, one current controller can be used to control the output current 

of flyback and buck converters due to two reasons. Firstly, the transition between 

flyback converter and buck converter occurs when either the duty cycle of D2 or the 

duty cycle of S2 reduces to zero. This is extremely beneficial as the transition 

condition does not change with either the power level or AC voltage. The second 

reason is that the two plants to be controlled share similar transfer functions, which 

makes it possible to share the same current controller over an AC cycle. Following 

that, the current sensing scheme and corresponding transfer function are discussed in 

Section 6.3.2.1. An average current controller is designed in 6.3.2.2 following the 
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standard design procedure [114] considering the varying nature of the plant transfer 

functions at quasi-steady state. 

6.3.2.1. Current Feedback Transfer Function 

One current sensing resistor csR  (0.1 ) is placed before the UFI, followed by 

an isolation amplifier AMC1200 with gain of 8iA  and minimum bandwidth of 

2f  (=60 kHz). As the differential input voltage of the amplifier is limited to be less 

than 0.25V, the sensed high frequency pulsating voltage of csR  needs to be 

averaged by an RC filter. The bandwidth 1f  of this analog filter is normally 

designed to be below 1/10th of the switching ripple in order to provide more than 

-20dB attenuation on the switching components. In our design, kHzf 56.51  . 

Therefore, the current sensing factor ik  is calculated by: 
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  (6-17) 

Ignoring the sign of the gains in Fig.6.10, the plant transfer functions of flyback 

and buck converters including the current feedback factor have been illustrated in 

Fig.6.13. Here, the curve of “Buck min”, “Buck max”, “Flyback min” and “Flyback 

max” refer to the control-to-output current transfer function at a simple gain of 0.5, 

4.5, 3 and 15 respectively as discussed in Section 6.2.3. In this case, design of the 

output current controller in the next section needs to consider the maximum gain of 

15 and the minimum gain of 0.5. 
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Fig.6.13: Plant transfer functions including current sensing circuit 

6.3.2.2. Current Controller Design 

Design of the current controller should make sure the open loop transfer 

functions fulfill the following conditions: 1) Enough gain at 100 Hz; 2) Good 

attenuation at the switching frequency. 3) A slope of -20dB/decade is preferred at 

crossover frequency to ensure enough phase margin.  

A simple PI controller has been designed below to meet the above conditions. 

 1167.0
7780


s

Ci  (6-18) 

The system open-loop and close-loop Bode diagrams are shown in Fig.6.14 for 

the minimum plant gain of 0.5 and shown in Fig.6.15 for the maximum plant gain of 

15 . As shown in Fig.6.14 and Fig.6.15, the close loop system bandwidth ranges 

from 0.5 kHz to 10 kHz when the plant transfer function varies from 0.5 to 15. 
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Fig.6.14: Bode diagrams of the designed controller (for the minimum gain of 0.5) 
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Fig.6.15: Bode diagrams and step response of the designed controller (for the maximum gain of 15) 

6.3.3. Voltage Control 

Design of the voltage controller in an external control loop around an existing 

current loop requires a suitable model of the internal current loop, taking into account 

static gain and dynamic response. This corresponds to a close-loop transfer function 

ioG , which is commonly in the form of: 
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where oA  represents the scale factor of output current versus current reference 

signal, which is assumed to be one. Here, bwbw f 2 , where bwf  is the bandwidth of 

the close loop system, i.e. 0.5~10kHz at nominal operating conditions. 

However, as discussed above, this close-loop transfer function varies in terms of 

power level and AC cycle. Since the voltage loop is a slow loop which is expected to 

be much less than the current loop tracking speed as so to prevent output current 

distortion. An equivalent close-loop transfer function eqioG . is used to represent the 

tracking dynamics over an AC cycle as shown in Fig.6.16, which can be estimated as: 
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where kHzf eqbw 5.0_   (considering the worst condition) 

 

Fig.6.16: Block diagram of the external voltage loop 

Therefore, the block diagram for the external voltage control is illustrated in 

Fig.6.16, where vcG  represents the current-to- voltage transfer function of the P3 

pilot topology, vck  is the voltage sensing scale which is assumed to be 1 here and 

cvG  is the voltage controller to be designed. 

The plant transfer function for the output current versus decoupling capacitor 

voltage is given by: 
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where dcCV ,  represents the average voltage of the power decoupling capacitor. 

Design of the voltage controller follows a typical design procedure. For the system 

designed in Chapter 5, the voltage controller is designed to be: 
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The phase margin of the open loop system is 82.8 degree and the bandwidth is 

57.2 rad/sec, which is purposely designed to be less than 1/10th of 1002  rad/sec in 

order not to influence the THD of the grid current. 

6.4 Results and Analysis 

The designed control system discussed above has been verified by simulation 

using PLECS/SIMULINK and by experiment with prototype. 

6.4.1. Simulation Verification 

The output current tracking performance of the pilot topology at steady state 

operation using the designed current controller has been shown in Fig.6.17 and 

Fig.6.18.  

The control signal, the reference output current and feedback current are shown 

in Fig.6.17. It is noticed that the control signal is positive when the flyback converter 

is under control. In this case, the output current tracks the reference current closely. 

When the control signal reduces to zero, the flyback converter works in constant 

power transfer mode, with all the input power transferred to output through S1/D1. 
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The control signal further reduces to negative, which starts to control S3 in buck 

converter to transfer power from power decoupling capacitor to output side. However, 

a steady state current error has been noticed in comparison of the reference current 

and actual current of the buck converter output current control. As a result, a slight 

current distortion has been noticed in the grid current waveform as shown in Fig.6.18. 

The simulated THD of the gird current is 3.88% at nominal power level of 200W, 

which satisfy the THD requirement for grid connection. 

 

Fig.6.17: Steady State Control Signals ( VV pv 27 , WPpv 200 , Simulation) 
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Fig.6.18: Steady State Output Waveforms ( VV pv 27 , WPpv 200 , Simulation) 
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The transient response of the proposed external voltage controller has also been 

verified by simulation as shown in Fig.6.19 and Fig.6.20. 

 

Fig.6.19: Start up waveforms of the P3 scheme with voltage control ( VV pv 27 ,
pvin PP  , 

Simulation) 

 

Fig.6.20: Transient waveforms of the P3 scheme with voltage control (Step change of 50W at input 

power, Simulation)  

As shown in Fig.6.19, a soft start of the proposed pilot topology is applied in 

simulation so as to prevent an overshoot of the power decoupling capacitor voltage. 
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This soft start is implemented by limiting the input power to linearly increase rather 

than in a step manner.  

As shown in Fig.6.20, when a step change of 50W is applied to the input power 

of the pilot topology, the voltage controller is able to maintain the power decoupling 

capacitor voltage at desired 400V. 

6.4.2. Experimental Results 

Since one current controller is used to control two converters based on the 

polarity of control signal as shown in Fig.6.7, it is implemented using operational 

amplifier CA3140 with dual power supplies. Fast comparators AD790 are used to 

generate the PWM signal from the control signal. As the magnitude of the RAMP 

signal is 3V, the designed PI controller given by (6-18) is implemented by: 

 kRs 2.6 ,  kR f 2.2  and pFC f 6800 as shown in Fig.6.21. 

 
 Fig.6.21: Current controller implementation 

Close loop control of the output current using the simple PI controller has been 

tested under different operating conditions. For examples, the flyback converter is 

tested alone for output current shaping purpose even at low power level and the 

waveforms are shown in Fig.6.22. It is noticed that the feedback signal tracks the 
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reference signal for a wide range of AC cycle and the feedback signal follows the 

actual output current sensed by current probe as well. The control signal is positive in 

the whole AC cycle as only flyback converter is working.  

 

Fig.6.22: Current tracking waveforms with flyback operation only ( VVpv 27 , VVrms 50 , 

experiment) 

 

Fig.6.23: Current tracking waveforms ( VVpv 27 , VVrms 100 , experiment) 
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When the buck converter works alternatively with the flyback converter to 

control the output current, the current tracking waveforms are shown in Fig.6.23. 

Firstly, the transition between the flyback control and buck converter control occurs at 

zero, which is similar to the simulation result in Fig.6.17.  

Generally, the overall feedback signal follows the reference signal with some 

staircase distortion noticed in the output current feedback signal during buck 

operation. This aspect is due to DCM operation of the buck converter and could be 

considered for further improvement in future.  

Small distortions at zero-crossing points are also observed in flyback converter 

output current, feedback current signals and control signals. This is most likely caused 

by jumping of the controller signal between an upper limit and the actual value 

corresponding to zero duty cycle for S1, which can be eliminated when working at 

higher power levels as noticed in experiment. 

The grid voltage and current waveforms at different operating conditions are also 

shown in Fig.6.24 and Fig.6.25. It is observed ringing at the resonance frequency of 

the output filter makes the current waveform bold. But generally the output current 

follows the sinusoidal grid voltage with a phase shift due to the output filter.  

 

Fig.6.24: Grid voltage and current waveforms ( VVpv 27 , VVrms 71 , AI rms 5.0 , experiment) 
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Fig.6.25: Grid voltage and current waveforms ( VVpv 27 , VVrms 6.124 , AI rms 53.0 , experiment) 

6.5 Conclusions 

The control aspect for the pilot topology using the P3 scheme has been 

investigated in this Chapter. The frequency response of the proposed topology for 

input voltage control has been carried out. This model will be useful in evaluating the 

MPPT searching algorithm used. In order to explore the control possibilities for 

effective output current shaping, small signal modeling of the dual-output flyback 

converter in Switching Scheme A and B have been carried out to derive the 

control-to-output current transfer functions. Similarly the control-to-output current 

transfer function of the buck converter has also been derived. Considering the control 

simplicity and smooth transition of current shaping control between flyback and buck 

converter, Switching Scheme B has been selected. Design procedure of one current 

controller for both converters has been presented first and followed by design of 

external voltage loop for control of power decoupling capacitor voltage. The steady 

state operation and dynamic response using the designed dual loop voltage/current 

control scheme have been verified by simulations. The proposed current control 
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scheme has been tested with prototype and the experimental results show an overall 

good tracking behavior. 

The proposed scheme has the advantages of non-utilization of short life 

electrolytic capacitor, and avoidance of excessive additional power processing to 

accommodate the Active Power Decoupling feature and constant power transfer 

resulting in low component current stresses in the main DC/DC power converter 

handling the PV power. 
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CHAPTER 7:  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

WORK 

7.1 Summary of Conclusions 

Though microinverter has become very popular in recent years in photovoltaic 

applications due to its several potential advantages, such as module level maximum 

power point tracking, removal of external high voltage DC link, various efforts are 

still taken to reduce the cost, improve the system efficiency as well as prolong the 

lifetime simultaneously.  

The aim of this thesis was to investigate suitable topologies for the above three 

performance targets (cost, efficiency and lifetime) and to provide solutions to the 

problems associated with the proposed topology and its control. The problems 

identified and the key solutions proposed in this thesis fall under the following five 

categories: 

1. For microinverters using a PV side capacitor for power decoupling, the 

commonly used capacitance calculation [1] to account for the MPPT 

requirement was found to be inadequate in accurately meeting the output 

current THD requirement also. This requirement is found to be more 

stringent than that imposed by the MPPT requirement and has been 

studied first time in this thesis. 

2. A popular flyback inverter has normally been used as a potential low cost 

solution. This inverter typically was operated previously in DCM only. 
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Such a flyback-DCM inverter is known to be more suitable for power 

levels below 100W due to efficiency considerations. In order to improve 

the inverter’s efficiency at higher power levels, say even above 200W, 

without adding to the cost of the whole system, a flyback-CCM inverter 

was proposed and compared to a benchmark flyback-DCM inverter. The 

issues in the design of the flyback-CCM inverter has been studied and 

discussed. A weighted efficiency improvement of 8% has been verified 

by experimental prototype test at full power of 200W and at a high 

switching frequency of 100 kHz.  

3. A major challenge which prevents usage of a flyback-CCM Inverter as a 

current source microinverter is the presence of an RHP zero in the 

control-to-output transfer function, which imposes a limit on the 

closed-loop bandwidth resulting in slow tracking response. In order to 

meet the output power quality requirement, an indirect output current 

control scheme, has been proposed and investigated. Two current 

controllers, i.e. Indirect One Cycle Control (IOCC) and Indirect Average 

Current Control (IACC), have been applied to implement the indirect 

output current control and their merits compared. The simple IACC 

scheme based on the commonly used Average Current Control method 

has been shown to be able to meet the output quality requirements and 

make the proposed flyback-CCM inverter a feasible solution for 

micoinverter. 
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4. With regard to the lifetime issue of microinverter, one common approach 

is to replace the bottleneck electrolytic capacitor with a long life film 

capacitor by using an active power decoupling circuit. However, this 

could compromise the efficiency. In order to eliminate the use of an 

remove electrolytic capacitor while maintaining a good efficiency, a 

parallel power decoupling scheme has been proposed. A pilot topology 

based on the scheme has also been identified. The topology operation has 

been verified through simulations. Also, it has been verified that a film 

capacitor with value of only 20μF is sufficient to provide the power 

decoupling for a 200W inverter. 

5. The major control challenge in the proposed Parallel Power Processing 

(P3) scheme lies in the smooth transition between controls of the two 

parallel converters. By choosing the switching sequence of the 

dual-output flyback converter appropriately, a simple control scheme has 

been proposed and shown to be able to address this issue with one current 

controller for both converters through simulations and experiments. 

The detailed conclusions are discussed in Secs. 7.2 and 7.3, while suggestions 

for future work in this area are provided in Sec. 7.4. 
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7.2 A Low Cost Flyback-CCM Inverter 

The first proposed topology for PV microinverter application is based on flyback 

converter. It is targeted at a low cost and high efficiency solution for medium power 

levels around 200W. 

7.2.1. Study of the Power Decoupling Capacitance at PV side 

Both the benchmark flyback-DCM inverter and the proposed flyback-CCM 

inverter discussed in Chapter 3 require a large power decoupling capacitor at the PV 

side, which makes the use of an electrolytic capacitor necessary. The power 

decoupling capacitance per watt has been found to be determined by the PV module 

average voltage and maximum allowed voltage ripple. The maximum allowed voltage 

ripple at PV module has been studied in order 1) to ensure above 98% of maximum 

power of PV module can be extracted and 2) not to cause large output current 

distortion.  

It has been found that the second requirement is stricter than the MPPT 

requirement, and is the determining factor in the calculation of the power decoupling 

capacitance. The study method and analysis has been presented in Section 3.3 and 

verification of the capacitance’s influence to the output power factor has been carried 

out by simulation with a PV module model in Section 5.4.  
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7.2.2. Analysis and Design of a Flyback CCM Inverer 

A flyback CCM inverter was proposed for this application in order to reduce the 

current stresses in the components and improve efficiency without increasing overall 

cost or system complexity. Quasi-steady state analyses of the flyback inverter under 

CCM and also the benchmark flyback-DCM inverter have been carried out in Chapter 

3 to provide insight on the converter operation over an AC cycle and to derive the 

design equations and component stress for both schemes. The trade-offs in the design 

have been presented and discussed. Efforts have been taken to ensure a fair 

comparison between a pure DCM scheme and a combined DCM/CCM inverter 

scheme. These efforts include design of both inverters following the given design 

procedure and component selections under the same considerations. 

7.2.3. Verification of Efficiency Improvement of a Flyback 

CCM Inverter compared to a flyback-DCM Inverter 

The Flyback-CCM inverter is expected to have lower current stresses and higher 

efficiencies compared to a flyback converter in Discontinuous Conduction Mode 

(DCM) for a medium power level from 100~300W. Verification of the efficiency 

improvement of flyback-CCM inverter in DC-AC inversion (for low DC voltage 

below 40V) has been carried out in this work. 

The prototypes for both flyback-DCM inverter and flyback-CCM inverter have 

been built for a 200W PV module at a switching frequency of 100 kHz. The test 
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waveforms and results confirm the theoretical predictions. As expected the 

flyback-CCM inverter operates with significantly lower current stresses. The 

European efficiency and CEC efficiency of the proposed flyback-CCM inverter have 

been verified to be 7% ~8% higher than the equivalent of the flyback-DCM inverter 

by experiment. 

7.2.4. Output Current Shaping Control of Flyback-CCM 

Grid-Connected Inverter 

Flyback converter in CCM with input current shaping requirement has found use 

in PFC (Power Factor Correction) circuits. However, when working as a 

grid-connected inverter, it is the output current, rather than the input current, that 

needs to be controlled. In this work, a first attempt was made to directly control the 

output current of flyback converter in CCM using One Cycle Control and Average 

Current Control respectively as shown in Appendix B. The control challenges for both 

controllers have been identified. The main issue was the difficulty in overcoming the 

limitations imposed by the non-minimum phase characteristic of the output current to 

duty cycle operation of a flyback-CCM inverter. 

In order to solve the problems caused by such direct current control methods, an 

indirect current control scheme has been proposed in Chapter 4. The indirect output 

current control scheme was applied using both one cycle control (Indirect OCC) and 

average current control (Indirect ACC) methods.  
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The indirect OCC scheme was first studied (in Chapter 4) considering its 

capability for fast tracking within one switching cycle. However, this scheme was 

found to suffer from nonlinear dynamics due to its nonlinear features. Study of the 

nonlinear phenomena has also been carried out using discrete time cycle-by-cycle 

mapping method and the cause being identified as the transition between DCM and 

CCM operation. A solution has been proposed to limit the duty cycle variation 

between adjacent switching cycles. Though the problem is resolved and the Indirect 

OCC scheme is a viable control option for the flyback-CCM scheme, the fast transient 

response feature of OCC scheme is compromised due to the limiting of the allowed 

change in duty cycle in adjacent switching cycles. In addition, the implementation of 

this scheme would require a digital controller, which may add to the system 

complexity as OCC is usually implemented using simple analog circuitry. 

Since a very large system bandwidth is not needed as proven by Indirect OCC 

scheme (with the addition of duty cycle change limit), a popular linear controller, viz., 

average current control (ACC) scheme, was applied next in Chapter 4. The 

control-to-input current transfer functions have been derived and analyzed with 

variations of PV power level and AC voltage. A few reference transfer functions have 

been defined to simplify the process of controller design. A controller design 

guideline has also been developed to ensure the system stability at varying reference 

transfer functions. The designed controller is implemented using operational 

amplifier and used to control the Flyback-CCM inverter designed in Chapter 3. The 
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effectiveness of the Indirect ACC scheme for output current tracking has been verified 

by experiments. The analysis, design and experimental results clearly show that the 

proposed Flyback-CCM inverter together with the proposed Indirect Average Current 

Control Scheme is a feasible, high efficiency, low cost solution for a microinverter 

application. 

In order to achieve the desired current tracking performance, one 

implementation issue relates to the current sensing of the primary side current using a 

unidirectional CT circuit. A solution has been proposed based on a bidirectional CT 

circuit to get rid of the measurement error caused by reset behavior in unidirectional 

CT operation over an AC cycle. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme has been 

verified by experiment and discussed in Section 4.5. 

7.3 A Parallel Power Processing Scheme 

The second proposed scheme is targeted at a high efficiency microinverter with 

long lifetime (i.e. without usage of electrolytic capacitor) for medium power levels 

around 200W. 

7.3.1. Proposed Parallel Power Processing (P3) Scheme 

A parallel power processing scheme with active power decoupling circuit has 

been proposed in Chapter 5. It consists of two parallel power conversion paths from 

DC input to AC output. 
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The basic idea of the proposal is to achieve long system lifetime and high 

efficiency by: 1) sending 68% of power through one stage conversion directly to 

output and sending only the rest decoupled power through two-stage conversion; 2) 

placing active power decoupling circuit at high voltage side. In addition, a higher 

ripple voltage can be allowed across the DC link (decoupling) capacitor. These allow 

the use of non-electrolytic capacitor for power de-coupling purpose, thereby 

increasing the potential lifetime of the microinverter.  

An additional advantage of the proposed scheme is that the main power 

converter now transfers constant DC power as against the fluctuating (DC plus second 

harmonic) power transferred by the normal scheme studied in Chapters 3 & 4. This 

reduces the peak component current stresses in the main power converter.  

This scheme can be implemented with various different power converter options. 

One such option was studied through a Pilot Topology implementation. 

7.3.2. A Pilot Topology for Implementing the P3 Scheme 

A pilot topology has also been proposed to verify the effectiveness of P3 scheme 

based on a dual-output main flyback converter and an auxiliary buck converter for 

processing the decoupled power. 

Studies into the design of the dual-output flyback converter and the buck 

converter have been conducted to ensure DCM operation in both of these converters 

at all times. DCM operation was chosen so as to simplify the control of the system 
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under different power level and AC voltage. Two switching schemes of the 

dual-output flyback converter have been studied, with Switching Scheme A preferred 

in terms of the component stress and power loss consideration. However, considering 

the control difficulty between transition of flyback-converter and buck converter, 

Switching Scheme B was selected and implemented both in simulation and in the 

experimental prototype. The implementation issues for the pilot topology have been 

discussed and addressed in Chapter 5. Detailed simulation results have been presented 

to verify the operation of the proposed system. 

7.3.3. Proposal of a Control System for the Pilot Topology 

The control aspect for the pilot topology has been investigated in Chapter 6.  

In order to explore the control possibilities for effective output current shaping, 

small signal modeling of the dual-output flyback converter in Switching Scheme A 

and B has been carried out to derive the control-to-output current transfer functions. 

Similarly the control-to-output current transfer function of the buck converter has also 

been derived. The modelling also takes into account the mode of operation, which is 

dependent upon whether the PV input power is greater than the instantaneous AC 

output power or not. Considering the control simplicity and smooth transition of 

current shaping control between flyback and buck converter, Switching Scheme B has 

been selected. The proposed scheme uses one common current controller for both the 

operating modes. The design procedure for this single current controller has been 

presented first. This is then followed by the design of the external voltage loop for 
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control of the power decoupling capacitor voltage. The steady state operation and 

dynamic response using the designed dual loop voltage/current control scheme have 

been verified by simulation. The proposed current shaping control was implemented 

and the performance of the output current control has been verified experimentally.  

The proposed P3 scheme and its pilot implementation based on a flyback 

converter and an auxiliary buck converter is a promising approach towards realizing a 

long life microinverter without compromising efficiency significantly. 

7.4 Future Work 

In each of the issues on microinverters investigated in the thesis, there are further 

avenues to explore. Some of the areas for further work are summarized here. 

7.4.1. Power Loss Distribution Analysis and Efficiency 

Improvement of the Flyback-CCM Inverter 

Although the efficiency improvement of the proposed flyback-CCM inverter has 

been verified compared to the benchmark flyback-DCM inverter in a fair way, the 

measured efficiency of 88% can be further improved by carrying out a power loss 

distribution analysis on the prototype. A theoretical power loss study of active and 

passive components in the proposed topology could be used to identify the lossiest 

components and further verified by the experimental measurement. In this way, it 

may be possible to further improve the efficiency by better implementation or by 

applying advanced efficiency improvement techniques discussed in Chapter 2. These 
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techniques include burst mode control at light load condition, interleaving of the 

multiple inverters, using soft switching technique or non-dissipative snubber circuit.  

7.4.2. Solutions to dynamic response problem due to RHP zero 

in direct output current control of Flyback-CCM Inverter 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the slow transient response of the flyback-CCM 

inverter in direct output current control was due to the combined DCM/CCM 

operation. As a result, the close-loop bandwidth limit due to the RHP zero in CCM 

operation makes the close-loop bandwidth much lower than desired twice line 

frequency in DCM operation.  

Small signal dynamic response problem due to RHP zero in CCM operation can 

be mitigated by designing the magnetizing inductance to be lower. However, this can 

result in undesirable high current ripple, which was expected to be addressed by CCM 

inverter approach. 

The possible avenue of future work to this problem is to employ an adaptive 

controller so that in DCM mode, a high gain controller is used to ensure current 

tracking and in CCM mode the gain is brought down so as to ensure stability. Some 

control techniques for a large variation of plant transfer functions can be considered, 

such as gain scheduled PI controller, adaptive (or learning based) controller. 

Implementation of these controllers using a digital approach can also be considered in 
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the future. With a digital controller, the indirect current control scheme with One 

Cycle Control approach can be reconsidered for use as well. 

7.4.3. Identification and Solutions to bifurcation problem in 

IOCC Scheme 

Although the proposed reduction method for the nonlinear dynamic behaviour 

has been verified by discrete time cycle-by-cycle mapping, the proposed solution 

compromises the dynamic response of One Cycle Control (OCC).  

Bifurcation behavior [120, 127, 128] of power converters has been studied in 

DC-DC converters and Power Factor Correction circuits in order to discover the 

underlining reason for bifurcation and to identify the parameters range for normal 

operation. A similar systematic approach could be adopted for the flyback-CCM 

inverter with IOCC scheme and to identify the design parameters suitable for 

operation without bifurcation behaviour, if possible.  

7.4.4. Complete Experimental Performance Verification of the 

P3 (Pilot Topology) Scheme 

The main aim in the P3 study was to show the feasibility of the proposed P3 

scheme to eliminate the need for using an electrolytic capacitor which has been 

achieved through simulation results. Experimental prototype work can be completed 

at full rated power and voltages to fully characterize the performance of the proposed 

scheme.  
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7.4.5. Explore other topologies under P3 Scheme 

The proposed Parallel Power Processing (P3) Scheme can be implemented by 

different topologies other than those indicated in the pilot topology. For example, a 

forward converter suitable for operation at higher power level can be considered to 

replace the flyback converter.  

Besides, in the pilot topology, the decoupled power is injected into the output in 

the form of current. Therefore, an auxiliary DC-DC converter is necessary to convert 

the energy stored in the power decoupling capacitor to the output current to 

compensate the imbalance between input and output power. Alternatively, it is 

possible to inject the decoupled power to the output in the form of voltage, such as the 

scheme proposed in [129]. One benefit of this scheme is less component count 

compared to the pilot topology. Future study on this scheme in terms of power 

decoupling capacitance and conversion efficiency is needed to verify the feasibility of 

this topology for microinverter with power level of 200W,  

7.4.6. Solutions to effective control of the P3 pilot topology in 

Switching Scheme A 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the proposed pilot topology has lower current stress 

and potential lower power loss when working in Scheme A compared to the studied 

Scheme B. However, Scheme A was not studied due to the control difficulties when 
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the output current control changes between flyback and buck converters. Further 

study in control of Scheme A should be considered in future work. 

In this case, two individual current control loops could be used to control the 

output current independently. One foreseeable difficulty in this current control 

scheme for Scheme A is the anti-windup problem due to the saturation of one current 

controller when the other current control is in use. The limit levels of the control 

signal for effective anti-windup functioning vary with respect to the power level and 

dynamic conditions. Implementation in digital control could be one solution to 

effectively identify the varying limits for anti-windup of the controller. 
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Appendix A: Microinverter Specifications 

As each PV panel would need a separate inverter, a large enough power rating is 

preferred for AC module application so as to reduce the cost per watt. Several 

existing PV modules available in market are tabulated in Table. 1.1 and most of them 

are with a power level around 200W. Therefore, the study in this thesis is carried out 

for a power level of 200W. Kyocera PV module KC200GT [123] has been chosen as 

a representative panel for study purposes. It uses multi crystalline Si technology and 

has a catalogue conversion efficiency over 16%. Its key specifications are tabulated 

in Table A. 1.  

Table A. 1: Key Specifications of PV Module KC200GT 

Parameters STC1 800W/m2, NOCT2, AM1.5 
Maximum Power 

mpP  200 W 142 W 

Maximum Power Voltage 
mpV  26.3 V 23.2 V 

Maximum Power Current 
mpI  7.61 A 6.13 A 

Open Circuit Voltage 
ocV  32.9 V 29.9 V 

Short Circuit Voltage 
scI  8.21 A 6.62 A 

Temperature Coefficient of 
ocV  -0.123 V/oC  

Temperature Coefficient of 
scI  0.00318 A/oC  

STC1: Irradiance 1000W/m2, AM1.5 spectrum, module temperature 25oC; 
NOCT2 (Nominal Operating Cell Temperature): 47 oC. 

As shown in Table A. 1, the variation of PV module voltage is mainly influenced 

by temperature. Theoretically, a voltage variation of 15.6 V is expected if a 

temperature range of -25oC~ 75oC is considered. Thus, in the study through this 

thesis, a nominal PV module voltage is chosen as 27V, and the PV module MPPT 

voltage is expected to vary from 20V~34V. The grid side connection under study is 

with a RMS value of 230V and an AC frequency of 50Hz.
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Appendix B: Problems with Direct Output 

Current Control for Flyback-CCM Inverter 

B.1 Introduction 

Direct Output Current Control refers to controlling the output current directly 

to track the desired rectified sine waveform in a closed loop manner. It is well 

known that the flyback converter in CCM operation is a non-minimum phase system 

with a right half plane (RHP) zero in the linearized, small signal control to output 

current transfer function, which would greatly limit the achievable system 

bandwidth and dynamic response [130]. As discussed in Section 4.3, two current 

controllers, i.e. One Cycle Control (OCC) and Average Current Control (ACC) have 

been studied in an effort to directly control the output current of flyback inverter. 

The difficulties in the direct current control are examined in this appendix. 

B.2 Problems with Direct One Cycle Control 

 
Fig.B. 1: Circuit diagram for direct OCC scheme 
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One Cycle Control [131] is often used to achieve fast response current control 

in DC-DC and AC-DC converters. An attempt was first made to directly control and 

shape the secondary side current using such One Cycle Control (OCC) method. The 

OCC scheme was implemented as shown in Fig.B. 1.  

In the scheme, two CTs are used to sense the ‘net’ secondary side current of the 

flyback converter. The MPPT circuit (not implemented here) generates the factor 

mk  which determines the magnitude of the output current reference signal irefv , 

while the shape of the signal irefv  is determined by the rectified AC voltage 

waveshape. A fixed frequency clock generates a pulse to turn off the main MOSFET 

M1 and the capacitor switch CS . The current sensing signal starts to charge the 

capacitor CC  until it reaches the value of the reference signal irefv .  

Hence, with a constant switching period, the peak capacitor voltage Cv̂ , is 

proportional to the average secondary side current in each switching cycle. Thus, 

 sCiC fCIkv /ˆ 2,1sec  (B-1) 

Here, 2,1secI  represents the switching-average current of the secondary side 

legs. 

Once the peak capacitor voltage Cv̂  reaches the reference value of irefv , it 

triggers the RS flip flop, whose output is used to turn on the main MOSFET M1 and 

the capacitor switch CS . In this way, the capacitor CC  is discharged to zero and 

the system waits for the next cycle.  

The main circuit parameters of the flyback-CCM inverter are given in Table 3.2. 

The simulation results are shown in Fig.B. 2.  
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Fig.B. 2: Instability of Direct OCC scheme  

Even though the grid current is bounded and largely follows the sinusoidal 

reference in Fig.B. 2, the primary side current, prii , is unstable and increases in an 

uncontrolled manner, which is unacceptable. This is found to be caused by the 

incomplete demagnetization of flyback transformer in CCM operation. As a result, 

primary side current builds up, which would lead to eventual failure of the 

components in the circuit. 

 

Fig.B. 3: Transformer current reflected to the primary side for stability analysis 
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In order to study the instability phenomenon, the waveform of the transformer 

current (both primary and secondary sides) reflected on to the primary side is 

illustrated in Fig.B. 3. The waveform highlighted with shaded area is the output 

current portion of the waveform. Let us assume that the waveform reaches steady 

state at a duty ratio of D . If a disturbance of ][iI p  occurs at the i th cycle, in 

order to maintain the same average output current, the propagation of ]1[  iI p  

compared to ][iI p  can be obtained as: 

 1
][

/
1

][

]1[













iI

TD

L

nVV

iI

iI

p

s

m

gridpv

p

p             (B-2) 

According to Fig.B. 3 and (B-2) , it is noted that when the cyclic peak primary 

side current is perturbed for any reason, the off-time duty ratio ( D1 ) is reduced 

because of charge control (the area under the down-slope is equal to the required 

secondary side current over one switching cycle). The on-time duty ratio D  is 

increased thereafter, which further increases the cyclic peak primary current at the 

next cycle. In this way, a positive feedback situation occurs, which causes the 

instability in current control. Thus, the direct OCC method is not usable in this case. 

B.3 Direct Average Current Control 

In this section, we investigate the issues involved in directly controlling the 

secondary side current through average current control method. The control scheme 

adopted is shown in Fig.B. 4. As in the case of OCC, the reference current signal 

irefv  is shaped by the grid AC voltage waveform and is in phase with it. The 
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magnitude of irefv  is determined by the MPPT, which is not implemented here. The 

feedback current ifbv  is obtained by sensing the two secondary side currents. The 

error between the reference irefv  and the feedback variables ifbv  is fed to the 

average current controller whose output determines the duty cycle of M1. A separate 

averaging filter for the current feedback signal, ifbv , is not needed since the current 

controller gain is very low at the switching frequencies, which will act to filter out 

the switching frequency components. 

Due to the existence of RHP (Right Half Plane) zero in the control-to-output 

current transfer function in CCM operation, the low frequency gain of the controller 

is limited especially in DCM operation. Due to this, the inverter was found to be 

unable to track the reference. This problem is discussed in detail in the following 

three sub-sections. 

 
Fig.B. 4: Direct average current control scheme 

B.3.1 Plant Models 

The same assumptions defined in Section 4.4.2.1 are valid in this part, which 

include ideal operation of the flyback inverter without considering parasitic 

components and a constant voltage load. It must be emphasized that in obtaining 

control-to-output current transfer functions, the converter is assumed to operate in a 
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DC-DC operating mode with gV  and gI  equal to different switching-period 

average values in an AC cycle. 

In CCM, the control-to-output current transfer function [132] can be derived as: 
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where LmI  represents the switching-period average magnetizing current of the 

flyback transformer reflected at the primary side, which include the primary side 

current priI  and the reflected average secondary side current onI . 

This transfer function can be rewritten in the form below to demonstrate its 

variation in terms of power level pvP  and grid voltage gV : 
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It is noted from (B-4) that there is an integrator at origin and a RHP zero RZ , 

which is derived above considering the instantaneous power balance equation given 

in (3-18) and the switching-period average output current in (B-5). 

  tIVIVIV rmsrmsggpripv 2sin2  (3-18) 

 2/ rmspvggo VPVII   (B-5) 

In DCM, the control-to-output current transfer function can be also derived as a 

function of input power pvP : 
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The duty cycle of the main switch M1 varies with AC voltage, power level as 

well as operating modes as given by: 

DCM:   spvm
pvrms

g

pv

smpv

rms

g

d fPL
VV

V

V

fLI

V

V
D 2

2
        (3-21) 

CCM:   
gpv

g

c
vnV

v
D


                         (3-22) 

Theoretically, the boundary state between CCM and DCM will occur at certain 

grid voltage gbV . Under this condition, the duty cycle predicted by (3-21) will equal 

that predicted by (3-22). From this, it can be shown that: 

)n
LfP

V(VV
mspv

rmspvgb 
2

1                   (3-26) 

In each half of an AC cycle, the inverter will operate in DCM when gbg VV   

and in CCM when gbg VV  .  

Equations (B-4) and (B-6) describe the complete set of plant transfer functions 

during one AC cycle. The plant transfer function is an integrator with a RHP zero in 

CCM mode and a constant in DCM mode. These are plotted for a nominal power of 

200W in Fig.B. 5 a). Here, plot a and plot b correspond to rmsg VV 2  and 

gbg VV  . These represent the range of transfer functions under CCM conditions. 

Plot c corresponds to gbg VV 
 and represents the transfer function in DCM 

condition. At a given power level, when the grid voltage increases from zero to 
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maximum, the DC gain under DCM operation is a constant before entering CCM 

mode. During the transition, a sudden change of the DC gain occurs with an 

additional RHP being introduced (jump from curve c to curve b). In CCM mode, as 

gV  increases, the DC gain remains constant while the RHP zero moves to lower 

frequencies. 

 

a) Control-to-output current transfer functions. a: CCM with 
rmsg VV 2 ; b: CCM with 

gbg VV   ; 

c: DCM. 

 

b) Variation of DC gain and RHP zero at (1) 100%, (2) 75%, (3) 50% and (4) 25% of power rating. 

Fig.B. 5: The control-to-output current transfer function in terms of AC voltage and power variation 

The variation of the DC gain (at 1 rad/sec) and RHP zero over half an AC cycle 
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are shown in Fig.B. 5 b) at four different power levels. It is noted that the DC gain at 

1 rad/sec in DCM (ranging from -7.64dB to -1.62dB for 25% to 100% power levels) 

is much lower than that of CCM operations (around 110dB). Both gains remain 

constant with in an AC cycle. When the power level reduces, the DC gain in CCM is 

not influenced but the gain in DCM reduces with power. The RHP zero reduces with 

increasing power level and grid voltage. The minimum RHP zero occurs at 

41085.6  rad/sec (or 10.9 kHz) at the maximum power level and the maximum grid 

voltage, which is the worst case to consider in controller design 

B.3.2 Controller Design 

Since the DCM operation transfer function (B-6) is a mere gain, stability of the 

closed loop system is not an issue in DCM. Thus, the focus of the controller design 

is on CCM operation. This is discussed below. 

A large DC gain is introduced by adding an integrator at the origin. Besides, 

one pole and one zero are added at the two sides of the RHP zero to provide enough 

phase margin and roll-off slope at the cross-over frequency. The design process of 

the controller is similar to the steps outlined in greater detail in Section 4.4.2.2. 

The controller is designed to be: (the pole: sec/rad. 510471  ; zero: 

sec/rad. 310681  ) 

s

s

s
C

6

4

2 108.61

109.51366.94







                       (B-7) 

The open-loop and closed-loop bode plots of the inverter working in CCM are 
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shown in Fig.B. 6.  

As shown in Fig.B. 6, the crossover frequency is kHz15.3 ( 41098.1  rad/sec), 

which is limited to be less than the minimal RHP zero (10.9kHz) to ensure enough 

phase margin. 
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Fig.B. 6: Open-loop and Closed-loop Bode plots for CCM operation (200W, 
rmsg VV 2 ) 
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Fig.B. 7: Open-loop and Closed-loop Bode plots for DCM operation (200W) 
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However, when the flyback inverter works in DCM operation, the open-loop 

and closed-loop Bode plots with the designed controller can be shown in Fig.B. 7. It 

is noted that even with an integrator at the origin, DC gain at low frequency is very 

low and system bandwidth is 84.1 rad/sec (13.4 Hz), which is even less than the 

desired current shaping frequency of 100Hz. 

B.3.3 Current Tracking Performance 

Fig.B. 8 presents the simulation waveforms of the primary side current and the 

grid current obtained using the secondary side average current control. 

It is observed that the flyback inverter works in DCM when starting from the 

zero crossing instant. Sudden changes of the primary side current waveform are 

observed at around 0.046s and 0.056s; these are caused by the transition from DCM to 

CCM operation. In DCM operation, the inverter fails to track the reference signal 

because of the low gain at low frequency and limited system bandwidth as predicted 

from the analysis. On the one hand, the transition from DCM to CCM operation is 

greatly delayed due to the slow response in the DCM region. On the other hand, the 

accumulated error in the DCM region is carried forward, causing an overshoot when 

CCM operation starts. This, in turn, unexpectedly increases the magnetizing current 

of the flyback transformer. As a result, around the grid zero-crossing intervals, the 

flyback-CCM inverter is unable to demagnetize its current completely and keeps 

working in CCM, instead of in DCM. 
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Fig.B. 8: Tacking Performance of the Secondary Side Current Control ( 4n , HLm 20 , Vpv=27V, 

Vrms=230V, 200W, Simulation) 

In conclusion, for DACC scheme, the system operating point varies widely due 

to both the grid voltage variation over an AC period and to varying power levels due 

to irradiation changes, resulting in large changes in the RHP zero location. A 

controller designed to accommodate the worst case RHP zero, which occurs at the 

peak AC voltage under maximum power, was found to result in unacceptably low 

bandwidth (even lower than 100 Hz) when the operation changes to DCM under low 

instantaneous voltages during an AC cycle. Thus the widely varying RHP zero in 

CCM operation results in poor tracking performance in the DCM operating zones 

and hence unacceptable output power quality. Therefore, it was concluded that 

direct output current control using ACC is also not an option to perform the current 

shaping control.  
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Appendix C: Impedance Measurement and 

Loop Gain Tests 

This appendix will discuss the test setup using Agilent 4295A for impedance 

measurement of the main passive components used in this thesis and for loop gain 

measurement of the flyback-CCM inverter in Chapter 4. 

C.1 Impedance Measurement using Agilent 4395A 

The purpose of the impedance measurement is to find out the parasitic 

components whose values will have significant influences on the plant transfer 

function and circuit operation.  

Firstly, the test setup using Agilent 4395A and impedance calculation based on 

measurement results will be introduced. The test result of an inductor is given as an 

example. 

C.1.1  Test Setup 

 
a) Test Setup 
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b) Equivalent Circuit of Test Setup (DUT: inductor) 

Fig.C. 9: Test setup for impedance measurement using 4395A 

The test setup for impedance measurement (in the range of 10 kHz to 100 kHz) 

using Agilent 4395A is shown in Fig.C. 9 a), which is simple without extra 

component. The Port RF is terminated with Port A and the DUT (Device Under Test) 

is connected between Port A/RF and Port R.  

It is noted that port RF, port A and port R are all ports with impedance of 50Ω. 

Therefore, the equivalent circuit of the test setup is illustrated in Fig.C. 9 b) and the 

impedance of the DUT can be obtained as: 

 )1(50
50/





R

A

R

RA
f v

v

v

vv
Z  (C-8) 

where, Av  and Rv  correspond to the measurement results at port A and port R 

respectively. 

The reason why a NA (Network Analysis) mode is chosen rather than IA 

(Impedance analysis) mode for these measurements is that the frequency range of IA 

mode starts from 100kHz, which is higher than the targeted frequency range of plant 

transfer function.  
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In order to ensure measurement accuracy, the following guidelines should be 

followed: 

(1) Response calibration is needed every time before measurement. 

(2) Change injection power by +-10dB and make sure the impedance curve does 

not change. 

C.1.2 Test Examples 

 

(a) Equivalent circuit of filter inductor 
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(b) Test result vs. model  

Fig.C. 10: Impedance measurement and verification of filter inductor 
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The impedance test of a filter inductor is given here as an example. As shown in 

Fig.C. 10, the parameters in the equivalent circuit of filter inductor can be derived 

from measurement result shown in Fig.C. 10 (b). Also included in Fig.C. 10 (b) is 

the calculated impedance model based on the derived parameters, which shows a 

good match with measurement result between 10 Hz~100 kHz (interested frequency 

range). The discrepancy at high frequency is not relevant in this study. 

C.2 Loop Gain Test using Agilent 4395A 

Measurement of loop gain requires injection of a disturbance signal into the 

close loop and measuring the ratio between the small signals at the input and output 

sides of the injection. The test setup using Agilent 4395A and test examples will be 

discussed in this part. 

C.2.1 Test Setup 

The injection point for flyback-CCM inverter studied in Chapter 4 is shown in 

Fig.C. 11 (a) . Here, a disturbance signal generated from Agilent 4395A RF port is 

summed with the controller output signal. The summation circuit using a differential 

opamp is illustrated in Fig.C. 11 (b). Here, it should be noted that the RF port has an 

output resistance of 50Ω, which makes the actual injected signal half of the value 

specified in the instrument. The loop gain can be represented by xy vv ~/~  with the 

injected signal sweeping through a wide frequency range. 
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(a) Flyback-CCM Inverter system diagram and injection point 

 

(b) Summation circuit using op-amp 

Fig.C. 11: Disturbance injection for loop gain measurement  

 

(a) Front panel of 4395A  

 

(b) Voltage measurement using a self-made voltage follower 

Fig.C. 12: Test setup for loop gain measurement 
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For loop gain measurement of switch mode power supply, a common practice is 

to use probes with a large impedance of 1MΩ in order not to interfere with the 

original circuit operation. However, as mentioned in impedance measurement, all 

the ports in Agilent 4395A (including RF, R, A and B ports shown in Fig.C. 12 (a)) 

are with a low impedance of 50 Ω, which tends to loading the circuit under test. In 

order to prevent this effect, an adapter for impedance conversion has been built and 

its circuit shown in Fig.C. 12 (b). This adapter works as a voltage follower. Its input 

impedance should be large to prevent loading the circuit under test and at the same 

time, it should be able to drive a low resistive load of 100Ω. Although most signal 

op-amps are able to meet the first requirement, they are usually not able to provide 

the large load driving capability, hence is not used in this circuit. Instead, a power 

amplifier L165 able to drive a load current up to 3A is used.  

The waveforms of input signals xv , yv  and its corresponding output signals Rv , 

Av  measured at port R and A are shown in Fig.C. 13. It is noticed that the output 

signal follows the input signals with half the amplitude.  

 

Fig.C. 13: Input and output waveforms of self-made adapter ( ]/1.0[ divVvx ; 

]/50[ divmVvR ; ]/2[ divVv y ; ]/1[ divVvA ) 
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In order to ensure the accuracy of the test results, the guidelines given below 

should be followed: 

(1) Perform response calibration every time before measurement; 

(2) Monitor the time domain waveforms (such as Fig.C. 14 and the circuit 

operation waveforms in Fig.C. 14) to ensure the circuit operating in the 

desired mode. For example, the primary side current prii  of flyback inverter 

in Fig.C. 14 already shows a DCM operation. Therefore, if the test purpose is 

to find out the loop gain in CCM operation, the magnitude of the disturbance 

signal should be set smaller in order to prevent the converter enters DCM 

operation. 

(3) Change injection power and make sure the impedance curve does not change. 

This ensures that we are measuring strictly the linearized small signal 

transfer function. 

 

Fig.C. 14: Operation waveforms of the main circuit with injection of disturbance 
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C.2.2 Loop Gain Test of Flyback-CCM Inverter 

As the loop gain of the designed inverter changes with the operating condition, 

we will measure it under different power levels pvP  and at varying instantaneous 

grid voltages gV and compare them with theoretical predictions. 

Since the test is based on DC-DC operation, and not for DC-AC operation, a 

conversion of test conditions is needed. As the designed inverter is designed for a 

full power level of 200W, the instantaneous transfer power will reach 400W at the 

AC peak conditions. If tested as a DC-DC at this power, the designed inverter may 

overheat. Therefore, the maximum operating power of the flyback-CCM inverter 

under DC-DC operation was limited to 200W and the DC output voltage (to 

represent the instantaneous grid voltage) was limited to below 200V in our test. 

The loop gain measurements for two such quasi-steady state operating 

conditions at 200W are given here as examples. Table C. 1 compares the operating 

parameters both from theoretical calculations and from measurement results and also 

indicates the proper injection power from the RF port. The measured loop gains are 

compared with the theoretical model (theo-2 using equation (4-25)) and shown in 

Fig.C. 15 and Fig.C. 16.  

Table C. 1: Quasi-steady state operating conditions ( VVpv 27 , WPpv 200 ) 

gV  [V] D  priI  [A] 
gI  [A] Injection power 

from RF Cal. Test Cal. Test Cal. Test 

150 0.58 0.58 3.15 3.2 0.567 0.52 -10dB 

200 0.65 0.65 5.6 6.12 0.756 0.737 -10dB 
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Fig.C. 15: Measured loop gain versus modeling using equation (4-25) (200W, VVg 150 , 

 25.0LmR ) 
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Fig.C. 16: Measured loop gain versus modeling using equation (4-25) (200W, 

VVg 200 ,  25.0LmR ) 

As shown in Fig.C. 15 and Fig.C. 16, modeling using theo-2 model based on 

equation (4-25) agree with the test results in the frequency range of 100 ~ 10 kHz 
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(up to the system close-loop bandwidth). The variation of test results at low 

frequency is because the sweeping speed of the disturbance signal is too fast. To set 

the sweeping speed lower would eliminate the varying signal at low frequency as 

shown in Fig. 4.32, but would result in a very slow measurement. The test result at 

frequency range higher than the system bandwidth is due to limitations of the state 

space averaged modeling technique employed and is not of interest in our study. 
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